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Abstract 
This thesis describes research the use of a fork as the 
sensor in a simple seismometer. The research includes the use of a second 
piezoelectric transducer as both the suspension system and the force transducer for the 
seismometer. 
A simple inertial 
developed. This model was to 
model, based on a 
the frequency .. ",<>n01,.."'" 
mass-spring system, was 
suspended mass, 
output dlspla.ceIneJrlt to an 
An extended control 
displacement sensors, 
were investigated. 
application 
potential for use in 
teedbllck was 1>"'ll1>1>·"U. A number 
seismometer 
tine of the tuning was modelled as a separate vibrating cantilever. This mechanical 
model was then combined with an electrical equivalent overall model was 
with actual data obtained a 32.768kHz piezoelectric fork. The actual data 
matched the theoretical response very proving the accuracy 
model. From a analysis on the system the Tllr.n,.,m 
to measure 
mechanical and 
limits of the tuning 
Operating the tuning fork as a displacement sensor required the measurement of its output 
and the phase measurement the input and output waveforms. 
measurement systems were excluded as they required very high rates to achieve 
the required accuracy. Magnitude measurement was done using a filtered rectifier. The 
importance of isolating the phase measurement from the magnitude measurement led to the 
U1SCm,SI(1ll of many different Logic gate were, however, the only 
detectors phase without in magnitude 
UU'L",",'''''''"' the measurements. 
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A shift in displacement was modelled as a change in the forces in the piezoelectric tuning 
fork model. This change in force shifts the operating characteristics ofthe fork, which can then be 
modelled as simply a change in operating frequency. For any shift of displacement, modelled as a 
change in operating frequency, the output motion of the tuning fork can be divided into two 
transient motions and one steady state motion. A new method had to be developed for the 
combination of the transient and steady state responses into one total response. This total 
response was then used to develop both the control models and the controllers for keeping the 
tuning fork operating at a specific point in its resonant band. From the control models it was 
found that it is advantageous to use phase rather than magnitude to control the crystal. 
For the application of the force feedback response, mechanical models of the piezoelectric 
transducers were derived, and the sensitivity of the suspension system was obtained. Numerous 
approach tests were also completed to find the most sensitive physical arrangement of the tuning 
fork seismometer. In the application of force feedback, two different control loops were required. 
Using phase and resonant frequency as the control variables in these loops proved to offer a better 
solution than using magnitude and phase. 
A simple tuning fork seismometer was designed and tested. It was compared to two 
conventional devices to establish both the sensitivity and bandwidth. The object of the test was 
not to be completely noise free, but rather to test the concept of the tuning fork seismometer. The 
tests gave a bandwidth of DC-25Hz, with an estimated sensitivity of 23J.ig. Noise signals 
produced in the operation and measurement limited the sensitivity and bandwidth. 
This thesis explored the previously unexamined option of using a piezoelectric tuning fork in 
conjunction with a piezoelectric transducer to form a simple force balanced seismometer. The 
results obtained go some way in indicating the potential of using this system in future 
seismometer design. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
1.1 Thesis Overview 
of was to a as 
sensor in a simple feedback The investigation the use of a 
piezoelectric as both the system and transducer of 
balance Physically the transducer is in close 
the tuning fork, suspended in such a way that external of the ground 
motion 
Although never (l,v\,uau touching 
be accurately Ul<:'CW'l.u<:,U by monitoring 
U ...... UJ;:.. fork, the dJ~~pll:tce:mEmt of the 
between the fork and tramSI(1w::er 
strength of are highly 1J""lu<al~ on the displacement the two 
operating of the tuning 
tuning a very accurate measure 
piezoelectric trams.r:iw:!er can be v .... "a'u""'"'-. 
are affected by 
Therefore 
intersurface forces 
the 
.... "'.P"' ...... "' ... "'.," hflhllfll'm the 
to 
a 
The 
The 
of 
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Seismometer 
Output---I 
Piezoelectric Transducer 
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Displacem 
Control 
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Tuning Fork 
I 
Displacement 
Measurement 
Figure 1.1.1: An Overview of the Force Feedback Tuning Fork Seismometer. For 
any ground motion there will be a corresponding relative motion of the piezoelectric 
transducer. However, the tuning fork measures the relative motion and adjusts the voltage to 
the piezoelectric transducer. This moves the transducer back to its initial position effectively 
eliminating the relative motion. The control voltage to the piezoelectric transducer is 
proportional to the relative motion and becomes the output of the seismometer. 
However, the principle behind any force feedback seismometer is not to measure the rel-
ative displacement between the ground and the suspended mass, but rather to measure how 
much force is required to keep the mass still. In this case the force is supplied by applying 
a voltage to the piezoelectric transducer. For any given ground motion, the relative motion 
of the piezoelectric transducer is governed by the mass spring characteristics formed by the 
suspended transducer. However, the relative displacement motion is measured by the tuning 
fork and the voltage to the piezoelectric transducer is altered to move the transducer back to 
its original position. Thus, by accurate control of the transducer voltage, the relative motion 
between the tuning fork and the piezoelectric transducer is kept to an absolute minimum. The 
control voltage of the piezoelectric tuning fork is proportional to the relative motion and is used 
as the output of the seismometer. 
This thesis builds up the study from the background on seismometers, to the modelling 
of all individual components, and finally to the construction and building of a simple tuning 
fork seismometer. It details the systems that control both the operation of the tuning fork and 
the displacement between the tuning fork and the transducer. The fundamental limits of the 
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operation of the tuning fork as a displacement sensor are discussed along with the various other 
factors that influence the bandwidth and sensitivity of the tuning fork seismometer. 
In the rest of Chapter 1, the background of inertial force feedback seismometers is developed. 
The inertial seismometer is modelled as a damped suspended mass system, and the various 
equations governing its behaviour are derived. The force feedback principle is expanded, and 
includes a detailed control model for the system. Finally, various displacement sensors, and 
their potential for use in force feedback seismometers, are discussed. 
In Chapter 2 the contact model for the interaction between the piezoelectric transducer 
and the tuning fork is developed. The contact model is separated into the intersurface forces, 
and the forces due to the motion of the air between the two surfaces. The intersurface forces 
are built up from interatomic forces which combine to form intermolecular forces, which are 
then combined to form the intersurface forces. Various equations modelling the effect of the 
passage of air between the surfaces are discussed in detail. The relative strengths and distance 
dependence of each component of the contact model play an important role in determining the 
optimal sensitivity position in Chapter 5 of the thesis. 
Chapter 3 is concerned with the electrical and mechanical modelling of the piezoelectric 
tuning fork. A vibrating cantilever is used to model each of the tines of the tuning fork 
separately. The equivalent electrical circuit of the piezoelectric tuning fork is developed, along 
with a simple measurement circuit, in order to measure the vibration characteristics of the 
fork. The combined electrical and mechanical model is tested and found to be an accurate 
representation of the tuning fork behaviour. A noise analysis of the system is also completed 
to ascertain the fundamental limits of the tuning fork's ability to measure displacement. 
The actual operation of the tuning fork is detailed in Chapter 4. The accurate measurement 
of phase and magnitude, which are the two main outputs from the fork, is discussed in terms of 
the required sensitivity and bandwidth. A model for a change in displacement, and its effects on 
the magnitude and phase characteristics of the tuning fork, is developed, and then thoroughly 
tested. Control models are developed and used to design feedback control systems, which keep 
the tuning fork crystal operating at a fixed point in its resonant band, using either phase or 
magnitude. 
In Chapter 5 the application of the force feedback effect is discussed. Using similar electrical 
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"1",,","""'''''(>1 models to the ones Chapter 3, the 
tric are derived. Using the Ple:zOf~le<~trllC transducers 
of the piezoelec-
fork is approached 
in several physical arrangements. theoretical models from Chapter 2 are used . 
in conjunction with the approach test to determine the optimal 
and initial of the meZOE)lec 
control OpE)ratlon of the application 
construction a simple 
mometer. procedure used and signal interpretation is also detailed. 
the tuning fork sel:9morn.et£~ris compared with measurement rlO,,,,,,'O 
both bandwidth. not completely noise 
goes along way to """'.TVV " .. <:. that the piezoelectric fork in conjunction 
transducer can used as a seismometer. 
feedback are 
fork seis-
output of 
1.2 An Introduction to Inertial Accelerometer/Seismometers 
Seismometers, in simplest sense, are to detect the "'''''''£'0 "''''V.tV'' or 
seismic movements, ground. Many seismometers are specialised ac(~elE~ro:m 
specifically to measure magnitUdes and Earth's o.,,<_<:a."La 
are two distinct 
strain lln;.""", • .u 
measure 
discussed in this 
h.,i"u,,,,,,,n two points on the second type, inertial selSIIllonle-
between the ground 
is a of the second type, the 
1.2.1 Inertial Accelerometers/Seismometers 
1.2.1.1 The 
comprehensive 
[1] 
on of sell',mC)mEltr:Y 
Earthquake ;:jeltsII10HJgji 
Wielandt's on-line book 
by Havskov and Alguacil[2J. 
texts were developing the basic model a seismometer. The simplest 
way to model an inertial sel:sm,orn.et€lf is as a mass-spring mass, suspended by a 
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move LvA<:LuL'!.,'U to movements of the relative >.I.1'-',,1\)'U by 
the as 
system also contain ,,""""UPUL!; caused m€~cn;anl.cal resistance 
mass. The 
as well 
ground as mass through the surrounding medium. 
moves 
to the passage of 
mass tends to so there will a difference between movement 
of and the mass. differential motion can recorded and and an 
accurate rettreflen'tatlOn ground is 
sel:smomlet(~r modelled as a mass spring "''\",t:t>,m is 
can obtained. idea of an 
of 
as 
ly(t) l\.1a.ss (m) 
Spring 
(k) 
-'--------"-----1 x(t) 
1.2.1: The Inertial ~e]ISnlorne1ter Modelled as a Mass-Spring ~""·"t""Tln an 
initial ground motion of x (t) there will be a corresponding mass movement y (t). The 
r/.Hp'l"'''''''''''''' between the ground motion and the r.(I7'TP'!,'I}()7U/,:I,nn mass motion """"'"11." in the 
measurable relative motion z (t). 
a gIven 0'T'£111'1'11r1 displacement x( t) 1 a cOITe~ipondJmg ~n!U\l"'·t:t> motion 
mass y(t) and the L"'"""lV'<1 between mass z (t) = y - x(t){lJ. 
acceleration of the mass y (t) will be governed any external force applied to the mass 
as the force applied spring, which is proportional to 
damping force, which is proportional to veloCity. 
nT'<",,,,,,,1" on the mass. 
my(t) = F- (t) - (t) 
to obtain a measure ground motion, 
displacement, 
the following 
{l.l) 
terms of x(t) 
and z (t) the relation z (t) = y (t) - x (t). 
(t) + ')'.i{t) + (t) - m.x(t) {1.2) 
9 
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Equation 1.2 forms basic model the inertial sel:smomlet{~r It is on the 
well mass system and the developments the model that are 
based on !UG~LU't;;;H!~L!'L~! treatments very similar to used to uc.,,-,u,uc; mass spring """"""rYl" 
1.2.1.2 System Sensitivity 
The seismometer based heavily on a mass spring will be highly 
to frequency. frequencies mass will follow ground motion and there will be 
no motion[2]. At mass will move very differently 
in relation to the ground. Thus the mass system forms a pass filter ground 
filtering to be in the recording 
any given sinusoidal ground motion it is reasonable to assume that the motion 
between mass and the will also but of magnitude 
The following can then included into of the sel:smomletE~r 
model: 
z(t) A cos (wt) 
(wt) 
z(t) = -Aw2 cos (wt) 
these eql1at,10Ils into J:!.iQ
'
uatlon 1.2 
x(t) = cos 
x(t) = -Bw - cp) 
x(t) = cos (wt <p) 
new _ .... '. __ . __ 
(wt) + cos (wt) F + m.Bw2 cos (wt 
for the 
(1.3) 
If it is ao"'u.u<vu that no force acts on mass, a hole"",.,n the m~~gIlllttlde 
HH..""'UH between the and the mass the of the motion 
mass to rlot'OrTnl 
This ratio can 
the of the 
A 
along with the measured relative motion of the 
vibration. 
B ---------------~--~~~------cos (wt) - :;;wsin (wt) + m cos (wt) 
10 
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t.o increase the 
ground, the 
mass .or delcre:asl.nl! 
magnitude .of the 
.or between the 
can be 
.or damping c.onstants 
CrU\1H',,'l m.oti.on and 
Relative Response to IJu ..... ""v ...... a .. Ground Motion 
relative m.oti.on 
Either 
the rati.o 
.of the 
... "u~.''' .. '-· .... previ.ously, in .order t.o the exact relative resp.onse an inertialseis-
mass t.o sinus.oidal similar mathematical treatments as th.ose used 
111G"''''·''IJUU.~ systems are 
s.ources, namely Ralph 
Vibrati.ons" 
resp.oJnse .of an inertial se}SmOrrle 
nT'£""'"'''' secti.on is Y'p-:aY'Y':fU 
z (t) = 
mathematical "'"'" ..... ,.'1 
Ne'Nto>ma.n Dynamics"{3] 
are ~">,,,v._, adapted 
SlnUS()1(1;al ground m.oti.on. 
t.o the f.oll.owing 
m 
x (t) -
m 
k (t) - -.Z (t) 
m 
are 
the substituti.ons, i!i = ~ m = w~ and again assuming 
.on mass, .. 'UIIL<-:' .. t.o: 
z(t) = 1 (t) -
T 
it can be ,,,,,,,,, ... >£:,,,-1 any sinus.oidal gr.ound 
mass will als.o be sinus.oidal, but .of different amplitude and 
f.or Equati.on 1.6: 
z(t) 
z(t) 
z(t) -
c.os (wt + <p) -
c.os + 
x(t) = A 
11 
.out in a number .of 
"Mechanical and 
ae'~er.ml]!lln,g the relative 
1.2 devel.oped 
(1.5) 
there is n.o external 
(1.6) 
m.oti.on .of 
the f.oll.owing 
~L7) 
c.os(wt) 
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solutions for z (t) can be as: 
z (t) cos(wt+cp) = (B) cos (cp)cos(wt) - (cp) sin (wt) (1.8) 
i = sin + cp) = (cp) cos (wt) + cos (cp) (wt) 
z (t) cos + = (_Bw2) cos (cp) cos (wt) - sin ( cp ) sin (wt) 
Substituting solutions into 1.6, 
(cp) cos (wt) - (cp) sin (wt)] -~ (-Bw) [sin (cp) cos (wt) + cos (cp) r . 
(cp) cos (wt) - (cp) sin (wt)] 
+Aw2 cos (wt) (1.9) 
This "'4Uo,IJH..U can be reaUCE~ to: 
( B ( - w~] cos ( cp) + ~ sin ( cp») + cos (wt)-B (rw2 (cp) + ; cos (cp») sin (wt) = 0 
(1.10) 
When 1.10 is at wt = ~, cos (wt) will be zero, so the only way the 
can be solved is if the coefficient of (wt) is also to zero. Using information an 
to solve cp can be given as: 
~ 
= tan(cp) = (1.11) 
The terms (cp) cos (cp) can evaluated Equation 1.11 tan (cp) and 
the trigonometry a triangle, 
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to increase the 
ground, 
mass or rlar-....,,, .. ,,n 
magnitude 
device. 
or the ratio hfl1twf~fln 
Equation 
amplitude of the 
manipulated to 
or 'U.<.W'u ...... '" constants would 
increase 
1.2.1.3 Relative to Sinusoidal Motion 
motion 
Either 
the ratio 
of the 
to determine exact relative response of an inertial' 
m()mlete:r's mass to smus(Hd;e.1 ~Jl VUlllU motion, 011U.UaJ. ... ,,''' ......... '.au''vu.. treatments as those 
These LU"",U""UO>uL'vO>L techniques are out in a in mass-spring systems are 
sources, namely Ralph "Newtonian and ,-,!l.GV"O! "Mechanical 
Vibrations" by """'''V.'f adapted for use det,errnmmg the 
response of an sel:smolIllettlr to ground motion. Firstly Equation 1.2 developed 
previous Sec:tIOU is to 
z (t),= F - x (t) 
m m 
k (t) - -.Z (t) 
m 
Using the U"UJUO, :L = 1 and = m r m again GOOUU!'Uf;:. there is no 
on mass, Equation 1.5 OUUlvOO to: 
z (t) = .!:.Z -w;.z{t) 
T 
(1.6) 
Once again, it can be assumed that sinusoidal ground l .. "''''U'U the relative Tnr.rlll>n 
the mass will also sinusoidal, but of itt"'1"<l.,t amplitude and gives the 
for 1.6: 
z ( t ) = B cos (wt + Ifi) 
z(t) = -Bwsin (wt +Ifi) 
z(t) = -Bw2 cos (wt + Ifi) 
11 
x(t) = A cos (wt) 
::::::: -Awsin{wt) 
x(t) = cos (wt) 
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-~ 
sin (It') cos (It') = 
where the are intentionally equation 1.10 is 
at wt = 0 the of cos (wt) must for sin (It') and cos (It') 
in 1. can now be B. 
+ =0 
Aw2 
B = --;::===== (1.13) 
for an Avt'ArYHl rr",.".·nn ..... dlsjJla(!em.ent A cos (wt) the mCltlO'n will 
z (t) = --;:=======:= cos wt + tan-1 Aw
2 
(( 
mentioned and shown Equation 1.14, both 
of the inertial O':;.OU'.VU1", response is· highly oelDeI10tm 
)) 
magnitude and 
on the 
(1.14) 
phase 
the 
0''''('\11t'1,f't motion. response oelJen.ael1ce on frequency fh" .... "'f\,.. ... '" needs to be thoroughly' 
understood so accurate reI)rel'lentat;iOIls actual rr·"'>l1T1' ..... measurement 
relative motion can be attained. 1.14 can relative 
suspended mass to an external drive mOtlo:n. It is used later chapters as a 
for other COlTIP'Onen1GS of the system. 
13 
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1.2.1.4 Magnitude " ..... ~r .. 1C1l1' .... .., 
To the motion in an inertial 
only steady state is CO]llS!'Oel:ea 
magnitude frequency response of the seismometer as· a function of the frequency the ground 
motion was, 
z (w) = --;======~ 
Now if 
to be Aw 
inertial seismometer 
frequency behaviour an 
equations. equations are 
displacement 
of motion can 
w 
seismometer can now 
again Chapter 5 
(1.15) 
are CO]llSI,oel:ea 
function the 
as '[1]: 
(1.16) 
(1.17) 
(1.18) 
om;enmrteo using 
and the whole system is put together. The output displacement is a high-pass filter input 
displacement a corner H",'-!u.taH,.y of = At this tre<lUe]llCY the 
will 
input 
amplified by a factor 
Pla,celnellt is plotted in 
frequency response of output displacement to 
1.2.2. 
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fo 
The Output Displacement for 
'lIU"tfJ'Tl:'tM,r,(J.t: 11't:(J'lL/~'IU:'11 response of the output 
displacement. 
Displacement versus Frequency. 
is a high pass filter for input 
corner ~,."'nl1,"nr·'tT will again be fo = ~ and the 
velocity amplified by r;. 
for input velocity. 
displa,celneIlt magnitude at this frequency 
response is in 
ency 
The Output UISpJlac:en:leJlt Velocity versus 
m,(ln'l1~'tT.1W,e frequency response of the (J'IJ.I.'lJ1U, uZSJ)'£U(:;e'[I'tt:1U, is a band pass filter for input Vel,{Jl:',WIJ. 
from Equation 1.18, 
Again the corner frequency is fo = 
amplified by 2lL. Its basic 
wol' 
Ql~iplliCetmEmt is a low-pass 
the output displacement 
respOJnse is plotted in 
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versus 
'r'UUl'TJ.."HUIP frequency response of ".rr .... '.,. UUiv£ucerne1u is a low pass filter for input 
Eqllations 1.16-1.18, the pla.cerneIlt measurement he1t.Wf'!en 
mc)m'et€lr'S mass and the actual ground motion can accurately determined, as long as 
~T'$.t'T,"'T'l'''T.'''''''' of the inertial 'seismometer are characteristics can either mea-
or aet;ennlIlea from frequency respOllse like those in Figures 1.2.2, 
Force Balance Principle 
pJ.';;; ...... :nvu of an SelSmOII1letl~r is U<OI.J'VJ • .lU';:;UV on two basic components: 
c!t>1~C!i1H"'it" determined by the mass 
uel,enUULeu by the properties that measures the dl~lpll:tce:mEmt between 
mass and the ground. When an due to ground ac(~eH~ratlon acts on 
the mass spring system converts into a relative ..... iJ'p"" .... "" .... :;uv mass. 
electronic transducer then converts displacements into an electric 
inertial force or the 0.0 ......... '''0 Neither the Hl,,;1,.;11(:UU.I,.;C11 .. ..,.'T'UO· .. "'u, ..... 
displacement is very IJ""V'~'''' 
previous section on ",,,C,..-O,YI 
can lead to errors in measurement. 
relative displacement of mass as a 
Equation 1.4, which 
of the magnitude " ... ,.,,,,,,,£1 motion 
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the mass 
<ilSlpJa<::em,ent of 
as small as possible. 
was ..... ..:; .... ..:;, ..... 
"1u<,t.p,m damping is O'p,np"J:l 
to maximise 
of the spring 
'Output 
UUJ.UV"" need to 
constant, the constant would have 
to be decreased. However, due to changes in geometry, a low spring constant will result 
non-linear 
the rA<,l"nrlntT 
means that 
Another difficulty 
a large range magnitudes. 
l"''-'IU,",'C;U. the and constant . 
...... u."',,, .... ''"'''-'''''' effects grow in comparison to 
SeI;sm.orrlet,ers is transducer that converts relative 
displacement of mass into an electric "'1","0". the mechanical increased by' 
the reduction of the force of the the electronic transducer to remain 
quite difficult 
of seismic 
as mechanical 
as <ilsicussed up to 
accurate for the now V\,,,,lU<'-U range of the displacement. It 
accurate for to 
magnitudes 
now cannot be 
1.3.2 Balancing 
to solve 
remaining 
measured. 
to the 
electron:lc UHU""U.l~l':;A) as 
precision and ,",PT'''"'.'''' at the same time. 
Forces 
the force ucw.( .. "~c ~"""HJlH'-l is used [1 ][2]{5]. passive inertial 
mass Pf()<illced ground is determined by 
the ""'-"llF. ... V'Mll of the spring In a 
the unknown force on 
The size of this rVUTIno..",., 
mass, and then adjusts 
idea is U1UI"~la 
mass is compensated a known force tT""l'lprJ:lt.O,ri by a transducer. 
force is controlled by a that position of 
force to move the mass back into its initial position. The 
1.3.1. 
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Figure 1.3.1: General Force Feedback 
zs by varying input force to 
is controlled by the control circuitry 
Signal 
Ci feu itry I--...I.--";;;~ 
System. relative displacement· 
force transducer. The force 
the measurements from the displacement 
transducer. The measurement of rel~rJ,tz1Je motion is now converted into a measure of how much 
force is motion. 
The transducer, by the forces mass to move with the 
and reduce the motion to zero. force produced the transducer is therefore 
proportional to motion, and 
a measure of motion can 
an ele:ctlclCI'l,l 
11l<;:\..11':UU'-'GW. system is no 
and it allows 
"uc,h:"rn bandwidth will be 
to the 
obtained. The "" "'UHU acceleration is now 
UL<:;VU'CUU\"aJ. precision mass 
as a but as a detector, 
up precision .. Owing to unavoidable 
other problems occur. 
Optimisation of the '-AJL",HJL circuitry be<~on(les vitally important providing a degree of 
range. 
1.3.3 Expanding the LiO,nt:rOl Model 
for the benefits of feedback to achieved, 
circuitry must designed. movement must kept to an minimum if 
the errors the system are to avoided. Reducing 
to VV'vUAJL1"'" sensitivity will the the mass to move. 
must encompass a faster, more accurate control to keep the system functioning 
correctly. vau.u.u;,!". each of the control becomes as does 
the u .. '''''''','''','''' ....... ,'!; of the nature the forces on the mass by motion. 
by looking at frequency response the passive seismometer rlj~U'l1QQ~>rl 
18 
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function for 
determined 
Ground isp.lactsmlsnt Transfer 
Velocity Transfer 
Ground ",-<,'l,.:::;,"ca Transfer FUnction 
The relative mass Ulspla,Celnellt can 
tiplying by the spring constant k. A more detailed . 
1.2.1 can now 
GROUND 
MOTION 
Figure 1.3.2: 
is illustrated 
Expanded Model 
displacement mass can easily 
= 
S2 
(1.19) 
-
S S 
= = 
= (1.21) 
s2 + ~s +!£. 
m m 
into mass by mul-
diagram than one in Figure 
1.3.2. 
Force Feedback ...... VU"L System. 
a total t.r~.n",tt>r LU.AA".".'V," for the whole feed back system 
can be used to ria1r01"1tTI the system bandwidth as well as the 
sensitivity to ground 'U"''','';'H 
affect the overall "'u~,t.t>'n response so a thorough understanding of 
The Displacement Sensor 
component 
is imperative. 
At heart of any or without a feedback Cl"e",,,,,,,,, is the sensor 
measures the relative motion of the mass. "","'UF." some seismometers use velocity transducers 
to determine ....... ".,,' .. this use of piaceInellttl:alllsdulcers. These 
displacement sensors measure the relative placernellt between the mass 
the system. The imposed by the <11~;pll:tCeimEmt transducer r<>r'1"t>,·,·",f".'''''''' are often 
19 
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fundamental limits to and bandwidth 
inertial seismometers it is not always necessary that sensor has a range, as 
the relative motion ground motion and the mass is relatively smalL For force L';";i ......... '"~U. 
systems this movement in fact be almost zero as .",..,1"£>1m controls the mass at a 
It is therefore much more important that the 
are the critical u", •. ,,,,u.,!", the performance of sensors 
seismometer. are numerous different of , .... "p.~.vv .......... sensors, some more in 
seismometry """'" .. "''' brief overview of displacement sensors 
is given in the next sectioJn. 
1.4.1 Major ""' ... ' .... ",,""'" of Displacement Sensors 
1.4.1.1 Resistive IS~)1ace:mE~nt Sensors 
'.HC'!.''''''''''''>''''''''' sensors, commonly known as consist of an electrically con-
ductive wiper 
rotary or 
is then set up 
a fixed resistive element[7]. potentiometers can be 
displacement measurement required. The resistive "'.v ....... , .. 
divider the output is a ""''''OJ'vu 
wiper position. A vu.va",,,, is applied across two of 
termInal and the electrical V out between measured. 
would be ImlDlementEKl an inertial'seismometer by La"'UU1'!", the wiper to the mass 
"' .... " ... " attached to the ground. output voltage from 
a of the relative motion h",1r"r~""n the mass and the ground. divider would 
Most measurement ,,<O\...UUll\.l require 
potentiometer circuit[7] 
resistance Rm, 
This current results 
which is Tyrr.TV\""" 
will draw some current 
non-linear 
to the ratio between 
of the potentiometer 
This will reduce 
the potentiometer 
r<>rHu'1"'r,n in 
output 
a 
position 
external resistance of the measurement device and the tOtall~i')li')~':Ul\';~ 
To reduce the non-linearity 
of the measurement as 
is limited by the power 
will also have to be 
20 
much "'J.Ua.J."~' 
between the input HUH""'''' 
of the potentiometer. 
which will in turn 
any 
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accuracy or resolution of potentiometers largely depends on their Po-
are usually from res:lstlve wires wound around a central insulated 
material. is on to ~"'",r'I""'<> 
The density of the wound coils 
potentiometer. If contact tip area wiper is reduced to 
of 
the diameter the 
then the resolution is one turn of the 
the wiper moves one turn to next the amount wire be set by 
. insulating material. 
is also very cheap, as it requires 
of the 
the ,",V,"",..,TT. 
contact between 
will limit 
is 
and ease use. It 
passive COiml>OlleIlts. There are, 
will produce 
mass-spring 
some major 
and 
..,ri." .. ",,", wear which will of 
on the use .. _,,,1:,,., .. ,, all the, sources as 
prlBCl:Slon of the sensor. Noise "lj:;U""l" will be caused 
by intermittent contact between the various mechanical components of the potentiometer. 
Due to low sensitivity nOIse sensors are not often 
seismometers. 
Inductive 
Based on di8.pll:tc€!mEmt sensors can be either or passive{8J. 
generating inductive sensors /T(:l'n(:llr<>t.", a voltage due to the relative motion between a coil 
core. sensors require an power source is 
A terr~Jmagnet;rc ..,.,"",n<:nrori coil and an un-powered coil. The 
or flux drive """'T01rn is easily changing of both 
and the core. measurement can reluctance 
a 1U'_""All<::; flux are numerous configurations coils and core, d.eIPelrld.ltng 
on the 
could be 
of displacement measurement Similarly to the core 
""" .... '"eu. to the mass of whilst the are fixed on Changes 
motion he1l;wf~en the mass and ground would now reluctance would 
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change the voltage induced in the un-powered coil. 
In general the inductance of a wire can be given by [8] 
L=Ndif; 
di (1.22) 
where L is the inductance, N is the number of turns cut by the flux linkages, and if; is the 
flux. The voltage induced in the unpowered coil can now be given by [7] 
if; = Mdip 
tnd dt (1.23) 
where M is the mutual inductance and ip is the current flowing through the powered coil. 
From Equation 1.22 the sensitivity of the mutual inductance of the inductive displacement 
sensor will be dependent on the coil density of the windings, as well as the size and position 
of the core which determines the flux. The sensitivity can also be increased by increasing 
the current i p , by either increasing the driving voltage or decreasing the resistance of the 
powered coil. As there is no actual contact between the coils, or between the coils and the 
core, the resolution should theoretically be infinite and even the slightest movement of the core 
should produce a change in the mutual inductance. Unavoidable noise sources does restrict 
the resolution of most commercially available inductive displacement sensors to the micrometer 
and submicrometer range[9][lO], with the most sensitive claimed to measure with a resolution 
of lOnm. The measurement of the induced voltage will cause similar problems to the voltage 
measurement in the resistive displacement sensors, and there is usually a trade off between high 
sensitivity and high linearity. 
Although better than resistive displacement sensors, inductive sensors are quite a bit more 
complicated. Their effect on the mass spring dynamics of the system is neglible and can easily 
be incorporated into the whole system. The coils do require comprehensive shielding to prevent 
external signals corrupting the measured seismic signals. Stray capacitance is also a problem 
which causes additional errors in the measurement. 
22 
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lA3lDElCltn'e Displacement .....,"'.u" ...... 
capacitance hP.1t;wf'!P.n two plates is a LU.'.LvOJ'V" the area 
plates and of the U""."'110,1 h""'u,£,£>Tl them. can be 
adapted to displacement sensing by fixing permittivity and '"'''''"'''I"U',o either the distance 
between the plates, or 
can then 
contact he1l;wf'!P.n 
together in 
the plates can 
control ''''''TPlrTl 
plates around). passi ve electrical 
capacitance to a there is no 
contact area (by "'''' .... U'"·'''' 
to convert this v • .,~ ..... ,v 
plates, there is no adverse affect to 
have to sensors, 
to obtain the Slight errors in 
non-linear and inaccurate results when the are so closed ~"F'''V'W.'' 
plates to keep 
prt)(1111clng large measurement errors. 
plaCelneJnts sensors use a of some IJU' ........ Uv. 
the basic ""f,,,,,,,u .• VLL [8J 
D 
where C is capacitance, c is the of the medium between the plates and D is 
the distance he1twf~en 
c= 
* 
..... a.n)'LLL [12] to 
an interacting area 
low nanometer range. 
200,um from 
The dielectric constant of air at 20° at 1atm is 1.00059[11] 
measurement been Marioli, Sai"dini 
1"\"",('\..,1'1 1 f F 
the resolution of capacitance dlElpll:tC€!mEmt sensor will 
this example would 
which could to the orientation 
initially located 
errors discussed 
pl~LCemEmt senors have in feedback 
[5J. 
1.4.1.4 Itras()nitC and "Time-of " ",,,,, .. , ... " 
Ultrasonic ..,"'rin,...'""", produce a will be reflected off objects and sent 
to the transducer. time taken 
between the 
sent pulse and reflected pulse can be to 
determine <L11<'UU,"""', and the reflective This technique usually 
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ranges than those required for an inertial selsmornletf~r 
1v""'Ll.",,;U by vU',,"H!,,'H5 air conditions as well as un''''''''''5''''''''''''' 
Other techniques are, however, used in the field of acoustic microscopy. A 
source 
a 
is produced in a fluid and the transducer acts as a 
and amplitude between .the sent 
the displacement between the transducer 
20nm have been achieved as discussed by Quate[14]. 
resolutions is that the operating 
i:lU, 'OA'" and the transducer must be 
UUUlvUH."'O make it impractical to use 
must 
problem 
range 
cooled to 
detection in 
a selsm.oIIletl~r 
Tunnelling .IJ'''''',''''~'' Scheme 
A UUU<;;'LLUJ'5 rI""t.,,.+inn sctlerne, as used in a ;:O .... ".UU'U5 
U",,1<;;l""5 current through an air gap hpjr,wE"I"n 
the mon-
A voltage is 
n,.,'''ll<OlJ b,etvlTee~n the and the surface and this gap. 
tun-v",''',,,,''',, in the distance between the tip and the surface IJ,""""""'''' 
of the current can then be 
order for the system to work 
from the surface. 
highly sensitive to displacement, there are a 
scheme for inertial seismometers. 
means that the mass cannot really move much at all l<;;QUtJ." .... n. conditions, 
U1':0vu,e",uv"". sensitivity of the system. The tunneling process is to 
the tunneling process takes place, and .... v',l~a,"lHa,""''' pr€~SeIlt on the 
n ... """",,,,,,, dramatically[16]. At 
uU'''''''''''5 tip and the surface. and 
dl~ipll'tCe!mEmt measurement. have, however, 
,.."" ...... "' .... 01.,0£1 into accelerometers and seismometers with some success (5] (15]. 
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interferometer sensors are successfully atomic force mi.cf()scopes. They use 
to monitor the UeJLle,-,C!U'U of a tip located very close to a intersurface 
...,,",,,VL''''''.L''- to the distance nA1-cure'''" the tip and the responsible for of the tip 
but have a range about 30nm. rli"",.."",,,,arl in (16], a laser beam 
is focused on a 
two closely 
photodetector to 
then be put into a 
. deflection. More 
configurations are 
they can 
In 
atomic resolutions. 
carefully in order 
seismometer. 
1.4.2 The 
this project the 
the 
Any 
more light than 
amplifier to 
systems 
in detail 
the 
one. The outputs 
the extent and 
beam splitters 
prE~cedinlg chapters of 
reflected back onto 
will cause one 
photodetectors can 
direction of the 
\.LUjl';;"';;,. .. , noise 
intersurface interferometers are also highly sensitive to 
They are 
are however 
the system to work. 
In atc)mllC 
and bulky 
adds to the 
Displacement Sensor 
displacement sensors inertial selsmOIIle 
tuning fork als,pl,a,CE;)m-enl; sensor. This 
up 
to be focussed 
complexity of 
were dl~.rel[al:d€:d 
and easy to use of trying to use 
device offers aUJ,uu:" f'f'11 "'<l,f'1<'<l to atomic force Cllflpl.:l.C€:mEmt sensors. 
et al[17] establish these tuning fork displacement sensors are possibly the most 
displacement sensors fork U''''P''''"'"''"'''''''''O 
feedback ",,,c,i-,,,,,,,, to significantly de<:re:ase the 
of inertial selsm,OIIlet,ers without rlp,r-Y'P'n<l'lnU accuracy or 
The tuning displacement sensor by vibrating a miniature high 
tric tuning fork at or 
into close Dfl)ximi 
tines, the 
ntE~ra~:::tl()ns vary 
resonant ~"<>""""n"",, The tines tuning fork are 
the interactions between the surface 
will change. and direction 
so the OTu'r",r 
the 
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teristics of the tuning fork, the distance between the tines and the surface can be accurately 
determined. The tuning fork approaching a surface is shown in Figure 1.4.1. 
Surface 
Figure 1.4.1: The Vibrating Tuning Fork Approaching a Surface. Standard 
32. 768kH z piezoelectric tuning fork crystals are often used. The outer packaging is removed to 
access the actual fork protected inside. 
The operation of a piezoelectric tuning fork as the displacement transducer of force feedback 
seismometer requires that each component of the system be thoroughly understood. First off the 
interaction between the tuning fork and the approaching surface must be well characterised, so 
that the best operating distance can be determined. Accurate models of the tuning fork need to 
be developed so that the system can be controlled to make accurate displacement measurements 
possible. The effect that a change in displacement will have on the operating characteristics 
of the tuning fork also needs to be modelled so that the system can be accurately controlled 
in a force feedback set-up. This thesis aims to address each of these components to establish 
whether the piezoelectric tuning fork can be used as the displacement sensor in a force feedback 
seismometer system, and to determine the limits of its operation. 
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Chapter 
The Contact Model 
The force hA1tUT~>ATl the approaching ""n'T-H',n and tuning fork can basically be 
two constituents. is the associated with 
both intermolecular and intersurface 
of air l:>e1~w{~n vibrating ple:ZOE~le(~trllc V •• UULLF> 
other force is 
and the 
a total contact model between tuning fork surface. 
2.1 Interaction Potential 
1.1 Introduction 
which 
These 
into 
to 
passage 
combine to 
of forc s, it can to the study the bottom up. 
Two sources were consulted in detail when compiling this section on the interaction potentiai: 
Surface by Jacob Israelachvili [18] Chapter 11 Scanning 
Microscopy" by Dror Sarid . Much of information in this is 
from two sources. to form molecules, which 
rise to intermolecular Intermolecular forces can then combine to surfaces and 
structures will in turn intersurface 
nature there are four distinct Two of are weak and ClTT'(W,rr interactions that 
act neutrons, and The other two are 
gravitational interactions that act between atoms and molecules as well as the OUI.r""'vUilH'-' par-
The and weak forces are ranged 1O-5mm) 
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whereas the 
ub~ttolmc to .•••. ' ... v.l 
Initially 
simple 
to account for all 
two molecules 
which is to 
gravitational forces 
theory 
gravitational 
intermolecular attractions. 
force law between them 
d(w(r» 
d(r} 
a range, varying from 
it was believed that one 
be 
an interaction potential between 
(2.1) 
Where ml m2 are molecular LUG"""';;;", G is a constant n is 
some integE~r hol":,,,,"orI to of the order 4 or 5. power law n is chosen by .... UJ"".'U."'l a 
the number density of the Ul".l"' .... Ul<," the region is p. an region of space 
attraction "",",1ro ... ,., he1',Wf!en two molecules the all the interaction enien.!'leS 
of one molecule with 
is spherical, 
the formula 
the other molecules can 
molecules in a 
a spherical shell, 
Now if the region of space 
be1bwE~en rand r + dr can be calculated 
r is and dr is the LH ..... A1,."''''''. 
total number Ul<"ll"''-,Ul';;;;:) in the shell. The total energy 
of one will therefore be 
Total Energy iL w(r)p47rr2dr 
0' is L is the of the system. In 
w(r) = pelrtOlrmlmg the required jnt"",..·""t;'l"In 
Total Energy = [1- (~)n-3] (2.4) 
It has experimentally that inte:raction between molecules is and 
of a of about Since 0' must than 
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L means that f< 1, the U"""'V"" to the interactions 
only n > 3. implies that the n1"., .. ",,...1",l"\n is ......... J between close 
not del)eDld on the macroscopic size of an inic&>"<If'ici 
1 is a much more far 
seen with distant planets and stars 'UV"L<)'''' 
ac],OSC01PIC size 
over vast distances . 
power 
.. ",,,,c.v •. ''''''' previously there is an "''''''V\'''L",e"vu between the distance dependent 11'11"&>r<.f'1"1,nn 
energy ""'''''-UT£.t>n two molecules, and the exists between 
and is actually the available ... ",." .... ;u .. ,",,,,,. energy. 
to the strength of energy between molecules can obtained 
energy to by KT, where T is of 
bath surrounding the is the thermal constant of 
h&>1cur~""n the two by \.,v,""''''V.<1 .. ,1:'. and 
states of a substance. Due to the interaction en1er{!;leS ho1rn">o", 
a gas will be much less than the amount of energy to 
convert liquid into a gas is considered as energy required to move the '''''''''''.'''''00 
can 
link between thermal potential can be seen. 
by the well known Boltzmann distribution, 
are the 
are the COIlcentr 
forces can be '~'F~~',' ,""aoon,.",.,. 
+ logXG 
molecule in a liquid 
and gas form. 
(2.5) 
gas 
lec'[;rOSt(;l.tIC forces that arise from the ,-,V' .... L\J ... V forces between charges. are 
risation forces that arise from moments induced in atoms and mCllec:ulElS 
of nearby charges and dipoles. Thirdly there are that are 
to nature. Such to covalent or chemical UV1,.,.,. ...... 
or exchange interactions balance the attractive forces at 
cat;e1Z:c)m~s should not be important forces like van 
cannot classified completely. are now 'Considered 
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2.1.2 Covalent or Chemical Bonding Forces 
When two or more atoms come together to form a molecule, the forces holding the molecule 
together are called covalent forces and the bonds formed are called covalent bonds. Within the 
molecule electrons are shared between atoms so the discrete nature of the atoms is lost. The 
number of bonds that each atom can have, its stoichiometry or valency, depends on its position 
on the periodic table. These bonds are highly directional and this controls the atom orientation 
within a molecule. Covalent bonds are short ranged in the order of atomic separations. They, 
like most intermolecular interactions, decrease in strength with increasing distance. 
2.1.3 Physical Bonds 
Physical bonds give rise to forces between unbonded discrete atoms or molecules. Physical 
bonds lack the specificity and strong directionality of covalent bonds. Molecules can move 
about and rotate whilst still remaining bonded to each other. Physical bonds do not radically 
change the electron fields of the bonding atoms. Physical forces can be as strong as covalent 
forces, but are of significantly longer range, making them the regulating forces in all phenomena 
that do not involve chemical reactions. Physical bonds can be divided into Coulomb forces or 
charge-charge interactions and ionic forces. 
The inverse square Coulomb force between two charged atoms, or ions, is by far the strongest 
of the considered physical forces. It is stronger even than then most of the chemical binding 
forces. 
The Coulomb interaction energy between two charges ql and q2 is given by, 
(2.6) 
and the Coulomb interaction force can be given by 
F(r) = _ d(w(r)) = qlq2 ~ 
d(r) 41reoe r2 (2.7) 
where e is the dielectric constant of the medium and r is the distance between the two 
charges. For typical interatomic distances the energy of these bonds turns out to be in the 
30 
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of 200KT which is 
Coulomb interaction is very 
important 
,-/V'U.",H .. U ","",,""ffU appears to 
uvuu,,,, indicating 
about all interI1tlolecullar u.~v ... (),v 
positive atoms 
eleCtrIC field becomes "vLvvLL,"",," 
Coulomb forces between ions can combine together to hold together in a rigid 
must 
Coulomb forces can 
the total 
summed with all 
1.4 Interactions 
1'1>1'''1'1",,£1 to as ionic 
lattice 
the lattice and not 
Polar Molecules 
bonds as ionic bonds. To 
'V,"'LUI"U',U "',n"'.'o'u of an individual 
nearest neighbours. 
many molecules one of atoms will tend to draw, one or more of the shared el€!ctIWIIS 
towards For isolated UL'-""''',U'''''' this results in an displacement of eie:ctl,oIIS 
covalent bonds. 
molecules. Permanent 
molecule a 
moments only occur in 
moment can be o."""6',L"''-.I. 
molecules are 
molecules and thus not 
type of covalent 
distance be1GWE~en moment a U""""vU'''' is defined as u = 
un,'L""'U"=> can be two charges +q and -q. 
dipole interactions where the dipole moment is induced. 
2.1.4.1 Fixed "'-'''OJV'''''' 
away 
fixed dipole 
the dipole is l, 
a 
is that between a 
charges ±q at both ends 
reactions will 
that each of 
+q at each end 
de]pelldEmt on the orientation 
is from the 
31 
atom and a polar molecule. If 
the is positioned a T 
be the sum of 
The "y:r.' .. ,{,nrn 
as this 
interaction can 
of 
seen 
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The Interaction ~""T~rD<:J,n a Dipole and A Similar arrangement 
can for all interactions involving polar molecules. individual ion can be 
by another fixed or induced dipole. 
as AB >::;; r + IcosO 
w(r,O) 
can be simplified to 
>::;; r -lcosO. 
( 0\ _ QucosO 1 wr, j----
41reoe 
two polar molecules are near other there is a 
two dipoles of moments Ul and U2 are orientated far enough 
AC can 
energy can then 
action between 
so that the length of 
Oe(~OIlaeS insignificant, can be treated as sources. The interaction may 
be rl""ju".rl using a similar Drc)celdUI~e to that u,sed for the "'Tl_n,T\,\I,<> interaction and is 
the equation. 
the .. H ......... ' ... ~U .. attraction occurs 
orientation of the two 
the two dipoles are 
(2.9) 
Equation 2.9 shows that 
dipole-dipole interaction is not as . strong as the n,..,,,,"""" two electrostatic int;er:act;iOJIS 
are already weaker than at ,.uc"",.,,'''.AA> of about dipoles are 
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r dipole-dipole interaction is ua.:"\J':'U.Y cancelled out by the coulomb between 
COlnponlent charges. This is less than the the dipole, 
energy is up au!',uu,F, the dipoles as they ",nT"'''''''''' 
Interactions Involving the ii:irlltiii:i'LIUn of Molecules 
cal;eglorll3S of the electrostatic need to be CO]rlslldel:ed are 
involve molecular polarisation. Basically 
that 
is the dipole moment induced in mCliec:uU:lS by other 
LUU'Lvvun;;o. The dielectric constant of a medium is a reflection of the way molecules of the 
.oe:SIQIf:)S the purely ,.0 .. "'1"'1" ........ between .................. are polarised by the 
two l·fl~.r'H",", or dipoles, all other ntElral~tl()ns so far considered are eSSem;Ialljl polarIsation type 
molecules are pv,'uu" .... "v. 
dipole moment Uind 
displacing the electron cloud 
AU'-'''''''.I.,,'OO can be polarised by an 
a distance r 
will ULUU\Jv a 
in a field E, 
to the positively '·,.;.;lr .... ·{1 
electric field. 
a molecule will produce an 
moment of: 
Uind = 
aze 1 
= 41r£oer2 
will lead to a reflected 
so that attractive force will 
= 
E is the polarising 
the induced ion that acts 
ion 
33 
on 
1 2 
= --aE 
2 
on 
of 
(2.10) 
even non-polar 
1 
~. 
(2.11) 
ion which is: 
(2.12) 
(2.13) 
liUC."lU'H 2.13 it is 
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noted that the energy is half that expected for the interaction of an ion with a similarly aligned 
permanent dipole. This is because the dipole is induced rather than being fixed and some of the 
energy is used polarising the molecule. Looking at the displacement of the positive and negative 
charges in the molecule, internally absorbed energy can be calculated. A freely rotating dipolar 
molecule will orientate itself under the influence of an external field. In the presence of an 
electric field the orientations of a dipole will no longer time average to zero, but will rather be 
weighted along the direction of the field. 
The interaction between a polar molecule and a non-polar molecule is similar to the ion-
induced dipole interaction discussed earlier. The polarising field comes from a permanent dipole 
rather than a charge. For a fixed dipole orientated at a specific angle 0, to a line joining it 
to a polarisable molecule a distance r away, the dipole induced interactions can be calculated 
from the electric field of the dipole. Then the interaction energy can then be calculated using 
W = - !aoE2, giving: 
(2.14) 
This interaction is not strong enough to orientate the molecules. Generally for two different 
molecules, with a permanent dipole moment Ul and U2 and polarisability a01 and a02 respectively, 
their net dipole induced dipole energy becomes: 
(2.15) 
2.1.5 Van der Waal's Forces 
2.1.5.1 Dispersion Forces 
Dispersion forces act between all atoms and molecules and make up the third and most impor-
tant contribution to the total van der Waal's force between atoms and molecules. They playa 
role in adhesion, surface tension, physical absorption and other surface phenomena, and are in 
fact called dispersion forces as they are responsible for the dispersion of light in matter. They 
are characterised as follows: 
• They are of comparatively long range and can be effective from distances greater than 
lOnm down to interatomic spacings of about O.2nm. 
34 
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til These forces or attractive and dispersion force np.1r,Wf~p.n 
two molecules a simple power law. 
til Dispersion account for some orientation lln''':''''UJ.<A>, although this orientation 
is 
til The dispersion IT'1ro .. <.t"'Tlrln between two molecules is aneCI;ea by presence 
bodies. This nOll-aOOlltlV'ltv dispersion interactions means you cannot simply add 
the individual pair nnT.t>"r. to obtain the tot-al lntt>T'<It"'tiinn 
Dispersion forces are 
origins requires a 
of van 
mechanical in origin, 
ua.LL~lUU electrodynamics hO'1,vnn 
can 
every atom, there is an ,u,,~uu~<; .. n'VUlO dipole moment cre,atElO 
protons. This insitalltane<)US 
neutral atom, inducing a 
will generate an e.e'''.'''.1'' 
moment in it. The 
dipoles gives rise to an Jl1~,~al1~<"'H<'VUL" attractive force he1GWE~en 
explanation of these 
of this discussion. 
that polarises any 
between' the two 
interaction has a 
speed of 
Theses retardation 
means that retardation "'H''''''''''' must be taken into account . 
... u,,'~a, .• v;:; dependent and nrtl'r!>/'r1r,n quite differently at 
different distances. 
van can be 
considering the ...... " .. "'..,...,"' ... he1t.Wf~n two Bohr atoms. atom an electron is 
to be orbiting a nT',,,, .. ,,, .... distance between the 0'''''' .. ,· ..... ' ' proton is known as 
. the first radius ao. It is YLO'VU>LLvv at which Coulomb energy 
constant and v is the of the electron. 
hv is the energy at 
ionise the atom as 
The Bohr atom 
e2 
ao = 8 h = O.053nm 1i'co v 
Bohr radius and is 
ionisation potential). 
no 
= 2hv, whereh is the 
value for ao is, 
to the energy 
an 
moment u = aoe. This will produce a field that will TI ... ".""I'" with a second atom 
35 
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rise to an attractive interaction similar to the dipole induced dipole interactions discussed 
earlier. The energy of this interaction can therefore be given by: 
(2.17) 
Substituting the electronic polaris ability of the second Bohr atom aD = 41rcoa3 into Equation 
2.17: 
(2.18) 
A more accurate model was derived by London in 1930 using quantum mechanical pertur-
bation theory. The London result adds a factor of i to Equation 2.18. The interaction potential 
for dissimilar atoms can be written as: 
3 aD] a02 hI/I hl/2 1 
w(r) = -"2 (4m:o)2 h(l/l + 1/2) r6 (2.19) 
2.1.5.2 Combining the Interactions: Van der Waal's between Polar Molecules 
Three distinct types of forces contribute to the total long range interaction between polar 
molecules,collectively known as van der Waal's forces: those are the induction force, the 
orientation force and the dispersion force, each of which has an interaction free energy that 
varies with the sixth power of the distance. Thus for two dissimilar polar molecules we have: 
( ) _ -Cvdw _ [Corient + Cind + Cdisp] w~r- -- 6 = 
r 
There are some interesting and important properties of the combined van der Waal's forces 
listed below . 
• Dominance of dispersion forces. For most situations the dispersion forces exceed the dipole 
dependent induction and orientation forces, with only highly polar molecules providing 
the exception. Total van der Waal's forces can even, in some molecules, increase when the 
dipole moments decreases. So dominant is the dispersion force that for dissimilar mole-
cules of which one is non-polar, the resultant van der Waal's energy is almost completely 
dominated by the dispersion force. 
36 
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2.1.5.3 
U<>1'11"\11<1 comparisons of experimental 
two is surprisingly good, 
with 
is often very close to the geometric mean of 
This is an approximation but it 
molecules again being' the t:>vI't:>nti 
Theory of van der Waal's 
ionisation potential or 
theoretical values, the correlation 
B, the coefficient Gvdw for 
mt,enM!tlorlS between like molecules, 
for most molecules with the 
Molecules: The Mclach-
It assumes atoms 
and it cannot handle 
of a mO'JecUJe in a solvent. In 1963 JoY ..... ,,,,,,,,u,,,,, .. ·g,enE~raJlISed van WaaPs two 
atoms. It included the induction, orientation dlf>Pe:rsl.on force in one equation and 
-I"'C""'- to interactions in a solvent two iHU'."' ... Ul<;" 1 and 2 a 
the J.U'JJ.W...,UJ'U" model is given by, 
00 
-6KT 1 
w(r) = (41reO)2 
n=0,1,2, .. 
(2.21) 
0:2 (ivn ) are the polarisabilities the molecules 1 and 2 and e3 (ivn ) the 
of 
Vn = 
l:.<'re:Quenc:ies can often be denoted by w 
.u<ouv,,<ou by 1i where 1i = 2~' 
Forces 
At very small interatomic distances 
force that determines how 
n 
w- Planck's constant can 
atoms overlap there 
two atoms can actually approach 
are quantum mechanical or .... l«,ULJ ..... ""< in nature, and are 
avery 
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of 
• 
• 
2. 
range as two UA\.,.",\.".u<~".come 
is no general equation to their distarice Instead are a uw.uv<:;" 
potential tun.ctleJnS have been over the years. 
Sphere Potentials: atoms are COJrlSl,del:ed as incompressible hard "'nt,,,,,..,,",,, the re-
force UU~A'v"L.r blecc'mE~S infinite at separations. of 
A .. "'L"',,",'-U,," is called the radius or the van Waal's 
pa.''''.UU", radius. SDJrleI"e pot(~ntaal can 
. (2.23) 
n= 00. 
power law is more realistic in that it the compressibility of atoms. 
power law DoteIlt11:1.1 
convenience. The power law potential can as, 
w(r) = {.;:) n (2.24) 
n is an U""~k'O' to be h",t'""'~'Tl 9 and 16. 
power law exponential n£\"o ... +, allows for 
ust;m(~at:lon than the power atoms. Although more theoretical 
is also due to its mathematical COJlv€~niEmce. 
w(r) = ce 
c anduo are "0'-'0. .... '''' constants. 
Total Intermolecular Pair Potentials: Lennard-J ones 
its 
(2.25) 
intermolecular 
pOlcen'tlalS into one 
potential is obtained by 'Combining the attractive 
known of is the ..,'v, .... ,'u 
repulsive 
or '6-12' 
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equation given as: 
(2.26) 
This is widely to its and although it does contain a errors 
it is a good interaction It a 
force and an attractive force with an inverse power law which is the same as 
total van Waal's forc~ can 
[
176 
F(r) = 24€ r 7 
The energy and force are plotted 
F(r) = to 
2.1.2. 
"Negative 
Attractive 
Distance 
(2.27) 
2.1.2: Lennard-Jones Potential 
, potential the IJf~lrL'fI.lLHJ, Jones is a 
Energy and Force. Also known as the 
l;:WW1,~aUte approximation for intermolecular 
attractive or negative energy, component a van der forces. 
dependence n = 6. The '1"f!'1J!1tL.~'l'IJf'. force 1""·Jnn"n'~Tu. has a u:t.~!l.lL7"u:f'. dependence 
with the experimental values. 
the U!C,~a."UV';;. ro, between 'TlTl:Ir< • ..,.T"'Tl the TlT,>r"""T,nn energy is zero. 
the interaction, w(r), is at a UU1U1UWLU when interaction F{r) , is zero 
39 
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the U10,~a,1,1\.,I;; re 1.120". maximum force will occur when d~~r) = 0, which 
The for the minimum energy and the maximum 
ntler~ict;lO:n Potentials of Macroscopic Bodies 
O"""ST"""" .... Intermolecular, Interparticle and Intersurface 
in the se~se that the same force can 
properties of gases and the cohesive strength 
at 
and liquids 
are ........ ,.,' that one Ul\Jl1;;'GUJ,I;; 
,",,"''''''1'JU''''' interaction is effectively long ranged in that the 
However the is 
range to dominate. 
A very ditren~nt situation arises when the 
all pair potentials between all 
combination has the following ,properties, ' 
net interaction potential is proportional to 
~ •• ~.,..." can be larger than KT even at ",,,,.'HIT'l'ltllnn 
the energy and force decay much more slowly with 
slowly and 
c;U'"L"""U in most 
", .. 1'11"1<><, are C011SHl-
macroscopIC body are 
means that 
a,\.,L,lU"L1> between macroscopic bodies of range than 
even though the same basic force may be nn''''-''Tl 
.. law is not purely attractive or repulsive all manner 
epEmdmg on the specific form of the long range 
UU,l'GL''GU'J'GO mean that the interaction potential may change 
a very ditfer~Elnt UI"'LGll\.,I;; dependence law to 
may arise 
more slowly and 
the Lennard-Jones 
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Molecule-Surface 
.L "D,e", ... ,uu,,!; once again that 
attractive and of the 
int.",r •• rti,nn potential be1LWE~en two atoms or small is 
, the net assuming additivity, a 
and the made up of like will be the sum 
ntE~ra~:::tI()fls with all H"-W:'>.,UU:A> body. This ",,,,,,,rem is 2.1.3: 
2.1.3: The 
interaction will be the sum of the the interactions bet'omee:n 
and a Surface. The total 
molecule at x =0 and all 
molecules in the surface. R11.1'TnIV> encompasses all area for x > The ''''.'T·U''·P :",.un,I,u, 
also be considered as three dimensional so that dx and dy are the length and thickness a 
circular ring of radius y. 
molecules in a circular dy thick and dx long, with a y, the ring volume is 
For a 
..,,,tit.llih1'1.rr these 
rI",.,,,H:u p, the number of ring will be 
net interaction energy. 
interaction will be: 
integrating across the 
a molecule at a ""O'~<U'vv D away from the 
100 100 ydy w(d) = -21fCp dx ( l)n -d 0 (x2+y2)'2 = 
van der where n = 6 Equation 
w(d) = 
41 
will 
net 
(2.29) 
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2. 
""''''.'>1U'-I<'<':;;'' that were seen nr~''''''n'' section the <=>n."rO"v between two 
a distance D apart can now 
energy would be infinite so the energy per 
defined. For infinite 
"" .... ,""'-. ..., area is considered. is shown 
III 2.1.4. 
Figure 2.1.4: 
built up 
Lionsl,aer a 
y 
Interacting interaction between the two can be 
interaction between each molecule within the surface of unit area 
within the -'111.1'rn.I'p. (1.~In:eH'-lJ, by all values x <0. 
of molecules of unit "'n· .. "'." area and thickness dx locate:a a '-LA"'""".'''''' x 
away from an exten<lea "UL'",,".'" area. As it is of "UL'''''"'''' area, the total UUJ.UU'G' 
in this strip will 
section the ,"'1'''' .. < ..... 1', 
Using the molecule .. nu ......... '" 
thin sheet with 
equation 
(2.30) 
Thus the total of the two surfaces will be: 
w(d) -2nD p2 foo dx (n 2) (n 3) Jd xn - 3 = (n 2) (n - 3) (n - 4) dn - 4 
This integral is u",<u,-","u.y the summation of the molecules one 
with all the interaction is of unit area 
with another area. the Tl""'T'''''T',1n is more likely to be be1Gw~len 
two surfaces area. interaction potential Equation 2.31 is then 
42 
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d is small compared to the surface area of the interacting surfaces: 
A very useful 
Hamaker constant 
considering 
which is defined as[18][19]: 
acrosc:oPIC bodies is 
A (2.32) 
G is the ,",,-,t,!',,,,,nl" are 
of the molecules two interacting media. A is fairly constant only on a 
range 0.4 * 10-19 J < A < 4 * 10-19 J. 
For van der (n = 6) with constant in the interaction on,""'(I'n 
between two becomes, 
The method so calculating 
that neighbouring atoms would have on 
simple summed the of single rnl'IIAt""ll 
to account for contributions is to 
images. This is is done in the 
can, ho'we'lTer be 
nd l1'lTO""f'f',nn energy 
interaction between any of atoms. The Ult~"llVU 
to obtain the total ntE~racuon. The correct way 
problem self COilSis:terltlv using the method 
model for van forces 118l{19J. 
is 
Hamaker constant with the basic eXIJre:SSl()llS remaining same. 
2.1.9 Du:!ra.C,(;lon Potential 
between the 
ideal ,,,,,,,N"ITI<! 
giving a very 
fork and the 
Tuning Fork 
idea, probably do not describe the nnenJtl:tllUIl 
This is most of these models deal 
pelrp€~nalCl.lllar and the exact 
shape of Unfortunately tuning exact 
knowledge is very difficult to obtain .. UQUla",,,,J. constants, for change 
on the materials They also can quite difficult, to determine. The v~u.u ... fork 
orientation may vary and this would in non perpendicular motion in relation to the 
43 
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surface. The size of both interacting "'''A''''''''''''''' may \';1l(:l,1lF!~<::: which would further 
complicate the u .... 'u"'; •• ..,ellV'",,''''''' area of uncertainty is 
the on the ,nr.",.".r>T1r.n no 
have an distance aepeJl1a4:m(~e and would 
p!1~.a,~~;u theoretical model. 
..... v'u.\J,,,, do provide a very good what happens in the interaction 
between the the surface. For most there will be a longer 
attractive force distance dependence will vary depending on the size and orientation 
the should also be a much 
tuning fork approaches will grow 
dependent on 
the basic contact is "'Il'UWU 
2.2 Air J:!.in:eC1CS 
The second the force that will be t>VT,t>T",t>n,"t>rI 
repulsive which 
size of these forces 
two surfaces, 
be by 
tuning fork when it ap-
proaches a "'UA""\.,'" 
the characteristics of 
with the effect that the movement of the surrounding air on 
, 
tuning fork. As the tuning surface a VLU ..... ",,", 
both the resilstance of surrounding These effects will 
,vary in strength with .... «.,,'-"u"-',;;;, so by monitoring the ..... ,,:."!',"-' characteristics a 
determination surface can air effects 
as well as ae]peJ[lQlm(:e on such as pressure area will be further 
developed in this "':;",LnJ,U. 
2.2.1 The Basic Idea 
The tuning fork sensor can be modelled as a "UL La\.,<::: "-.La""' .... a relatively 
small distance away from a surface. The movement would 
force air in and out of gap surfaces. situation is ael)lCl;ea 2.2.1. 
44 
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Figure 2.2.1: 
move in 
Vibrating Surface above a Stationary 
out of gap m:,y.w,: .. "", the two surfaces. 
The surrounding air 
to this air flow will be 
experienced by surfaces which will the vibration characteristics of the tuning fork. 
Rule, ~ulel1Emtlrop 
two surfaces. 
Perls [20J COIISll:ler how the air will move in and out 
is forced out gap the 
of the piston to 
in pressure 
cannot escape immediately there is an Inc:relf1Se 
in an elastic on the vibrating 
for to move out from surfaces the pressure 
or elastic vibrating means frictional 
maximum at frequencies. At high much able to flow 
will be small the elastic that the T'<><1""'+" 
Other than distance between them, there will be other factors that influence 
nature of hf!twf!fm the 
the air be1GWE~en 
behaves, changing the force between the "'U.'.U."~A.-"'. Other 
and orientation two surfaces, of which will greatly 
the air flow n""'UT~,.,n the surfaces. 
2.2.2 Mt:ltbemlatical Model 
of gap hoir",,'on a 
The 
will change 
La,'-,"VJLO will 
both the VV1UUJ"" 
a 
it is 
means 
and 
The theory 
surface has in detail by in the book Vibrating .... '"''''.orn·''' and 
Sound II [21]. Although the book deals with sound transducers, situation of one 
arbitrary area vibrating above U""~U.'C;L stationary one is considered and can applied 
to 
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vibration circular ' .. 'C;ULl." will cause an in pressure 
between will <1el)elll<1 on the size vibration. relationship 
the pressure mc:reltse is given by the equation: 
p b (~) (2.34) 
Where B is atmospheric pressure, is the two and d is 
the vibration displacement. This cause a flow of 
will forced out, if displacemeQ.t is or more air 
if one surface moves away from The resistance coefficient to flow of air is 
calculated equation two 
where f.L is 
Using 
viscosity of 
of flow 
air, the inertia of as it is smalL been 
COI~mClent, Crandall, 
membranes, de1~erlmiIles a pressure function for the air integrating across the 
values for resistance stiffness of as 1211, 
Resistance (2.36) 
= 
wherer is radius of the membrane and a is function derived the resistance 
The beiar are real and U"""5'''''''''.Y of the 
function. 
2.2.3 Other Models to .....,v.u.i:>J.ue .. 
Other >U\)'U"'.'" for the forces the system In the paper 
Girard et al 
""H:"n'~~ of Air 
Non Contact ttesollaIlt Microscopy \I , calculate """""'" drag 
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forces present on the two plane discs N avier-Stokes 
.... ""'WJAAO as: 
- --.::--
where V is of the plate, It is 
np1r.WE'pn them. 
viscosity of the air, r is 
is only 
radius of 
D is the 
The paper also the force between a perpendicularly sphere and the OUJL .. C1i'-''''. 
and integrated across the sphere to 
This equation is calculated for 1"'U,HU.'" incompressible 
Air .l:!in:eC1GS the 
of the mOl1els will perfectly 
it approaches a models are 
the air on vibrating 
perfect onent;a 
as 
motion. The motion the fork in .<O.""".:vu surface will 
unless perfectly lvLJ'<;""v<:;U the motion will consist not only 
greatly on its onentatllDn, 
perpendicular motion but will 
contain a component in to the surface. the shape of the 
the surface it '-'<N'v""" will not cylindrical, angle of 
contribute to mllsm:atch with the U1V""';il.O. 
The models do, however, make many contributions to understanding of 
tuning fork UH:""-""·"'" with the approached Considering 
models, the should be of range than the \"auocu by the 
will also be aepellGEmt on 
the tuning fork as it approaches the The surface size will 
ambient conditions such as nt't""":l1"" temperature 
the interaction A combination models would neE~ae:a to precisely 
probably best 
Air effects on 
through experimentation. 
whole have a effect on the operation of the 
a diE;pl~:tce:mEmt sensor. The air v~ .......... fork 
47 
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to force ...... 0 ..... 0 "'. 
range. Ideally 
would CU,UUJ'H",o;;;; 
which are as!30C:Iat;OO 
also the reducing and 
should be reduced by placing the tuning fork in a vacuum. 
such as: 
passage of 
compression 
a vacuum is, 
however, often very difficult to achieve practically. Although some experiments were carried 
out in a vacuum for the of 
the device had to be done in open 
contact model. 
where the air effects are very much a part of the 
Now that we a contact model for the interaction between the piezoelectric tuning fork 
an we can move onto the models actual fork. The 
first step is to develop a model how the tuning fork behaves mechanically it vibrates. 
The link vibration and the input also 
to as well as fundamental limits of the fork's ability to measure 
displacement. All these are considered in detail in the next chapter. 
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Chapter 3 
he isplacement 
Sensor 
1 Introduction. 
with two arms or tines connected by a middle ",or'",,,,,,, 
It follows a narrow U "'''':LV'!:;U -.0.',,",'''''.£4 
Although it can theoretically be any 
in most tuning 
to 
When considering how 
and then combine 
of the tines oscillating 
centre 
centre piece is ",;:,. .... " .... The tuning 
and size, 
""'''';'''''Y is vital to the 
tines are 
attention to 
tuning fork it is useful to COllSHler 
is specifically made 
centre section is 
of the tuning 
responses to device ·J.Ull""JIVU.O. lJ:Oll!31d~~r just one 
a constant amplitude. This oscillation would a force on 
to the amplitude acceleration of According to 
any 
centre piece will Df()dllCe a on the 
an equal 
in 
reaction, the 
{U"',",f'I~""t> in direction to 
the force produced tine. The force 1-''''''''''''''<''"' the centre or 
the motion of fork. Now if is oscillating same amplitude 
but in anti-phase to first one as seen 3.1.1, the force produced on center piece 
equal in produced The force 
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from the two tines will cancel each other out producing a zero resultant force on the centre 
piece. With no force on the centre piece, there will be no force produced by the centre piece on 
the tines. This means that the damping on the tines is significantly reduced as the only forces 
restricting the motion are the forces between the tines and the medium in which it is operating, 
and the forces due to the internal resistivity of the material. 
Figure 3.1.1: A Tuning Fork Vibrating in Anti-Phase. The anti-phase motion of the 
two tines of the tuning fork results in zero force being exerted on the central section. 
3.2 Developing a Mathematical Model of the Thning Fork 
The simplest way to model a tuning fork's response is to consider each tine as a separate 
vibrating cantilever [23] [24]. A cantilever in turn can be considered to be a simple beam anchored 
on the one end. Motion of the cantilever would be produced by an external force acting on 
the cantilever; The forces can be distributed or localised and can vary in both location and 
time. In order to determine the effects that these external forces would have on the cantilever, 
it is important to know some of the basic mechanical attributes of the system. The cantilever 
model developed in this section is also used again to model the behaviour of the piezoelectric 
transducers in Chapter 5. 
3.2.1 Bending Cantilevers 
Applying the bending theory to a cantilever yields some important equations for the general 
equation for motion of the cantilever. The general theory of bending theory is described in detail 
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in 
stress (J, 
by 
on 
1 
by 
is 
"Scanning 
[26]. It is set out 
M y=-
total bending moment, I is 
and R is the of 
the distance from the neutral 
by Dror Sarid [25] and 
It gives rise to the equation 
y 
sec:ond moment of inertia, 
VU'LLV;;'U by the bending arc 
cantilever y, are also used 
is 
the expression for the curvature a plane curve 
1 
-=---=---;;-
deflection of 3.2 can be 
equated to the OeIlIQIrLg Equation 3.2 for the curvature of 
can. now be applied to the cantilever in 
and has a force F acting at a 
can 
3.2.1. The cantilever is anchored 
a, in a downward direction. 
x 
A Cantilever ..... "',. ........... 6 J:U~S[J'OI1ISe to a Centrally Placed 
moment at any given point x, IJn,u"vc;u a acting at a point a is: 
M -a) 
value for M twice will 
.(3.2) 
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of the beam as: 
(3.5) 
Setting x = a 
(3.6) 
3.2.2 Solution to a Vibrating Cantilever 
is an exact solution which all 
lever of vibration. In this lUt;;~UU'U 
resonant frequencies of the 
equation of motion is first 
solution was adapted 
Consider the cantilever 
the boundary 'Vv~ ....... "v •.• o 
Structural 
In L, and an element length \.u""a~1'VC; X from the 
o. or force is called q (t, and can vary time and displacement 
along the 
I ..... ____ X;",.. __ .. ~ \_ 
v 
Elastic ...... "",o:;uu 
is anchored on the right hand side to form 
in position along the beam. 
distance x from 
body diagram of the 
to an Force. The 
force on the beam varies in 
dx can then be 
end at O. 
is presented in Figure 
weal,!;:a a 
M + (~P;;) dx are the LL v j"<:L'UH~ moments on the sides of 
V + (~~) dx are the dynamic shear 
acc:eleration in the y direction, A is 
mass per unit length will therefore 
y is the vertical dynamic displacement, y is 
area and p is the mass --"---',1 
inertia force will be pAYdx. 
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to 
q(X,l) 
Body Diagram 
aM 
+-ax 
ax 
x 
an Individual Element. All 
length dx located at a iength x from end have been defined. 
The applied force q (x, t) that varies with both time and distance, 
or n(~I'~p.I.t~rnT.ZnTI, pAydx that is """"',""1'''''''.1''.,'''' to acceleration and the mass 
on 
inertia 
forces are 
acting on 
V+ produced by moments 
Applying Newton's second law of motion, states that the force on an is 
product of its mass and "''-'_'-'''''L to 
pAydx = q(t,x) dx - V + V + "av ( ) => my - ax = q t, x (3.7) 
COllslller that the beam, is uU'uu"',>;y horizontal when unloaded, is now 
at any equation: 
i (3.8) 
small curvatures, like those r.("~l1 .... in most practical situations; 
di {3.9) 
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where R is again the radius of the circle formed by the sloping beam, so therefore, 
di 1 
dx R 
. dy 
but 2 = dx 
Now from the simple bending theory stated in Equation 3.1: 
1 M 
= R EI 
Substituting Equation 3.10 into Equation 3.11 gives: 
(3.lO) 
(3.11) 
(3.12) 
Again using simple bending theory the following equation can be derived for the considered 
cantilever: 
v = oM = _El d3y 
ox dx3 (3.13) 
Equation 3.13 is negative due to the way the cantilever is bending when the load q{t, x) is 
applied. Substituting Equation 3.13 into the Equation 3.7 derived from Newton's second law 
gives: 
(3.14) 
This gives the free undamped vibration of the cantilever. In order to solve this differen-
tial equation the no load situation is considered. This situation is governed by the following 
equation: 
d4 y d2y 
EI d 4 + pA d 2 = 0 
x. t 
(3.15) 
For the following formulated solution it is assumed that the characteristics of the beam such 
as the second moment of inertia and Young's modulus remain constant throughout the beam. 
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Rotational enE!cts are 
vA. ... '....... '-' as it is very 
assumed to be zero. 
to a uniform bar; 
have very minor or rotational effects. 
apllro:!Cimlations are 
A solution yet, x) Equation 3.15 will be composed of a lUUIv"l"'U only varies 
with x, and a J(t) that only varies with time. 
right hand 
or 
yet, x) = Y(x)J(t) 
uaulVU 3.16 into Equation 3.15 gives 
[Y (x) J (t)] + 
is so that the left 
""V":Lau"", only functions of time t, giving: 
Q4y (x) 1 
pA ox4 Y (x) 
UG"'V"'" can be satisfied if, and only if, both 
constant to equal w2 gives: 
Q4y{x) 
ox4 
55 
(x) = 0 
(3.16) 
o 
o {3.17) 
x, and the 
(3.18) 
are to the same constant. 
(3.19) 
(3.20) . 
(3.21) 
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and are each ot-a'"TY'I."ori separately in the next sections. 
3.2.2.1 (x) Solution 
The "'" .. "' ........ for (x) is \AJU"'Iu.~a<::u. in many sources[25][27]f28][29]. is pre-
sented A solution Y(x) 3.20 can 
Y{x) = (3.23) 
. Where and 'I/; are constants. Substituting the ...... '"I· ... uv.v .. 3.23 into 3.20 and 
working the mathematics 
(3.24) 
which the roots of '1/;. 
-- A = 
Using roots Equation can be re-written as: 
Y + (3.25) 
formula 
= cosh'xx ± 
- cos'xx ± i 
a Equation 3.25 as: 
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Y(X}=Al + AX + AgcOSAx + (3.26) 
is a fourth 
the function 
equation, yields the 
'""''''''''00 the shapes of the u.v,""",,, corresponding to the 
Un(lanlpe~<1 frequencies w of an 
elasticity it will have 
"".LAU','" in number. Therefore we will 
mass 
vOI-'VUu. ... '"" mode shapes. 
an infinite number of tUIlctlOI1S 
the normal LUVU."'O 
continuous 
", .. ",'I",n .. n will be, 
that define the 
vibration of the Normal Modes In 
Equation 3.26 can 'l'p..'W'I'l,t.t",·n when applying boundary conditions as: 
AX + cosh AX )+C' (sin AX + 
det1ectIO][}, slope, moment of the de:tormeK1 
, ~ respectively. At the of a vibrating lever, 
zero, whilst at the free end moment and shear force will 
Cortd11;lOItS Equation 3.27 and its can be solved giving 
o = Al) + D' (sin Al + At) 
(sin AX ~'sinh AX) 
(3.27) 
to y, 
n"'lt1Pr'T:U,n and slope will 
boundary 
expressions: 
o - Al) + D' ( - cos Al - AI) 
(3.28) 
{3.29} 
Combining Equations 3.28 3.29 
D' cos Ai + cosh Al sin Al - sinh Al 
=------
Al + sinh Ai cos Al + ..(3.30) 
reduces to the .... , ..... '"''" equation: 
cos At cosh At + l' = 0 {3.31) 
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The first values of )'i and ~: will be 1.875 and -0.7341 respectively. From the expression 
for )., derived in Equation 3.22, the fundamental frequency w, in radians per second, can be 
determined by the following equation: 
w =).2 {Ei = (1.875)2 (Ei V-;;A l V-;;A (3.32) 
3.2.2.2 Solution for f(t) - Mass Spring System 
Equation 3.21 is a second order partial differential equation and has the same form as the 
equation that deals with the free, undamped harmonic vibration of a one degree mass spring 
system. The solution for this system is similar to the one developed in [3] [27], which appears 
in Appendix A2. The developed solution is for damped systems and is given below as 
x(t) = e2; [(x (0)) cos (w~t) + ~~ [x{O) + x2~)] sin (w~t)] (3.33) 
where T is the damping time constant and w~ is the damped resonant frequency, which are 
both dependent on the characteristics of the mass spring system and are defined in Appendix 
A2. x (0) and x (0) are the initial conditions of motion. For the undamped case the above 
solution is easily adapted to form the following solution for f (t): 
f(t) = A sin (wt) + B cos (wt) 
f(t) = C sin (wt + <p) 
{3.34) 
where A, Band C are constants determined by the initial conditions of motion and w is 
the undamped resonant frequency of the system. 
3.2.2.3 The Combined General Solution 
Equation 3.26 gives the general solution of Equation 3.20 and can be used for any beam of 
uniform mass and EI constants. The constants in the equation can be derived from the initial 
conditions of the beam. By substituting the Equations 3.26 and 3.34 into Equation 3.16 the 
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solution for can found, 
Y (t, x) - (AI cosh + .Ax + A3 COS.Ax + 
or y (t, x) - (AI cosh + sinh.Ax + A3 COS.Ax + 
solution 
obtained. All the constants can be found by 
as well as the initial 
3.2.3 Equivalent Model 
many practical systems a complex system can 
and general 
a beam 
system. 
effective constant represents the 
of the beam. From 3.6 the deflection at 
y=-
basic constant or 
k 
.Ax).{Asin(wt) + 
.Ax) (Csin{w + 0)) 
conditions 
by an idealised 
analysis [27]. The 
with an 
stiffness of the 
end of the is 
is defined as: 
\wt)) 
(3.35) 
now 
one with 
of 
at the free 
by: 
(3.36) 
(3.37) 
Which gives the ptt~",,,,t;,rp spring constant cantilever as: 
k= (3.38) 
order to del;ennUle effective mass a ,-"u." .. ,:;;v is in the form, 
{3.39) 
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and substituted 3.32[25J: 
W= 'J:;> . (3.40) 
As pAL equal the total mass of the cantilever me, Equation 3.40 can be rewritten as: 
W (3.41) 
Equation can be equated to the substitution equation in Chapter 1 gives the 
the of the mass as 
Wo Ii .. This the mass model of cantilever as: 
me!! (3.42) 
3.3 Piezoelectric Conversion 
3.3.1 PiezoelectricMaterial 
Piezoelectricity is defined Cady [30] as electriC polarisation by ",\;;'", .. ", ... ""u 
crystals belonging to certain classes, polarisation proportional to the 
vUeLUa Ula sign 11lGIJ'GLJl<"''' are the inverse pleZOE~le(~tfllc 
effect fls~ltICm will 1J1,"/UL'v'G a "":;v11;''''l1'-'Q,l strain material. The 
effect was 1880 by Jaques and Pierre Curie been 
developed into many different a.VJf.111\A"".lUJJ.i:>. 
A piezoelectric tuning is generally made from a 
voltage across crystal 
A picture of a typical tuning fork crystal which was 
3.3.1. 
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crystal cut such a way 
""U"'-U1lG<'''' motion of two arms. 
in is 
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Figure 32.768kHz Tuning Fork. 
Equivalent 
an electric circuit the will behave as a two passive 
to Bottom in the book "Introduction to Quartz 
an equivalent circuit for a piezoelectric 
Unit Design I! [31] it is 
CUU1Uj:;. fork to think of 
in which the vibrates in response to applied electric 
"".,,,nll£> piezoelectric that has electrodes 
potential is a 
to piezoelectric 
alternating field will an alternating strain 
current flowing resonator will 
to either side. 
materiaL 
within 
to 
COllSI~;t of two components: 
when 
as a 
vonSIlder a 
a difference 
Due 
so an 
displacement current to the capacitance of the and the piezoelectric displacement 
current and shape of between the me-
thus the PIE~ZQielelctric U'"'1:".U,-,C;UACU 
on frequency. For treQWenc:les far removed from resonant frequency the Ul<:;""'",U.,,0.1 strain 
the piezoelectric current will the 
equivalent to the capacitance 
Co = (3.43) 
A is 
impedance of 
area, e is tnl(~KIl~eSS, k dielectric constant of the crystal. 
aeltmE~a as can therefore 
z= (3.44) 
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as the flowing the is almost due to dielectric 
current. 
When the "'OJ.JU",u. frequency is at the ."".vOL'e" .. v"". resonant frequency of the the 
dl~;Pl~:tce:mEmt current. dl~;pH:tce:m{mt current will the dlE:lec:trl 
At the resonant frequency piezoelectric dl~;pll:tCe:mEmt 
current is in phase with the applied voltage. whole system appears to be a 
in with a total current into the can then calculated the 
vector sum individual dielectric piezoelectric di~;pll:tce!ml~nt currents. 
cus:pU:tce:mEmt current lags UC;J,lU,.U above resonant the Pl€:ZOleie,Ct 
frequencies 
voltage and the behaves an inductor. At lreqmmC:les below 
the ple:ZO~~lec~trllC displacement current leads 
A circuit of a capacitor, 
as the Ple:ZO!~lec::trllC disT:llac:;ernellt current. At 
applied 
lag the 
v .... a;c.'c;. At higher frequencies 
. will lead the voltage. 
applied vV'''",<;,v and crystal,,,",,,,,,,,,,,,, like a 
has the same frequency characteristics 
... ----.-J the current is in with 
inductive response dominate and current 
response will the current 
is a 
the capacitance caused by the electrodes, commonly known 
as package ca]:>aC:lta,nCle. 
developed by Mason [32]. 
is III 3.3.2 and is identical to the circuit 
Figure The Equivalent Circuit for Piezoelectric Tuning R, L,and 
can be determined from the phl>""',"'t",·..., fork is the /JUI.""""/c; 
to the PIP,(,l'1",r}fl.P plating on the crystal .. 
3.3.3 Eliminating the Package Capacitance 
RLC circuit the equivalent circuit is itself a highly desirable circuit. It 
is a stable understood <OU<"'D,rn which can to a Ua..llU.'C;U m~\.Ss··sprm:g system. 
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package caused by the Af'1"r","1",,, on the surface of crystal causes undesirable 
,<:;11<:;"',., on the response of RLC this reason it is important to vU'LU" .... ""-' the 
package pal;uauce so that the ple'ZOI~l€(~trllC 
which means there is an easy link h01f",,,,,,," 
tuning fork. 
fork 
electrical 
the package capacitance an inverse 
behaves like an 
is provided 
the capacitor so the overall effect be zero. Another capacitor of equal 
inverted drive 
crystaL 
v<N>,A""'LO out the pa,cJ:G:~f,?;e 
is then 
and 
circuit, ' 
with' 
to the 
with the 
total 
response to the RLC vlH,ua described by the "UU,lUF, fork crystal cn~~ral~teJrlst 
The package elimination ,,,,,,1"o,rn is outlined 
Co 
Figure 3.3.3: Outline of Elimination The 
of the pal(;~tLyt: capacitance e£'t:mz:nal;ea by driving another capacitor in parallel 
with U'!.?IP'r_'lP of the 
Mathematically the system works as follows: the defining impedance of 
package was developed and is of 
-
wCo 
(3.45) 
the of the inverter elimination is similarly 
Z _ jA 
e - wCe (3.46) 
A is of effect capacitors can now 
easily be using theory. 
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1 1 1 
ZTOTAL 
= -+ Ze Zp 
= 
In order for the 1Ja.'';l\.l:l~t:; capacitance to negated the total impedance the two capacitors 
must when denominator IS zero~ 
us the LVL,LV"""'" 
= (3.48) 
3.48 it is that to 
of inverter can be fixed and an exact capacitor value found. Or, the far simpler and 
more accurate O'-'L,,",""'-''' is to the of elimination T",,'.rr,r and then vary the 
the inverter. 
3.3.4 A Simple Measurement Circuit 
A simple circuit for both eliminating the package capacitance and converting the output current 
into a Grober, et al (17]. In that a transf()rrn 
bridge circuit is used to the two waveforms However, a simpler approach 
This allows far ustmel1t of 
the of inverter so that HHUCLL!Ul1 circuit can be finely tuned. Similarly to 
work [17] a simple op-amp current-ta:-voltage converter was used to convert the net current 
produced a The 
circuit diagram appears in Figure 
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Figure 3.3.4: Measurement Package Capacitance Elimination Circuitry. 
Once the package oo't'aCjrtalrtce been e£nn1,1,labt~ by inverting op-amp and 
capacitor, the current to voltage converter will convert current circuit 
into measured voltage. 
set the gain of 1T"r,"'rTt~r and adjust magnitude of the that the 
capacitor in eliminating package capacitance the crystaL RIV sets the gain 
of the current to • "LVQ,..,- converter 
3.3.5 Mechanical to Electrical Conversion 
From simple theory it is that current can 
q, di _ d? dt-~· Kirchoff's 
that the sum of around should' 
a closed following equation can 
Ri+ 
is now o.u,::u,""",V'<>" initial 
simple "'''TYlro'nit'' oscillator 
mx + IX + kx = 0 
across the whole 
as a rate 
to a closed 
zero. For a simple 
written, 
+..! =0 C 
change of 
states 
circuit in 
(3.49) 
the force on mass in a damped 
(3.50) 
Using both equations the following comparisons can be made between the electrical 
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mass 
m ~ L 
1 
(3.52) 
(3.53) 
u.U';',,"V,~Vl.lO to the inductor, the "''''''''''''''):; constant is analogous to the 
constant is analogous to the 
<>1"Tn{\'nl" oscillators 
of 
Wo = 
T = 
m L 
"I 
comparing the results 
mass spring system 
can using the electrical U .. ::~l"UUvCU characteristics. Once 
Wo is resonant frequency and T is the __ .• y .••• ,.., constant. 
3.4 
model 
some 
Response of the 
are many theories that can the 
to point 
This 
with some good 
is developed in this section. 
the best description 
Sinusoidally Driven 
with the package cal)aCltalrlCe 
v~u ... ", fork should be very similar to 
66 
Fork 
response of the piezoelectric 
has been considered as 
of tuning fork 
response of 
are then compared with to 
response of the 
System 
the overall electrical response of 
mass spring system. The frequency response 
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mass spring ",,,e!T01Ti is £1"",,01,'11',..>£1 extensively 
Equation 
as: 
and Wd is the 
characteristics of 
Lorentzian 
Lorentz developed 
magnitude and 
tan 
and 'P is the 
force frequency. 
mass spring system. 
theory which governs 
magnetic wave through a gas. This 
by Baierlein [3]. rate of absorption 
v,,"aiJ'L<;;l 1 and Appendix slightly 
response the mass "'''!TP,'Tl can be 
{3.56) 
{3.57) 
is magnitude of 
W = /k and 1 = ~ o ym 7' m k, ,,{, mare 
an electro-rate of energy 
is taken from I~ewtlollllan Dynamicsl! 
dependent on the 1-,.0,"'"1<>1'1 
dent wave. Relying on " .... "'., • ..,"". atomic structure Lorentz described the 
of the inci-
on the electrons 
as: 
mx= -kx- + {3.58) 
The factor qEo is product of the electron's ,",u.,ut'."" q and the Ula'5,U1L of the electric 
The other COlrnpio en1ts are also easily to a damped mass ",,<,1'."""" with 
representing the damping, mx is force fYf'.'Inl"\rT",lnn to the mass 
electron and kx is the force exerted on electron by the atom pulling back to an 
determine the process 
kinetic and potential as 
energy exchange is 
1 
+ 
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then differentiating 3.59 with "''''''''''Pf't. to time gives: 
+ (3.60) 
can then "''-I",a",,;u to the J..:J\.I'Ua"'VH 3.58 I£nxrlTHT relation 
energy in 
A3.61) 
first term on is the energy Uli:l'i:l1t-J'a, due to radiation damping. The second 
term describes rate at 
quickly and the energy absorption rate is the average steady state 
given by: 
£"'lI...-.'r,,'1I Absorbtion Rate = xqEo cos (Wdt) 
The theory of "u .... "'",, ... , ....... y "",,",uu •• ,,,,!". been developed both Chapter 1 
of Appendix 
(3.62) 
study of damped mass spring systems. these studies a LU.<"'''''vu the velocity x 
particle can .be as, 
(3.63) 
Equation can substituted ililto Equation 3.62 to give following equation 
energy 
r,'11.p.r~rll Absorbtion 
Using the 
(Wdt + "') = cos(",) + sin ("') cos (Wdt) and 
1 (Wdt ) cos (Wdt ) = 2 ,2 (Wdt ) 
and the fact the absorption rate an average over one oscillation, is not an 
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instantaneous measure, equation 3.64 can simplified to: 
(3.65) 
Now, using one oscillation "'''''''T,,!]r., 
Equation 3.65 can to: 
Absorbtion (3.66) 
The LorerltZJlan function is developed by considering absorption profile the driving 
frequency Wd is to the natural t .. ""nl1t>'I'l In this differe ce in the U,"'iLVLU .. ''':.-''VL 
can be ppI'oximated as: 
+ (3.67) 
Elsewhere Wd is simply replaced Wo this further VU'u.v~"" equation 3.66 to: 
Energy Absorbtion (3.68) 
where on is IrnrmTTI as 
3.4.2.1 Quality Factor Q 
dealing with harmonic systems the simply damped mass spring system, it is often useful 
to develop ..... L.U"'.L"""'.U"""" eXIJre;S81()flS to describe the nn,Pl'A.bn the system. 
The quality or Q known The Q-
factor is most Lorentzian which is 
plotted in 1. 
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is 
A Plot of the Idealised .......... 'J. "',."".~"""" Response versus 
UeI1ClE:lS at which the amplitude 
one half of the magnitude at the L"'''VU(UH frequency WOo Using the LOreI1ltzi,an function 
u.ta • ...,,,,,, can be determined method where the LOreI1ltzi,an 
half the maximum magnitude [3]: 
Equation 3.69 it is clear 
IWd - wol = 2~' Therefore 
1 
2 
1 
= -
2 
LoreIltZJian function 
values of Wd for when the 
(3.69) 
at <N.I\.ji .. U.uU value 
of the Lorentzian 
um:tlo,n is one half of its maximum can tt-.'"ror,t'., between 
two half maximum rreqmenC:Ies is known as the full width """."uu"u (FWHM) value 
is calculated for as: 
+ - (wo - 1 (3.70) = -T 
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Q-factor can now be defined using the resonant frequency value for the full 
... ....",un", ... as [3]: 
Q 
as the resonant frequency is 
t>v,,,r,,,,,,,.,r! as T Equation can 
(3.71) 
.... J ...... UHUJ'.. can be as Wo and the full width 
rA.:urri+t".n for the Lorentzian turlctllon as: 
Q = WoT (3.12) 
3.72 can be used only that have a frequency re-
sponse. However the basic idea of " .. ,U.,J'& the Q-factor from the resonant frequency and the 
at half the UUl",,"UUU"U can be used for all frequency responses. The Q-factor 
.. Ul''''' .... ''''', .. measurements are very useful 
ha:rmon:lc systems. This with the resonant tra,nl1'>'" 
det1ermtme all basic harmonic 
damping time 
can be used to 
Calculating the T for other llejOrE~t1(:al Models 
memtloTIled in the previous damping time of an harmonic "'''"!1''''''''' can be deter-
the quality or Q of the system. simple 
3.72 for the Lorentzian We decided to develop a method to deter-
QU_,1'."", damping probably done by 
1-'""''"''''''''' before, the results in were calculated references. The 
the magnitude the mass 3.56 can 
converted into the dimensionless <lVT'r<l'~Qj{'m with a maximum value of one described by: 
Mass (3.73) 
the maximum a similar treatment to of Lorentzian 
LULL"'~"V" can followed urh,., .. ".hu is solved for is one half of the 
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maximum value giving: 
(w~- = 
TMass 
1 
2 
T 
(3.74) 
Similar treatment of the responSe will the following expression for T: 
(3.75) 
the Lorentzian response is a simplification the energy response the value calculated 
for the U"""'lVAU!;:;. time will same. What is is that 
is for This means 
Lorerltz:ian function will ,..n'·ro,~+ by a 
Equation 3.72 can . 
mass model is given 
Adjusted Spring = ---;==========::? 
equation 
-_ ..•• r ... ..., factor 
3.4.4 Comparison 
adjusted __ ............. constant can be used to 
Real Data 
damping time . 
calculated 
corrected by 
new dunellSl()nl,ess 
(3.76) 
an 
that a model how the ple:zO~:!l€(~trllc tuning behaves .. u:;..., ... , .... ...,""J.1.' when 
I 
hra,+u'I,n has developed, it can tested actual data 
We can see just how accurate the developed mc.aelS are in pn:!dlctlng 
crystal. 
response of the 
ple:zo4~le(~trllc tuning fork. the circuit VvllJVC;U in "''''''''''(l,n 3.3.4, and 1l1tlstral;ed in 
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it 
were 
is 
response numerous 
was measured. and 
compared to the tn{~or,etIICal an.'tiC''') for the 
measurements done on theoretical UA"'UvLQ 
so that the maximum value was one. models that were used 
are below. 
Mass Spring Magnitude 
Energy Magnitude 
and the 
(~) 
_ w~)2 + (~~n2 
(21r)2 
in 
crystal was kept in its JJ""'''''''5HJC5 so it could be operated 
resonant frequency was measured to and the full 
values were then 
a vacuum. 
.... <'.ULIJU",,", time T for the mass spring 
the theoretical responses. 
was also adj usted by v'3. As 
response is a simplification of the energy response there is no difference 
tre:qulen.Cl€lS so to the resonant 
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3.4.2: 
very close to the 
to the 'Y'Of"f>'Y',ja/'l 
of 
.. 
E::J Mass 
Response 
Frequency 
Mass 
se 
Energy 
The mass spring response with the 1.f':"'L"'j','~fl. time constant is 
Lorentzian energy responses although 
frequencies to the resonant peak begin to 
up or down. 
as the 
3.4.2 it can be seen the mass spring 
model can response very be ~VVV' HL'U"'.>..> using 
full width maximum, or frequency at which the 
maximum. vuu.u.u" responses 
to fall away frequency moves away resonant trp'f'll1,pnI'V 
response determined mass as stated in was 
to and found to agree fairly results we can conclude 
that in the actual 
motion IrE;q1Jlen,CIE~s very to the resonant frequency 
can be but for a more accurate result mass model 
be 'vVJ,lDl'UC;l C;U 
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3.5 Noise Considerations and the Fundamental Limits to 
Plc:lC43IIJlelrt Detection 
The L"'L"U.UJLU'-"eLV 
tailed in [17]. 
to develop 
limits to force and ..... "'p>L.vv ... ";'u 
de1termtniIJlg the noise 
the limits of 
a direct dependence on 
on the simple measurement 
tuning 
to measure a '-'LH;l,Uj;:,C 
to measure a change in 
in Figure 3.3.4, 
are 
noise 
previously. can be split up 
mechanical noise """""""LOl'''',"" 
opamps and noise produced by 
random motion of the O"'L""I". 
are many sources of electronic from the electrical COlnp'Onen1GS 
sources like switching noise 
sources play a role in any circuit, but not of them can be attributed to 
using the simple measurement t'iY't'l1iic and the Dle'ZOj~le(~trJIC 
Many of sources can be reduced or even eliminated by intelligent 
correct COlnoonlsnt selection and adequate OUJi<::l<UUJ;; from external int;erlferlem3e ""'ou''''''''. 
are a unavoidable 
Resistor 
Any generates a noise 
is by the electrons 
thermal noise is 
is given by, 
is the Boltzmann's 
is bandwidth. Johllson 
sources mentioned below. 
across its terminals known as 
any 
throughout the frequency 
Vnoise ..j4kB TRBVjJHz 
T is the absolute 
is a case of the noise in any 
VUJ""VU noise {36]. This 
"'U'''VA .. thermal 
actual noise 
(3.77) 
is the l'esistor and 
system .caused 
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by Brownian motion 
Any"""""""" will have a stray operating effectively parallel with the 
mean that the uU~"".";.j,''-''' of the' resistor is dependent. The 
in parallel resistance is developed simple circuit f"h''''l"\''u 
of the uU~"""'G',''-''' can thus be written as: 
which agrees with ue"e.,uu'C\.1 experimentally in 
3.5.2 Mechanical Noise 
The ""'o"'''''uu'-'<u noise is produced by 
This is equivalent of 
a .. '",v"" fluctuations of due to Brownian m()tl()n. 
VVJ,U.u:,vu noise "v,"',,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, by all conductors. 
tuning is piezoelectric, this LUC''-'H.",."va! noise is an electrical signal 
measurement circuit. By considering the noise can 
same way to In This 
thermal 
flat "",,,.,,t,rl1 nr. 
RLC 
resonant 
by: 
comes from tuning 
Johnson resistor 
The maximum 
the tuning fork's 
The current noise due to 
written by ....,VJ,uu·"":",,, the maximum value 
RLC circuit so it will not a uniformly 
will have a resonant described by the 
voltage occur at the 
IS cOIlsHlerea, and is given 
HH'~")U" of the arms of 
noise with a aUneltlSllOnlless 
(3.79) 
can now be 
"",,·.,ir.tin.n of the 
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RLC developed in the frequency response section: 
[noise = (~) 
T were in Equations 
T developed is measurement 
current must be considered across the 
at corresponds to U1t::\JU,<l;lU,\JQ,l thermal me,tlOtn 
V Mechanical = 
3.5.3 Combining the Noise 
[17] it is 
(u)~)V'-'lQ,',<::U with the 
sources can be added in 
sum of each of the sources squared. If the resist,ors 
(3.80) , 
as Wo = vic and 
of the noise 
the 
as: 
(3.81) 
resistors, and the 
noise. 
the square root 
up the inverter are 
,..ota,..,-arI to as Rn and R[2, and associated with the current to voltage converter as 
total voltage can be as: 
Total = 
the noise current U1T'I1c1c~>n as: 
Total 
total combined current could then be written as: 
Noise = {3.82) 
As can be clearly seen equation 3.82 and as total current 
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dominated by the 
will be true as long as 
the effective 
3.5.4 Signal to 
input VV1\1Gt::.v 
of the 
the random \lu<aUleu motion of the arms of This 
, R[2) and Rcv is much u ... ··,.. ... ·r than combination of reljil~L"'IlIL:e~ 
piezoelectric tuning 
Ratio 
a COlrrespl:m(lInl!! of the 
current is delpelld~mt on both the size and 
the input voltage. mentioned many times previously, the output can be u."" .... <:;u. using the 
mechanical fork which equate to RLC characteristics of At 
the resonant frequency response is and the current through 
crystal can be as: 
package 1"'<1,-""'''',1'", been eliminated be the maximum current pro-
by the 
complex impedance. 
and 
Combining these two 
fork crystal: 
3.83 can be the definitions for Q 
the damped mass spring ""~l1".""n equated to the RLC circuit, 
Q.J3= TWo = 
1 
Wo = = 
....... ,,.V,,,, to form a new £>" ... ,,"£"'''' the effective 
3.84 can now to the output 
the 
the 
current vV': .. UH1<;;U with Equation 
impedance ZLC terms of the resonant __ .... ,...._. This equation is now 
current 3.82 to to noise ratio for 
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to 
measurement circuit. 
s 
N --r===================================== (3.85) ] 
U<NULVH 3.85 it is to improve the signal to the Q-factor should 
actual amplitude of oscillation the arms of the fork as a the size of the output 
been determined [17], and is U"""VI,"'''''' by the parameter Q. 
is simultaneously one arm of the fork. 
configuration of the JJ'v,""V<="v'"'U 
motion of 
Xl and X2 are the motion 
the arms of the 
crystal the output 
of the arms of 
UUUvl,U,", motion means Xl -X2. 
in directly 0000:51 
equation UC"IU"''';::' 
motion of the arms of can now be given as: 
is sensitive only to 
C is a constant 
by an PY1Cpr",." 
ir"""i':ifU'H" to each 
output voltage in LC'L"'~LVU 
interferometric hr!'1,t:1n,n done in [17J ±O.1pmjmV. 
Consider the with the fork 
The power spectrum 
(RMS) voltage noise as: 
thermal noise is mtegrat€~ in [17] to give the root mean square 
ua",vu 3.86 can 
ua,,1V1 .. ' developed 
if the thermal motion 
V~MS = 4kBTR (Z~in) 2 
to the thermal arms of the fork 
= (C(XI -
arms the fork is ,",VJ,,<>,'u.v •. vu to be uncortelated as 
79 
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weakly coupled, 
equation: 
which describes 
3.87 can simplified to 
XRMS= (3.88) 
random motion one arm of the piezoelectric tuning 
According to Young[37J, theory energy states that a molecule, 
component has, on average, an o,oo.u" .. :;.,,,,u. kinetic energy per molecule 
This pn,pro'v can be equated with the energy in a mass spring system . The 
constant the can now be '-I.", .. ,,-,y. alternatively as: 
k= 
thermal energy tuning can thought as an effective 
is determined in [17] as: fork. This 
which will give 
in force hplr.UT~'PT'1 
a flat power spectrum 
=VW:Q 
noise the piezoe'lec1cflC fork. 
tuning fork approaching 
spring 
(3.89) 
acting on 
(3.90) 
2 change 
change in as a function piezoelectric v~ ........ OISpJa,CelneIlt from the' 
minimum detectable displacement is easily obtained from its '""""",""U"'H'VU force floor. Once 
piezoelectric 
considerations 
has been 
the fundamental 
how seismomletE~r is 
, a displacement 
outputs 
that can happen, 
<l>T""'T£'" still need to 
, 
, 
mspH:tce!mt~nt detection can be 
the noise 
to determine 
as 
vU"Vv''''L details how various 
operate the fork as a detector. 
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Chapter 
perat- the rk ryst 
basic 
established 
'Ll~"fJ.L<;; V'<;;UJ.HU the use of a PlE!ZO,electr as a displacement sensor was 
task now remains to use the models to develop a the previous chapters. 
the piezoelectric tuning fork's n""o.,.",h 
displacement above a 
can be un .• """"'" "i'U. 
Magnitude 
Many 
evaluated to •• Pl . ..,nfTl the 
as 
measurement ,,.,,,.H"'''' or as signals control system ......... '0 .. <>1'. force 
feedback system. characteristics as: resonant frequency, damping -constant 
results. It is h""'",f('\r", important to understand 
potential of 
measurement. 
4.1 Measurands and Measurement 
the 
changing the 
Q-factor are 
through 
to the 
sensor. 
spring model 
phase of 
frequency. 
v~ ......... fork crystal 
means 
more difficult to measure, as they .""-,,u .. <:; 
resonant peak. measurement of lH"'I".LJ>1.ULUC; 
of the become vital 
same 
tuning resPo][lse of 
81 
ease of 
signal may measured without 
as resonant frequency and 
input to be -swept 
and phase they relate 
effective use of displacement 
equation damped mass 
is in terms 
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bandwidth 
important aspect of 
another, so 
measurement. is 
ease of measurement. 
~U"""'F. fork is the outputs from 
measuring one, '-'.weUL!::'''''' 
isolation one 
not 
are 
the measurands respond differently in terms of speed and sensitivity. 
although fairly magnitude measurement, turns out to be 
the measurement of phase. 
4.1.1 Magnitude 
from 
of 
fork. 
and 
as a mSpHtCe~m(mt sensor. 
is a PI€2;Olelectrlc bya 
the equation for 
as OD'DO!,ea to an 
mass spring system, the 
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current lua,,,un can easily 
of 
calculated. 
current will 
input voltage replacing the 
attElcte:d by both of 
the input 
characteristics 
and its frequency, with its frequency response 
fork. 
ep,enllellt on the un:;'\'-U,:u",",,,,,, 
4.1.1.1 
Magnitude as the value that a signal reaicnf~S 
one cycle. It is necessary to at least one' order to 
determine what the magnitude This gives a UU.UUjllUJlH time of measurement 
at one crystal, thus uUU''''UF, the 
device to the of the l'\l1'hu,t signal. measurement methods can 
measurement techniques. 
measurement ~o;;;\..lUJL!'-I'C1o;;;" involve the and then the 
data to the signal to achieve an accurate representation of the 
digital measurement systems to one waveform at many points, or 
"''''TflnIP many similar waveforms and use mathematical to reconstruct output 
signal. crystal will operating at or very near its resonant frequency 
y .. '-' .......... Nyquist sampling suggest measurement can sample at 
frequency to produce an accurate applies to . 
application the signal is no means static 
constantly changing. This means that the measurement ""<''-0'''' will need to "(U11\-,llo;;; at 
very high rate in for the maximum measurement 
a digital measurement longer in order to an accurate 
output. factors will produce measurement, digital 
,",V"TP'rn" an impractical 
Analogue measurement "VI<TP,n", are much 0 .... ...,.'". to implement digital counter-
Also by the period 
DC representation of the output signal The output 
to provide a 
using a full 
or half into a low pass filter to DC m€:aSlurE:m~3nt The 
characteristics the rectifier the low pass become vitally important in 
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mining both accuracy and speed of the measurements. "''-''''.11''''' should be full bridge 
to 'U~"",,"LJl''''>v ripple 
bandwidth 
The cutoff frequency 
measurement will have to be 
somewhat 
not zero, 
UUN.AJ.'H~"" measutement frequency. As 
at the sinusoidal 
filter will 
on the DC output 
from The size of this. ripple will be the cutoff frequency 
and filtering "H'l"'''''' £>1""'+'''''' the low pass filter. The low pass filter also cause 
other uu',""""" as phase delay and non-uniform pass Analogue 
measurement mELgnlittlde becomes a trade-off between accuracy, and intelligent 
filter design De<:onles Although noisy and relatively slow, <'w"'''''''-''I". 
a for magnitude measurements 
solutions. Techniques improving both sensitivity 
the sectlO:n. 
4.1.2 Phase 
The phase angle between and output signals is a vital 
operating crystal. The phase angle is u;:;<,,,,,,.::;u 
operation and can information on where in the resonant peak 
For the damped mass phase angle between the applied 
output was determined in 
For the pleZOE~le(:tnc. 
will have a similar response to 
to current 
will be dependent on 
frequency of the input 
3.57 as: 
'P = tart-1 (---:<,*:...W_d---;:c) w~-w~ 
hoi-u,.::.",n the driving 
Uallll.'cu. mass spring system but with 
voltage replacing the PVT·.PTT,,"' 
mechanical response of the 
84 
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4.1.2.1 Measuring Phase 
measurement is a subject rlj~U"I1",,,,~'rl by many authors on lock loops, and a UUIUU'''. 
measurement strategies were summarised book IIPhase 
[38]. Phase like magnitude, 
C"5ua;'D to calculate an accurate value for the 
a complete waveform 
h",'fu,,><> ... signals. There are 
to 
as 
Hlc .. nJUD for determining 
the signal to 
sampled to calculate it acc:ur;aten measurement is not ho""""""'''' as 
measurement, 
_._ .. _,.,.,._ multipliers to 
many different techniques developed. 
analysers. When are being 
it is to define the two measurement signals as: 
- Al cos (WIt) 
= cos +~) 
4.1.2.1.1 Logic the simplest phase aetectors involve logic 
a digital representation the sinusoidal signal can be simply provided 
1'1"""'1'.<>1'<>1",.,,. with one input and the other input connected to the sinusoidal 
create a square wave can then easily to digital levels. When 
(4.1) 
a 
o, .. uo",.",,_ 0"5"<'''''' are '""i''''''''' combined The two most common 
'''>;,;U"JUO are the flip-flop 
detector the digital 
digital signal is fed 
the pvr·lll",iv.,~{)l' 
one input is 
reset input of the 
In 
now determine the duty of the output. For 
O'UU." ... I1 .... (:'" signals. The output 
of the flip-flop 
phase between 
exc:aUSlV8-Clr gate detector 
·""j':."a..l0 are the two 
aepelloEmt on the phase 
A _ ..... ,.,. .. _ 
will also have a 
sinusoidal signals, but at twice the frequency the 
aelCeCtOr response is given in 
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~:l Q~ ~ 
:i.p= :IP: 
A ttJ n n A rn n 0 
B n n n B n 0 II 
c 0 n n c 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Figure 4.1.1: Two Simple Logic Gate Phase Detectors. The sinusoidal input signals 
are converted to logic signals using comparators. The output from the phase detectors is a 
square wave with a duty cycle dependent on the phase <p between the two input signals. 
The output signal from the logic gates can be interpreted either by digitally sampling the 
signal and determining the duty cycle, or by filtering the output using an analogue filter. The 
output from the filter would then give a DC representation of the duty cycle of the output 
square wave, and thus a value for the phase angle between the two input waveforms. When 
functioning as the displacement detector in a force feedback seismometer the change in phase 
of the tuning fork will be very small. This will result in an equally small change in duty cycle of 
the output waveforms. A digital system would have to sample fast enough so that these small 
changes in phase would not be missed. This would mean a digital measurement system with 
massive sampling rates which may be difficult to commission. Although analogue filter outputs 
will contain ripple noise, using them may provide a better alternative to digital measurement. 
The major advantage of measuring phase using logic gates is that the magnitude of the input 
sinusoidal signals is not a factor. Both the magnitude and the phase of the output current will 
change during the operation of the tuning fork as a displacement sensor, and it is important 
to isolate the phase angle measurement. The comparators produce square waves of both input 
sinusoidal signals at the same magnitude level, so that phase can be measured without worrying 
about variations in signal magnitude. 
, 
4.1.2.1.2 Mixers A mixer phase detector functions by providing an output signal that is 
composed of components at frequencies equal to both the sum and the difference of the two 
input signal frequencies. If the two input frequencies are the same, as will be the case of the 
input voltage and output current of the piezoelectric tuning fork, the difference frequency goes 
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to zero produces a DC component n,.., ... T'\''''''''''',",''' to phase. The components of the 
'''.'''H;U out to produce 
mixer is described 
frequency DC cornp()nent. 
L<=liH,'J~ and diode circuit in 4.1.2. 
Vi will consist of mentioned before in 4.1. The non-
frequency signal two sinusoids are 
resistor. 
4.1.2: A Simple Mixer Circuit. With both signals .'.1''' .... '''_<0 through the resistor the 
of the diode provides a frequency signal. This is then interpreted so 
that a measure phase can be obtained. 
can expansion [38J : 
output component of interest is that generated by square law term, 
= c [A cos (WIt) + cos (4.2) 
c[A2 
X - 1+cos2x 
- 2 "'\.l'.1a~lVH as: 
higher frequency terms ULU<;;L<;;U out to leave just the middle term 
a filtered constant. U!>UU.le; term can be a combination of 
functions, 
cos + = cosxcosy x y 
cos - y) = cosxcosy + x Y 
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which combine to give: 
1 
cos x cos y = "2 [cos (x + y) + cos (x - y) 1 (4.4) 
Using Equation 4.4, the filtered equation for 4.3 can be re-written as: 
(4.5) 
When, as in the tuning fork situation, both input frequencies are the same, the second term 
of Equation 4.5 reduces to a component of twice the input frequency which will be filtered out 
along with the other second harmonic functions, and a negative DC component equal to the 
cosine of the phase angle. The filtered output can now be written as: 
[
A2 + B2 ] Vac = C 2 - AB (cos ('P)) (4.6) 
The first rectification DC term cannot be removed by filtering and produces an extra highly 
undesirable DC component. This term can be removed by using balanced mixers[38] where 
the outputs of two mixers are combined to get rid of the rectification DC term. All the other 
components of the initial Mclaurin non-linear expansion will produce similar results to the one 
developed above. 
Although it produces a fairly nice result for phase, mixers and balanced mixers have one 
major disadvantage. The phase measurement, recognised as the second DC term in Equa-
tion 4.6, is dependent not only on the phase between the two input signals but also on their 
magnitude. This means that the phase measurement cannot be separated from the magnitude 
measurement and changes in magnitude will greatly affect the apparent phase measured. Also 
the fact that the phase measurement has a sinusoidal response for different phase angles means 
that the non-linear response will make control difficult. 
4.1.2.1.3 Simple Mathematical Operators Some of the simplest phase detectors involve 
performing basic mathematical operations on the input sinusoidal signals to produce an output 
proportional to the phase between the input signals. These mathematical operations are usually 
done using operational amplifiers or other chips designed for multiplying and dividing signals. 
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effect of the two together has already discussed the 
mixer and subtraction will now be 
output for one input is from 
the other can as folloWs. 
Output Al cos (WIt) cos (W2t + <p) 
Al COS (WIt) - A2 [COSW2tCOS<p w2t sin <p] 
and when are at the same 
Output = (AI - COS <p) cos (Wdt) + (4.7) 
The output 1'1'"""""'"+''' of a ,",v ... ", ... ", of cosine and functions at the drive ire-
quency. a sinusoidal lll1"nUn whose 
coefficients and 
<""\11"tr. •• + will rac,r.£1.nrl functions it is 
At zero phase, if signals are of magnitude the nn1r.n,',t will be zero as coeffi-
reduce to zero. 
so 
out of phase of the 
function will at 
output In between 
range set out relative 
as a good for the phase 
phase and at 180°. The 
two signals magnitude are 
at zero phase equal magnitude 
will obviously zero. When the ~'b,"~'U are 1800 
function will the coefficient the cosine 
will total 
zero phase and 180° output will vary 
the input 51gnaJS. This .... '"""' ... v 
Very similar responses are obtained 
be 
when the two 
the is at its maximum at zero 
for when 
and f"' .... h<l<"" is shown 
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hi 
Signal Alr-Q 
Signa1A2~ 
Output ~ 
of a Subtraction For two sinusoidal 
the output of a subtraction phase will also be a sinusoidal 
Equation 
signals 
signal with a '''''.1'1'11:1,',11.11.'': dependent on the phase input signals. The output will be 
at a maximum when the signals are in antiphase and at a minimum when they are perfectly in 
phase. 
Although potentllall) the simplest way of measuring systems are not without 
their rll~tgrJ'lUIUe measurement is ~ "' ....... Ull v"'" a measure of 
m~tgnllttL<1e measurement were U",,'UaJ.J.c;u nr.:>"',",11<1I"1.T Secondly 
magnitude of the input more importantly measurements are also depeltldl:lnt on 
waveforms. as with the ,.YHV"""" 
cannot be """"',1'''',1,';'>1 can lead to errors in correctly 
are not constant. whose 
measurements 
the phase for signals 
4.1.3 Multiplication of Signals in Order to "",,,,,n .. r.o Measurement Response 
The speed accuracy measurement for both m~tgIlllttl<1e is dependent 
bandwidth is only on the period 
possible if 
inhibit any 
sensor when it is 
Thus an Inc:rel'lSe 
as the tuning fork is 
or very near its resonant Tl'P,n''''n 
tuning 
displacement 
an alternate means 
of increasing 
improvements are to 
signals used for measurement must be developed if any 
discussion on detec:tolrs it was shown that 
multiplying two SlDUS()ldl'l.l ~"b"~''''' together produces a signal in one component is of a 
higher frequency one COIDPonl,mt is of a lower frequency. multiplication 
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techniques an output of higher can be obtained for measurement. Considering 
Equation 4.4 multiplication two sinusoidal developed. for phase 
below: 
1 
-y)] cosxcosy 2' [cos(x + y) + cos 
for the considered in can be as: 
cos cos 
(4.8) 
It is clear equation 4.8 multiplication two sinusoidal .'''6 ........ '' produces a 
signal with two frequency components. One frequency component is at a f1",:>.,nlU'n equal to 
"'"~'",,,,'a between sum of other nn'n"'Tl1" operates at 
two 
The two 0'6"""'" from the meZOEllec tuning fork are input the output 
current which is converted back a voltage by the measurement circuit. to increase 
of the output signalsthey must multiplied with a.u,,"u''''' sinusoidal 
This "'I'T''''''''''' the 
are, ho'wmler. two COJnpionen1~S to 
component will 
is large 
to be removed 
process is only 
means that 
·",·.,.nUl",'",',nn signal 
operating 1'1"0,"''''''" around 
external 
of the output 
nll'~T"'i' of 
filters to allow 
possible if 
according to 
sinusoidal signal that is multiplied with 
output current must be of a 
The T>rF'I'O""" can be simplified 
and just 'ULH"l~lV 
will double the output frequency and produce a DC in the output as 
component which can easily be out. 
4.8. There 
frequency 
to be mea-
input voltage 
"' ......... u to 
eliminating the 
lower frequency 
The ""6"""" can both be multiplied by the input voltage, producing two signals of 
the the same 
squared or by themselves, 
measurement. If, 
output signals not only 
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the phase shifted frequency now 
will effectively double the 
of the tuning fork's response 
output signals will also ,",v •• .,a.J ... 
signals for the square of the input at trt>,nl1<'" 
cos (Wdt) cos (Wdt) = 
cos (Wdt + i.p) cos (Wdt + i.p) 
Developing the Dynamic 
Effect that a Change 
contact model for the 
ae'{eU)D€~ for the tuning fork using 
\.-VJ,UI"I ... ,,;U to a more \JV.,LL!-'."'u" 
tines of the tuning fork and the 
hni,ur<>nn the surface and the fork. This change 
mechanical characteristics of the damped mass 
1 
a force proportional to its displacement 
as an effective change in the spring constant 
to the viscous air effects, the fork will a 
by the initial phase angle. This 
respOIlse, as for any initial change in 
change will be twice as large. Both 
can be filtered out. The measured 
below: 
+ cos (0)] (4.9) 
(4.10) + 2i.p) + cos ( - 2i.p) 1 
Model 
on 
the model 
theory, can now be 
displacement 
a \.-H<Ul,,'C in the force 
modelled as a change in the 
tuning fork. fork will 
"'U"UVv, which will manifest 
will produce a new characteristic equation for the balanced 
model. Due 
to its velocity. This 
the mass spring system, 
mx + (r + .6.1') x + (k + .6.k) x 0 
.6.1' and .6.k are the change in rnl,~t:i"n UCUUIJULJ; 
al~;PJl'tce;mEmt of the tuning fork from the 
U''''I-'H'''''''''H''''''~ have been used in 
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(4.11) 
constant, due to 
of modelling a 
[39][40]. 
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turn produce V .. 'A ..... VU in the characteristic equations: 
m 
r = 
"'''''''''f~V''' with roon.o,',. to magnitude outputs of 
a sinusoidally system, it is easy to see how the response 
,",U':LHl".'" for a change Due to the in effective spring 
in turn proportional to 
T will produce a V"<~"!'.v 
piezoelectric tuning 
displacement 
Figure 4.2.1: 
resonant tT'£l.nllion 
the Q-factorand 
change in 
on the magnitude ,. ... o,n11"", 
to in which is 
The change 
characteristics 
U.a.UL~"UF. time constant 
sinusoidally 
on by a change 
response is shown graphically in 
Effect on 
Magnitude eSJlOIlSe for a Shift Displacment. 
operates with a resonant frequency Wol and a maximum of AI. When the UJ,1?~'Tli'<J 
fork's position is changed in relation to surface the resonant frequency will change to W o2 
and the magnitude will be 
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situation when """,t:t>1m IS 'U"ur,..T.' at the resonant 
the resonant t .. An,,,,,nr·u will shift to Wo2 
Wol: 
maximum 
magnitude will The system, however) 
which means output magnitude will 
input and "'AM,"""'" will also in 
characteristics. change in magnitude 
keeping the di~lpll:l,Ce~mEmt constant and oU"""'.6 
still be operating at its initial frequency, 
to the level Ae , and the the 
with the new 
can be very closely 
frequency to We. 
by 
this dependent on UHH:aC;U'Jc; h,ot""O"'Tl Al and 
the model displacement can be formulated by 
the input This model can be even more 
accurate if vu'u,,",;:;u. by the air effects displacement is changed are to 
a minimum, so 
minimised. 
difference between Al and and the change in the Q-factor can 
~"'''''F,v of dl~lpll:tCe:mEmt can thought of as an of 
the spring constant 
model will help 
the input frequency 
between 
turn will 
understanding and control 
and repeatedly it is to 
the 
4.2.2 System eSl)OIlSe to a Change in 
input drive 
change 
By modelling the .... U(~ .. "','" in displacement as an effective " .. , .... 1','-' in operating frequency, accurate 
models can be to descri be the effects a in displacement will on 
operating of tuning fork. The model the total response of 
when the drive now needs to the on UG,'UIv'vU. 
mass spring response of the tuning fork 
input frequency is from WA to WB can be a number of separate parts. 
Firstly is state response for the new W B. This response 
describe the long term operating conditions of the fork once all the transients have out. 
steady state or 1'"\<1'1'1"1,,..., 
which comes 
response for the new 
analysis for sinusoidal 
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"''''Dm' •. State (t) = --;==========:= COS (W Bt - )) 
of the tra,nSllen1~S is a,o"'U\.,,'L'" with the build up at the new ..... O,,.,,,,:u-,'",,, 
will be no initial motion at W B. is shifted from W A to W B 
new frequency W B. is a up with the same 
it. The steady mf~gnlttLcte as the steady state response at W B but in exact 
response at the new frequency WB and the transient .. UL'...," .... '''-''''' build up at 
new frequency W B each other out, as the magnitude of the ,.",u"."","" 
over time the .... Vl, .. ULU<;;;U response will build state conditions at WB. 
transient response with the build up of motion at the new frequency W B nT\I"'Tl'l,tpl'< 
at resonant and is given below 4.13. 
XTransient(l) (t) = 
The second transient final component of the response is a,o,)u\.",a,',cu 
decay of motion at 
oscillator 
"1--"".1 w~. The 
by steady state ..... VllU.>t"V"o 
motion at the 
The transient OV1,U"lVLJLO 
in Appendix A2. 
XTransient(2) (t) 
order to 
WA. The motion is by the undriven 
transient motion also at the damped resonant 
and phase with to the drive signal will determined 
old frequency W A. transient associated decay 
corne from 
for the frequency 
response. is 
and is given 
mass-spring ",,,,,,tAlm presented 
)) 1 
the separate responses 
more difficult by 
to be 
that 
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the transient and steady state responses can occur at two different frequencies. This means 
that the responses cannot be summed directly. They are instead reduced to vectors, and added 
together in a process explained extensively in the next section. 
4.2.2.1 Combining the Transient and Steady State Responses 
In order to determine the overall response of a mass spring system, the effects of the steady 
state and transient solutions have to be combined. This is difficult as the signals are at different 
frequencies and are at different phases relative to the drive signal. The transient signals occur 
at the damped resonant frequency, and the steady state signal occurs at the drive frequency. 
This combined equation will have the following form 
x (t) = XSteady State (t) +XTransient(l) (t) +XTransient(2) (t) 
= [YwB cos (WBt + 'PWB)] +e2": [YWB cos (w~t + ('PWB -rr))] +e2": [YWA cos (w~t + ('PWA))] 
= Y(t)COS(WBt + 'P(t)) (4.15) 
where YWB is the magnitude of the steady state solution and the initial magnitude of the 
transient associated with the buildup of motion at the new frequency WB, YWA is the initial 
magnitude of the transient associated with the decay of motion at the old frequency WA, 'PWB 
and 'PWA are the phase of the steady state solution at the new frequency WB, and the transient 
associated with the decay of motion at the old frequency WA. 
From Equation 4.15 it can be seen that the combination of the component signals will 
produce a single sinusoid at the new drive frequency WB, as this is the frequency at which the 
new steady state component will operate, which is the only long term component. Thecombined 
sinusoidal signal will have a magnitude and phase, relative to the drive signal, that vary with 
time. As the component signals are at different frequencies and phases, the effects cannot 
be summed directly, a new method must be found in order to determine how the phase and 
magnitude of the combined signal varies with time. Consider initially two sinusoidal waveforms 
of equal magnitude but of different frequencies Wl and W2 as seen in Figure 4.2.2: 
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If the two waveforms are at t 0, periods PI and it 
can be determined two wavel:orlms one period. First the time 
separation after one is ,",u",",,, .. ,,,,,,,,u., 
(4.16) 
This time separation can now proportion that this time separation 
takes up of one period of a VL"'."~'L' L;Oll.sidlerlln one cycle or period consists of 21r radians, 
phase change after one period. this 
per 
to 
L<:;i'.A",,")::.<:;i can be 
Change per Cycle = e: e; ~) 2" 
(1 - ~~) 21r 
as a rUIlct:lon can now be determined by calculating 
~U'''UF,v per period is divided by the period of one 
t 
phase 
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This simplified analysis will only remain accurate for small changes in frequency when 
compared to the frequency of the two waveforms, (WI - W2) « W2. 
Now consider the real axis of a plot to be equal to the frequency of one of the waveforms. 
Any other waveform of another frequency can be plotted with reference to the initial waveform. 
This idea is shown below in Figure 4.2.3 for the two signals of magnitude A and B and frequency 
WI and W2. 
Figure 4.2.3: Two Sinusoidal Signals plotted Together ona Phase Plot. lVhen both 
signals are plotted on the same phase plot one of the phasors will rotate around the plot at a 
rate determined by the difference in frequency between them. 
From Equation 4.18 the phase between the two signals will change at a rate determined by 
the difference in frequencies. In Figure 4.2.3 this amounts to the plot of the second waveform 
rotating around a circle at a rate equal to the rate of phase change. By considering and 
combining the components of each signal in each of the axes, an equation for the total combined 
response can be determined. 
This theory can be applied easily to the mass spring system. If the drive or forcing function 
is used as the reference signal the transient and steady state solutions can be plotted around 
the circle as follows in Figure 4.2.4. 
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Figure 4.2.4: Component Responses of a Mass Spring System for a Shift in Input 
Driving Frequency Plotted around a Phase Circle. The input drive signal is plotted 
along the real positive axis and is used as the reference signal. The input drive signal as well 
as the steady state solution both opemte at the new drive frequency W B. As the two tmnsient 
responses operate at the damped resonant frequency w~ the tmnsient responses will rotate 
around the phase circle at (WB - w~) t, where t is time measured in seconds. 
The steady state solution is plotted a round the dashed circle. As the steady state solution 
is at the same frequency as the drive signal, it will not rotate around the circle but remain 
at one point . The phase angle ipwB' defined in Equation 4.12 as ipwB = tan- 1 ( ;:B2 ), will 
WO W B 
determine where along the circle the steady state solution lies. Its components with reference 
to the drive signal can be calculated using simple trigonometry, 
ReSteady State (4.19) 
ImSteady State 
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4.2.2.1.1 General Properties of the Total Response In order to consider some of the 
properties of the combined response, it is simpler to use the case of combining two signals of 
the same magnitude and initial phase but of slightly varying frequencies. As was seen in the 
previous section, if these two signals are placed on a phase plot, the one signal will remain fixed 
at its initial phase whilst the other will rotate around the phase plot at a rate determined by 
the frequency difference between the two signals. By looking at the combined response of these 
two signals at a few different points in time, a number of general observations about combining 
signals of different frequencies can be made. Consider the system at different points in time 
shown below in Figure 4.2.5: 
1 
Figure 4.2.5: Combined Response of Two Sinusoidal Signals of Different 
Frequencies at Different Points in Time. 81 and 82 are the two sinusoidal signals and 
RE8 is the resultant combined waveform. 
In the first instance the signals 81 and 82 are in phase with one another: this results in 
maximum magnitUde and a phase of zero. In the second instance, 82 has rotated to 900 out of 
phase with 81. The magnitude of the total response has reduced to l' of the maximum value 
and the phase has increased to 450 • In the final instance the signals are now 1800 out of phase. 
The magnitude will now be at a minimum, which for signals of equal magnitude will be zero. 
The phase will be discontinuous at this point, as an instant before it will be approaching 900 
and an instant after will be leaving -900 or 2700 • The phase and magnitude response for the 
combination of the two signals is shown in Figure 4.2.6. 
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the phase plane the magnitude response for this system using Equation 4.22 will be, 
Magnitude J(A + e-tB cos c.p)2 + (e- tBsinc.p)2 
J A2 + 2e-t AB cos c.p + B2 cos2 c.p + e-2t B2 sin2 c.p 
J A 2 + 2e-t AB cos c.p + e-2t B2 ( 4.23) 
From Equation 4.23 it can be seen that the total rate of decay of magnitude will be dependent 
on the combination between the second and third terms of the equation. As the third term on 
its own would decay twice as fast as the second term on its own, the one which has the greatest 
effect within the combination will determine of overall response of the magnitude. Consider 
first how the phase between the two signals affects the response time of the magnitude. Initial 
phase only affects the second, slower, term of the equation, so when the initial phase angle 
results in the maximum value for this term it will coincide with the initial phase angle that 
results in the longest total response time for the magnitude. 
When looking at the effect that the difference in initial magnitudes of the two signals will 
have on total response time of the magnitude response, it is more instructive to view Equation 
4.23 in the form: 
vi B B2 Magnitude = 1 + 2e-t A cos c.p + e-2t A 2 (4.24) 
From Equation 4.24 it can be seen that when signal A is initially much bigger than signal 
B the second term will dominate and the magnitude response will be closer to e-t . Similarly 
when signal B is much bigger than signal A the third term will dominate and the magnitude 
response will decay at a rate closer to e-2t . 
The phase response for this system can also be determined using Equation 4.22: 
( 
e-t B sin c.p ) 
Phase = arctan A t B + e- cos c.p ( 4.25) 
In order to determine how the initial phase between the signals will affect the response time 
of the phase it is necessary to consider the term within the brackets of Equation 4.25, and see 
how changes in phase and relative magnitude affect it. The numerator of this term within the 
brackets sets the basic rate of decay of the phase response and the behaviour of the denominator 
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will 
the 
term 
one. 
as 
the 
up or down rate decay. Considering 
when both V'h.U~.V 
will be zero 
one as the "<:;'~UlJ.U term be(~ono.es 
UC;.uv.uuuo,ev.l less than one and 
grows will speed up the response time. For 
occurs, U<:;.UV.UHHo,eVl are 
slows down 
From the above explanation it 
response. 
how initial 
sec:ona term 
the numerator 
the initial 
"",pv<>r as the second 
the numerator 
at same time 
the two v.,.., •• ~.v 
an on the overall the response. If A was 
than the between the CHM.HU'''' would be reduced. This would either 
up the response if the were less than 900 or slow down response if 
were 900 If B were than A 
U<:;<",""O>:l when the is 900 , the denominator numerator's absolute 
which 
A 
down the response time. 
in 
be made 
in 
the case when 
of the 
are either In 
will 
which means there will be no vH(~Hf',v at all. When 
will 
below the magnitude 
the tuning 
and the of the 
bigger, the resultant will either 
out to 
of combined V'h.U~'U 
response to a change in drive 
state and transient responses 
with to the drive 
In one 
that both the 
all cases 
or 
be in 
or 
The 
initial conditions are used to the correct two ur<:>U"'·Ar,,.,,.. 
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the theoretical combined response can be formed . This response can then be easily compared 
to actual measured responses of the crystal to determine the accuracy of the model. Using 
Laplace transforms, the model can then be converted into equations that can be used to design 
the control systems for the crystal. 
4.2.3.1 Initial Conditions 
Consider again the shift in operating frequency from W A to W B. At the instant of frequency 
change, the tuning fork will still be operating at the amplitude and phase of the steady state 
response of the initial frequency, WA. This means that the initial condition of motion, for when 
the frequency is shifted, can be given by the steady state response at the initial frequency W A. 
The sum of all the component responses must initially add up to this initial condition. This 
becomes a useful fact when testing whether the transient and steady state conditions have been 
modelled correctly. However, this should always be the case, as the steady state response at 
the new frequency WB and the transient associated with the build up of motion at the new 
frequency W B will, initially, cancel each other out, nd all that is left will be the transient 
associated with the decay of motion at the old frequency WA, which will initially be at the 
steady state conditions at the old frequency WA. The initial condition can also be used to 
quickly calculate the initial size and position of the combined response from both the onset 
transient and the decay transient. As the initial condition is the sum of all the component 
responses at the moment of frequency change, by subtracting the initial condition from the 
steady state response at the new frequency W B the initial position and size of the combined 
transient response can be determined. In Figure 4.2.7 the component responses have been 
plotted for a set frequency shift. 
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and steady state responses would be at the same frequency so there would be no oscillation on 
the phase or magnitude outputs. The frequency was stepped from 200mHz below the damped 
resonant frequency to the damped resonant frequency The steady state magnitude and phase as 
well as the initial magnitude and phase can then be calculated using Equations 3.56 and 3.57. 
Using the phase circle, the transient and steady state responses can then be combined to give 
the overall response for magnitude and phase. These simulated results can then be compared 
against real data obtained from a similar step test with an actual crystal. A comparison between 
the real and simulated responses for the magnitude appears in Figure 4.2.8. 
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Figure 4.2.8: Simulated and Recorded Magnitude Response at the Resonant 
Frequency. The output magnitude was recorded over a period of 5 seconds. The magnitude 
was measured using an active rectifier and then converted to a percentage of the maximum 
value of the magnitude at the resonant frequency. 
A comparison between simulated and recorded phase appears in Figure 4.2.9. 
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Figure 4.2.9: Simulated and Recorded Phase Responses at the Resonant 
Frequency. The phase between the input drive signal and input voltage was recorded using a 
exclusive-or gate logic type detector. The output from the logic gate was then actively rectified 
to obtain the recorded output. 
From the plot in Figures 4.2.8 and 4.2.9 it is clear that the model provides a fairly good 
representation of the actual behaviour of the tuning fork crystal. Even though the shape of 
the response is well represented by the theoretical behaviour of the models , the speed of the 
theoretical response is some what slower than the actual measured response. This is especially 
obvious in the phase plot. The speed of the response is governed by the initial position of the 
steady state and transient responses on the phase plot as well as the decay rate of the transient 
determined by the mass spring characteristics. The errors in theoretical response could be 
attributed both to the measurement of the characteristics of the tuning fork, as well as the 
fact that the mass spring model probably does not describe the behaviour of the tuning fork 
exactly. Although the incorrect placement of the responses on the phase plot , which could be 
attributed to errors in measurement, will cause errors, the greatest problem is probably caused 
by the incorrect modelling of the damping in the system. Errors could also be attributed to 
imperfect cancellation of the package capacitance, and the fact that the actual step tests might 
not be exactly to the damped resonant frequency. These tests were also done in a relatively 
high vacuum as the tuning fork is still in its outer packaging. The limited viscous damping in 
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vacuum is another cause of the discrepancy between the measured and theoretical responses. 
Another series of tests was completed in order to ascertain how well the model would work 
when the system is operating away from the damped resonant frequency. The frequency was 
stepped this time by 20mHz approximately 0.4Hz ofF resonance. The results for this test were 
collated and normalised so they could be shown on one plot. This plot of the normalised 
responses of phase and magnitude for both the simulated and recorded data appears in figure 
4.2.10. 
Time (Seconds) 
Figure 4.2.10: Phase and Magnitude Step Tests O.4Hz off the Resonant 
Frequency. Similar methods were used to measure both magnitude and phase. The reslllts 
have been normalised. 
From Figure 4.2.10 it is clear that the theoretical simulated response follows the basic shape 
of the actual response fairly accurately. Tile measurement inaccuracies will still produce error, 
but it is clear that the modelling of the damping is still producing the largest error between the 
measured and theoretical responses. The responses are closer than the responses for the test 
at the damped resonant frequency, indicating that the damping constant should be dependent 
on the operating frequency position relative to the damped resonant frequency. This frequency 
dependence of the damping factor also seems to have a different efFect on phase and magnitude. 
From the tests, the decay rate of the transients in the actual system seem to vary from ~ to 
2~. These tests also indicate that the relatively simple model developed up to now does not 
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converted into the following equations using the characteristic variables developed before: 
N/ agnitude 
Phase 
A Com\(T») 
S2 + 2 ((Om\(T») S + ((Wd - w~i + ((O';)(T») 2) 
A (S + COP)(T»)) 
( 4.28) 
( 4.29) 
A is a constant which will determine the amplitude of the response, Om and op are the 
adjustment factors of the decay rates of the transient responses for magnitude and phase. 
These models \vere then step tested and compared to the data recorded previously. For the first 
test , where the frequency is stepped to the resonant damped frequency, the normalised plots 
for phase and magnitude appear in Figure 4.2.11. 
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Figure 4.2.11: Step Test Comparison with S-plane Models at Resonant 
Frequency. Once again similar measurement techniques were used to determine both the 
magnitude and phase. The results are also similarly normalised. 
For the step test to the damped resonant frequency, Om = 1.2 and op = 1. From the test 
it is clear that not only do the cosine and sine models produce responses that are very similar 
in shape to the actual response, but, by the manipulation of the transient decay rates, the 
theoretical models can simulate the speed of response very closely as well. Due to the operating 
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frequency being the same as the resonant drive frequency, the magnitude response reduces to 
a double pole system in the s-plane, with both poles existing on the same point on the real 
axis determined by the decay rate of the system. The phase response reduces to a single pole 
system with the pole on the real s-plane axis at the same point determined by the decay rate. 
The results of the second test for the step O.4Hz off resonance are plotted in Figure 4.2.12. 
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Figure 4.2.12: Step Test Comparison with S-plane Models O.4Hz off Resonant 
Frequency. The increased noise due to the reduced output at frequencies off resonance makes 
it more difficult to accurately compare the simulated and recorded responses. 
Again the equations seem to give a good model for the system, with Om = 1.4 and op = 1.5. 
The shift in operating frequency away from the damped resonant frequency affects the transient 
decay rate for the phase response more than the magnitude response. The shape of the response 
is still well modelled by the basic cosine and sine s-plane equations and by a small adjustment 
of the decay rate of the transient the speed of the response can be simulated accurately as well. 
Now that good models for the system exist, it remains for the controllers to be designed , to see 
if these models will work in the controlling of the system. 
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4.3 Controlling the Crystal 
4.3.1 The Model 
In the previous section control models or G (s) terms for the magnitude and phase response of 
the tuning fork crystal were developed. These are given again below. 
Magnitude Gm(s) = A (~) 
s2 + 2 ((om1)(r)) s + ((Wd - w~)2 + ((oTJH) 2) 
Phase Gp(s) = A(s+(~)) 
s2 + 2 (op)(r)) s + ((Wd - w~)2 + (ophr) f) 
Where Wd is the input drive or operating frequency, Wo is the resonant frequency, T is the 
damping time constant of the system and A is the gain of the system determined by the initial 
operating conditions. At the resonant frequency the equations 4.28 and 4.29 are reduced to: 
A Com\(r)) 
G m (s) = -----'------'-----,;-2 
(s+(~)) 
(4.30) Magnitude 
Phase A Gp (s) = (1) 
s+ '(o;)(T)" 
(4.31) 
Depending on the tuning fork crystal operating point the two control models Gm (s) and 
Gp (s) for phase and magnitude can be defined. For frequencies at or very near the resonant 
frequency Equations 4.30 and 4.31 can be used. For frequencies further away from the resonant 
frequency where the oscillations become more distinct, the original control models in Equation 
4.28 and 4.29 should be used. 
4.3.2 Closing the Loop 
Due to the tuning fork's simple nature, linear feedback control should be adequate in controlling 
the operating frequency by either using the magnitude or the phase as control variables. The 
simple feedback block diagram used to form the closed loop response is shown in Figure 4.3.1. 
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4.3.2.1 Magnitude 
The magnitude frequency response has a peak, which makes it difficult, for a controller using 
magnitude as an input, to keep the tuning fork crystal operating at the resonant frequency. 
Any shift in frequency, whether up or down, will result in a drop in magnitude. The tuning 
fork crystal must be operated away from the resonant frequency along one of the slopes of the 
peak. The closed loop pole positions for the magnitude response, for the tuning fork crystal 
operating away from the resonant frequency, can be found by looking at the denominator of 
equation 4.32. 
Magnitude Poles = ¢m = s2 + 28ms + (w~ + 8~) (1 + Km) {4.34) 
The root locus diagram for the closed loop magnitude response in Figure 4.3.2 is drawn using 
the quadratic formula to determine the closed loop pole positions for varying values of Km. 
!mag 
Re 
s-plane 
Figure 4.3.2: The Closed Loop Magnitude Pole Positions for Increasing Gain. The 
magnitude measurement system forms a double pole system in closed loop. The poles move 
along the positive and negative imaginary axes for increasing gain. This makes the system 
more oscillatory but has little effect on system speed or bandwidth. 
From Figure 4.3.2 it can be seen that the general speed of the magnitude response will be 
set by 8m , the mechanical damping factor or damping time constant of the mechanical system. 
For variations in the gain Km the closed loop response will become more or less oscillatory and 
the closed loop damping will increase or decrease. So by increasing the gain of the dosed loop 
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Figure 4.3.3: The Open Loop Magnitude Response (Krn= 0.925). The oscillation in 
the open loop step response is caused by the settling frequency being off the resonant frequency. 
Using the measured gain and the measured characteristics of the tuning fork crystal the 
simulated response can be generated using the system control models developed previously. 
From the above graph the open loop gain of the system can be calculated as Km = 0.925. 
The oscillations in the graph are caused by the settling frequency being at f = 32765 .982H z 
which is about 0.29H z from the damped resonant frequency. This results in the oscillation 
with a period of 3.2 seconds seen in Figure 4.3.3. If the system described by the above graph 
is theoretically put into feedback, the basic characteristics of the closed loop system can be 
ascertained from Equation 4.32. For the calculated open loop gain of Km = 0.925, and using 
Q V3 to calculate the value of 15m = 1.429s the closed loop poles can be calculated as, 
Closed Loop Poles = ¢m = -1.429 ± j2.85 
giving a characteristic equation for the system as: 
S2 + 2.858s + 10.18 
Due to the non-linear Lorentzian response of the magnitude the simulated response could 
not be generated very accurately. The response was therefore linearised across the operating 
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range to give a better simulated output. This linearisation pushed the open loop gain up to 
Km = 1.357, which from Equation 4.35 gives a closed loop gain KCLm = 0.53 and adjusted 
closed loop poles of: 
Adjusted Closed Loop Poles = ¢m = -1.429 ± j3.255 
This theoretical model can then be compared to data taken from the actual system. The 
theoretical and actual responses are plotted in Figure 4.3 .4. 
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Figure 4.3.4: Closed Loop Magnitude Response for the Simulated and Recorded 
Signals (KOI= 0.925). 
From Figure 4.3.4 it can be seen that the theoretical model tracks the actual behaviour 
fairly closely. The natural frequency of the system is measured at 0.55H z, which is close to 
the theoretical value of 0.52H z. The discrepancy could easily be explained by measurement 
errors and errors brought about by the simulated linearisation of the Lorentzian response. The 
small error between the actual and theoretical closed loop gains can also be caused by this 
linearisation process. 
Two more theoretical step tests were performed with increasing values of Km. These results 
were then compared with data from the actual system with similar increases in open loop gain. 
The results of the two tests are shown below in Figure 4.3.5 and 4.3.6. 
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Figure 4.3.5: Closed Loop Magnitude Response for the Simulated and Recorded 
Signals (Krn= 3). 
0.843 -
- Simulated Signal 
- Recorded Signal 
o 
o 0.76 1.7 
1.2 Time (Seconds) 
Figure 4.3.6: Closed Loop Magnitude Response for the Simulated and Recorded 
Signals (K rn = 6). 
From the graphs in Figures 4.3.4-4.3.6, it is clear that the theoretical and actual results 
correlate quite closely even for changes in open loop gain. It is also now clear that the initial 
root locus diagram for increasing gain is an accurate representation of the system. Increasing 
the gain for the magnitude response in a linear feedback system will have no effect on system 
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Figure 4.3.7: The Closed Loop Phase Pole Positions for Increasing Gain. The 
phase measurement system forms a single pole system in closed loop. The pole moves along 
the negative real axis towards negative infinity for increasing gain. This makes the system 
respond faster without increasing the instability on the system. 
From the closed loop phase response root locus diagram it can be seen that, as with the 
magnitude response, the open loop response is initially determined by 6p . However , because the 
simplified phase response consists only of a single pole on the real axis , the closed loop poles 
will also be on the real axis at a position proportional to Kp . The closed loop response will 
therefore remain first order with the response time decreasing with an increase in gain. The 
closed loop gain can be calculated similarly to the magnitude closed loop gain using Equation 
4.36 and the final value theorem. 
Closed Loop Gain KeLp = lim (s (Hp (s)) ~) 
5->0 S 
lim p p ( K 6 ) 5->0 S + 6p + K p6p 
Kp 
1 +Kp 
( 4.38) 
Again the control model was tested using a basic linear feedback loop. Various step tests 
were done with varying gain to determine t he accuracy of the closed loop model. 
The theoretical response is once again compared to actual data except this time the phase 
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is used as the feedback parameter. The Gp (s) of the system includes the veo and tuning fork 
crystal as well as the phase detector. As with the magnitude response the gain across Gp (s) 
is assumed to be unity, with the gains of the veo, tuning fork crystal and phase detector 
incorporated in Kp. The phase response through resonance is not a peak like the magnitude 
response, and thus the problems incorporated with holding the system at resonance do not 
exist when phase is used as the measurand. The graph in Figure 4.3.8 is the open loop response 
for when the operating frequency is stepped to the resonant frequency. Again the resonant 
frequency was measured as fa = 32765.273Hz with Q1. = 41475 and Q-/3 = 72012. 
2 
3.25 -----------------
3. 09 ----- -- - --- roiW"""" 
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Figure 4.3.8: The Open Loop Phase Response (Kp= 3.25). As the settling frequency 
is at the damped resonant frequency there will be no oscillation in the response . Similarly to 
the magnitude respo ses the measured gain was combined with the measured characterisitcs of 
the tuning fork crystal to develop the simulated response. 
In the graph in Figure 4.3.8 as well as Figure 4.3.9-4 .3.12 the phase is represented by the 
voltage output of the phase detector. Using the Q -/3 value and the decay rate adjustment factor, 
the open loop time constant can be calculated as {) = 2.482s. This means that the response 
should reach the 63% of its final value after t.ime t = 0.403s which compares well t.o value 
recorded in the above graph. Following basic first order response theory the response should 
also then reach within 5% of its final value after time 3 (i) = 1.209s which also compares well 
with the recorded data. If the system described above is put into a closed loop, its theoretical 
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response can be calculated using Equation 4.37 with Kp = 3.25. The closed loop pole is given 
below as: 
Closed Loop Poles = ¢p = -2.482 - (2.482) (3.25) = -10.55 
Therefore the closed loop response should reach 63% of its final value after 0.095 seconds 
and be within 5% of its final value after 0.285 seconds. The closed loop gain can be calculated 
from Equation 4.38 as 0.764. Again a linearisation method was used on the phase response 
in order to simulate the system in linear feedback. The theoretical and actual responses are 
plotted in Figure 4.3.9 for the closed loop response for Kp = 3.25. 
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Figure 4.3.9: The Closed Loop Simulated and Recorded Phase Responses (Kp= 
3.25). Once again the simulated signal follows the recorded signal fairly closely with the 
discrepancies probably due to incorrect measurement and the linearisation used to simulate the 
signal. 
It is clear from the plot in Figure 4.3.9 that the theoretical response does track the actual 
response quite closely. The errors between the two responses can again be attributed to both 
the linearisation process and simple measurement errors due to the rather noisy measured phase 
signal. 
More step tests were done with increasing gain to see if the model continues to track the 
actual response accurately. 
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Figure 4.3.10: Closed Loop Theoretical and Recorded Phase Response (Kp= 8). 
Th e system operating characteristics for the theoretical and actual responses are include in the 
~: 
O. 
I 
I , 
, 
table. 
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Th eo reti cal Actual 
Closed Loo Gain = 0 .94 Closed Loo Gain = 0.99 
63% Time =0.024; 63% Time =0 .026s 
5% Time =0.071s 5% Time =0.079s 
0.026 0.079 Time (Seconds) 
Figure 4.3.11: Closed Loop Theoretical and Recorded Phase Response (Kp= 16). 
The system operating characteristics for the theoretical and actual responses are include in the 
table . 
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Figure 4.3.12: Closed Loop Theoretical and Recorded Phase Response (Kp= 32). 
The system operating characteristics for the theoretical and actual responses are include in the 
table. 
From the tests it is obvious that the model does give a good idea of the phase response even 
for changing gain values. The errors in the values can be attributed to the factors mentioned 
previously, such as measurement error and the linearisation of the curve. From the above 
results the initial model of the system can be considered to be accurate. For increasing gain the 
system remains first order with only the speed of the response increasing. Now that the control 
models for the operation of the tuning fork crystal have been developed, their proficiency as 
displacement sensors in a force feedback system can begin to be explored. 
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type piezoelectric transducers are used as they provide a high electromagnetic coupling, and do 
not need to be operated with large voltages to produce the required force. In order to determine 
the characteristics of the equivalent suspended mass spring system formed by the piezoelectric 
device, it is important to have a good mechanical model for each piezoelectric device and their 
various suspension arrangements. 
Pi ezo el ectri c T ransduc er 
~~I ------------~~I 
Pi ezo el e ctri c 
Tuning Fork 
Figure 5.1: The Piezoelectric Transducer Located in Close Proximity to the 
'lUning Fork. The small displacement between the tuning fork and transducer is measured. 
The voltage applied to the transducer is then altered to keep the distance between the 
transducer and tuning fork constant. 
5.1 Piezoelectric Force Thansducers 
5.1.1 Piezoelectric Bimorphs 
A piezoelectric bimorph, as the name implies, consists of two flat strips of piezoelectric material 
joined together along their flat sides via a central joining piece[42]. Electrodes are placed 
along the lengths of the strips so that when a voltage is applied across the electrodes one 
strip contracts whilst the other expands. This causes a uniform strain, proportional to the 
piezoelectric constant, in the material. This uniform strain will for a fixed beam produce a 
stress in the material which will also be uniform throughout each of the strips. For a free beam 
or a cantilever this stress will produce a uniform moment within the beam. According to the 
theories of Timshenko in [42] this internal moment will produce an external moment that will 
bend the beam. The basic structure of the beam is shown in Figure 5.1.1. 
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5.1.1.1.1 Cantilever Equation 3.27 was solved in Chapter 3 using the boundary conditions 
of the cantilever. At the fixed end the deflection and the slope will be zero and at the free end 
the moment and shear will be zero. These boundary conditions are put into the mode equation 
which is then reduced to form the general solution for the resonant frequencies of the beam. 
The first resonant mode described in Chapter 3 is given by Equation 3.32 
where l is the length, E is the Young's modulus, A is the area of the beam and p is the 
density. The second moment of inertia represented by I is defined for a beam as I = BS3 [26], 
where B is the breath or width of the beam and D is the depth or height. Substituting this 
value back into equation 3.32 leads to the following equation for the first resonant frequency of 
the beam. 
fo = (1.015) ( D 2) fE 
27r(l) Y P (5.1) 
Substituting the measured values for the piezoelectric bimorph into Equation 5.1 gives the 
theoretical resonant frequency of the beam clamped at its very tip as fo = 1096Hz. The spring 
constant for the beam can now be ascertained, using the equivalent springs method described 
in Chapter 3. The spring constant, k, can be defined by considering how much the free end 
of the beam would deflect for a given force. If once again the second moment of inertia for a 
beam shape is considered it leads to: 
k = 0.25EB ( ~) 3 (5.2) 
In order to increase the sensitivity of the suspension system formed by the cantilever to 
ground displacement, a mass can be added. If the mass is added at the tip of the cantilever, 
the new resonant frequency can be calculated by using the effective cantilever mass equation 
derived in Chapter 3, 
k (5.3) 
0.2427me + madd 
where me is the cantilever mass and madd is the added mass at the tip of the cantilever. 
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The resonant frequency can be determined by solving Equation 3.27 using the new boundary 
conditions. The boundary conditions at both ends will be the same as the fixed end of the 
cantilever. The deflection and the slope will both be zero at both ends, which gives rise to the 
following boundary conditions. 
Y (0) = 0; 
Y (0) = 0; 
Y (l) = 0 
Y (l) = 0 
where l is once again the length of the beam. Similarly to the cantilever, these boundary 
conditions can be substituted back into Equation 3.27 to obtain the conditions A' = G' = 0 
and the following equations: 
Y (l) B' (cos).l- coshAl) + D' (sinAl- sinhAl) = 0 
Y (l) B' (- sin Al - sinh Al) + D' (cos Al - cosh Al) = 0 
These equations can be combined simultaneously to form: 
cos2 Al - 2 cos Al cosh Al + cosh2 Al + sin2 Al - sinh2 Al = 0 (5.4) 
Using the identities from [44], cos2 x + sin2 x = 1 and cosh2 x - sinh2 x = 1, Equation 5.4 
can be simplified to give the following equation: 
cos Al cosh Al = 1 (5.5) 
Equation 5.5 was solved in [28] to give the first two values of Al of the fixed-fixed beam as 
4.73 and 7.85. These values can now be used with the Equation 3.32 derived in Chapter 3 to 
determine the resonant frequency. Once again the second moment of inertia for a beam is used 
in the solution which is given in the equation below, 
fa = (6.46) ( D 2) (E 
271" (l) Y P (5.6) 
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If the piezoelectric bimorph is set up with both its ends fixed the suspension system of 
the seismometer will have the mass spring characteristics described above. The mechanical 
sensitivity of the suspension system can be increased by adding mass to the system. This is 
most effectively done if the mass is added to the centre point of the beam. This increase in 
sensitivity will also change the resonant frequency of the beam. Similarly to the cantilever, this 
change in resonant frequency is governed by the equivalent mass spring system characteristics 
in the equation shown below: 
Wo = 
k {5.14) 
0.3836mc + madd 
Once again the theoretical model is compared to a real piezoelectric bimorph. The bimorph 
was glued at both ends onto a metallic washer. The same measurement circuit was used 
to eliminate the package capacitance and to convert the output current into a measurement 
voltage. The effective length between the two glued in ends was measured at 13mm. This would 
give a theoretical resonant frequency of fo(Th) = 9303Hz. The measured resonant frequency 
was fo(m) = 9460Hz which is very close to the theoretical value. The Q-factor for the full 
width half maximum was measured as 54.6. This gives a mass spring timing constant of 
T = v'3Q = 0.00168. In order to double check the model, a mass of 0.79 was added III 
Wo 
the centre of the beam. This added mass should theoretically reduce the resonant frequency to 
fo(Th) = 2018Hz. The accurate measurement of the response of the beam became more difficult 
when the mass was added. The resonant frequency was measured as fo(m) = 2736Hz which 
is reasonably close to the theoretical frequency. The Q-factor was measured as 83.6, giving 
a mass spring timing constant of T = 0.00848. The errors between the theoretical response 
and the actual response can also be attributed both to measurement difficulties and inaccurate 
measurement of the bimorph size, as well as errors in both the mass measurement and its 
placement at the centre of the beam. 
From the results from both the cantilever arrangement and the fixed-fixed beam, it is clear 
that the models are a fairly accurate representation of the suspension system formed by the 
piezoelectric bimorphs. These characteristics can now be used to determine the mechanical 
sensitivity of the suspension system as well as its speed of response. The mass spring time 
constant of the system remains fairly constant for most of the configurations, as the speed of 
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the point of maximum deflection and thus the most mechanically sensitive point. 
The diaphragm can now be modelled as a vibrating disc with its edges fixed. The system 
model is similar to the one derived earlier for the beam, where the forces on one small component 
of the beam are considered. In the diaphragm, however, the forces on any segment will be in 
more than one Cartesian direction. Circular plates are often more simply modelled using polar 
coordinates as opposed to rectangular coordinates. For the beam the speeds of the longitudinal 
waves were governed by the ratio between Young's modulus and density so that CL = v1"[45]. 
In the plate, however, there will be a lateral expansion to accompany the longitudinal vibration, 
which will be much more pronounced than that of the beam. This adds to the stiffness of the 
material which means that the correct expression for the velocity is CL = J P(1~v2) {45] where 1/ 
is the Poisson 's ratio of the of the material , which is usually about 0.3 for most materials. The 
general differential equation governing the flexural or bending waves in a flat plate is a subject 
in many books on elasticity and appears in [46] similarly to the equation below, 
(5.15) 
where h is the thickness of the plate and fJ is the motion of the plate in a specific direction. 
V4 is an operator linked to the Laplacian or Laplace operator. According to Morse [46], it is 
used to determine the "bulginess" of the material at different points of the surface. In different 
coordinate systems the operator takes on different forms, due to the fact that in a flat plate 
there will be different types of waves. Rectangular coordinates are best for parallel waves, and 
polar coordinates are best for circular waves. For a flat plate lying in the (x, y) plane undergoing 
sinusoidal vibration in the z plane, a solution for Equation 5.15 can be given by [45J: 
z (x, y) d wt {5.16) 
Differentiating the solution In 5.16 and substituting the results back into Equation 5.15 
gives the following equation, 
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diaphragm will be the maximum deflection and is given as[47][48][49], 
3 (1 - v2) Fa2 
z = 4nBh3 (5.19) 
where F is an external force, or the gravitational force due to the mass of the diaphragm. 
The spring constant can now be written as a ratio between the force and the deflection giving: 
41fEh3 
kef f = 3 (1 - v 2) a2 
Equation 5.20 can now be re-arranged to give: 
{5.20) 
This can now be substituted back into Equation 5.18 to give a new equation for resonant 
frequency as: 
Wo = 
(21f)2 (0.4672)2 h23a2keff 
a4p41fh3 
(25.86) kef f 
41fpa2h (5.21) 
The mass of the diaphragm will be given by md = p1ra2h enabling the mass spring resonant 
frequency equation to be written as 
where the effective mass meff = 0.155md. Any additional mass added to the diaphragm 
to improve the mechanical sensitivity can now be simply added to the effective mass of the 
diaphragm to ascertain the new resonant frequency. 
The theoretical model was now compared to data taken from an actual piezoelectric di-
aphragm. The diaphragm used had an outer diameter of 27mm with the diameter of the 
piezoelectric ceramic measuring 20mm. The thickness of the metal plate was O.lmm and the 
thickness of the ceramic was 0.23mm. The diaphragm was clamped around its outer edge so 
that the effective vibrating diameter was 25mm. The piezoelectric diaphragm was then driven 
by a sinusoidal voltage and the output current was monitored whilst the driving frequency was 
changed. From the output signals it was clear that the system damping was higher than the for 
the bimorph beams, and the measurement of resonant frequency and Q factor became quite dif-
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5.1.3 Sensitivity of the Suspension Systems 
In Chapter 1 the sensitivity of inertial seismometers was discussed. The sensitivity of these 
systems is based on tpe characteristics of the suspension system. These suspension systems 
are modelled as mass spring systems and their sensitivity for different types of ground motion 
was also derived in Chapter 1. Earlier in this chapter, the mass spring characteristics of various 
piezoelectric devices suspended in different positions were defined. These piezoelectric devices 
form both the suspension system for the seismometer, and they provide the force feedback 
effect. The equations governing the behaviour of the piezoelectric devices >can now be combined 
with the equations for the mechanical sensitivity, to determine the mechanical sensitivity for 
the system. 
The behaviour of the mass spring system forming the suspension system can be defined 
using the same characteristic variables as before. The mass is represented by the variable m, 
the spring constant represented by the variable k and the damping constant represented by 
the variable ,. From Chapter 1 the relative output displacement of the mass of a mass-spring 
system and the ground for an input ground displacement of amplitude A can be given by, 
where Wo = 4 is the resonant frequency of the system given by and T is the damping 
time constant given by T = !!!. The output displacement magnitude transfer function for an 
I 
input acceleration was then developed and written as: 
(5.22) 
The output displacement is a low-pass filter for input acceleration. Its corner frequency 
is determined by the resonant frequency of the mass-spring system forming the suspension 
system, as fo = ~. The effective operating region of the system is shown in Figure 5.1.3 on the 
frequency response of output displacement to input acceleration. The area of effective operation 
is at frequencies below the resonant frequency, where the output displacement will be roughly 
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k me fo Sensitivity 
Cantilever Bimorph 2.344 kN/m 20.18 x 10-6 kg 1715 Hz 8.6 x 10-9 m/m.s-2 
Fixed - Fixed Bimorph 117.98 kN/m 34.52 x 10-6 kg 9303 Hz 0.293 x 10-9 m/m.s-2 
Fixed Edged Diaphragm 11.784 kN/m 117 x 10-6 kg 1597 Hz 9.93 x 10-9 m/m.s-2 
From the above table the relationship between the mass spring characteristics and the 
sensitivity of the output displacement to input acceleration is made clear. The cantilever 
bimorph and the diaphragm are very similar both in terms of sensitivity and their resonant 
frequency. The fixed-fixed bimorph is much less sensitive but has a much higher resonant 
frequency. In order to improve the sensitivity of the systems, either the effective spring constant 
could be decreased or the mass could be increased. The spring constants are determined by the 
internal structure of the devices and the way they are positioned, and are thus very difficult 
to change. Mass, however, can simply be altered by adding small weights to the suspension 
systems. From earlier in the chapter it is already known that the addition of mass will shift 
the resonant frequency downward. Therefore the link between the resonant frequency and the 
sensitivity becomes critical in determining the best set up of the suspension system. If the 
resonant frequency of the three devices is fixed at 200 Hz the new sensitivities are given in the 
new table below: 
k mTotal Sensitivity 
Cantilever Bimorph 2.344 kN/m 1.48 x 10-3 kg 631 x 10-9 m/m.s-2 
Fixed - Fixed Bimorph 117.98 kN/m 74.72 x 10-3 kg 633 x 10-9 m/m.s-2 
Fixed Edged Diaphragm 11.784 kN/m 7.46 x 10-3 kg 633 x 10-9 m/m.s-2 
As all the suspension system models are based on the mass spring system, if the resonant 
frequencies are all set to the same frequency then the sensitivities must also be the same as they 
rely on the same two characteristics: the mass and spring constant. From the tables it is clear 
that the sensitivities of the suspended piezoelectric structures can be improved, by an order 
of magnitude in the case of the fixed-fixed beam, by simply adding mass to the system. The 
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and shapes. The change in total force as the displacement between the tuning fork and the 
surface changes can then be used to determine the best operating point for the system. A 
number of experimental tests were done to determine the relative effects of size, shape and 
surface area of the two interacting surfaces on the total force between the tuning fork and the 
surface. These are presented below. 
5.2.1 Test 1 - Large Surface Area 
The first test was performed using a flat piezoelectric bimorph suspended at one end in a 
cantilever configuration. The bimorph was orientated with its flat surface lying parallel along 
the length of one of the tines of the tuning fork. The bimorph was positioned at different 
distances away from the tuning fork first by using a positioning system with a micrometer 
screw thread. Then, different voltages were applied to the piezoelectric bimorph to bring the 
surfaces even closer together. The displacement of the bimorph as a function of applied voltages 
was calibrated using a LVDT displacement detection system. The set up of the first test appears 
in Figure 5.2.1. 
Piezoelectric Bimorph T . ~: ------;:::==::=' ===-------,~?g Fork 
Figure 5.2.1: The Set Up of the First Approach Test. For this test the contact surface 
area was maximised by orientating the bimorph along the entire length of the tuning fork 
crystal. 
The tuning fork crystal was operated continuously at its resonant frequency. The distance 
between the tuning fork and the piezoelectric bimorph was then altered, and the change in 
resonant frequency and amplitude of the tuning fork output signal were monitored. The spring 
force, proportional to the displacement of the fork, between the crystal and the surface can 
be determined by the change in resonant frequency. The change in magnitude of the arms of 
the fork at different displacements from the surface can be used to determine the change in 
the damping factor, which will be proportional to the velocity of the fork arms. Using these 
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can then be given by differentiating Equation 5.26 to give: 
F(D) = dw(D) = B' [~_~] 
dD 2D3 15D9 (5.27) 
B' is a very similar constant to B with only the constants from the differentiation added to 
it . As mentioned previously both (J and B' will be very difficult to determine theoretically and 
will be estimated from the experimental measurements. 
The forces experienced by the tuning fork due to the passage of air in between the surface 
and the fork have also been described in detail in Chapter 2. Air effects will produce a change 
in both the effective stiffness and the resistance of the tuning fork. Once again, developing an 
accurate theoretical model will be difficult due to the inexact nature of the system. Even the 
basic idea of the distance dependence changes from model to model. The air effects are better 
determined empirically rather than by any in depth theoretical study. The model will probably 
be some kind of combination of the models discussed in Chapter 2, and will have the form: 
C Fa (D) =-Dn (5.28) 
where D is the distance between the surfaces and C is a constant determined by the charac-
teristics of the system. Obviously the size of the air effects are inversely distance dependent, 
with 1 ::; n ::; 3 from some combination of the air effect models for different conditions. C is 
dependent on a host of factors, such as size and shape of the interacting surfaces, as well as 
external factors like the viscosity of the air. By looking at the measurements of the resonant 
frequency, and the amplitude at different distances, a good idea of the experimental model of 
the air effects can be determined. 
The first test was now completed by recording both the magnitude and the resonant fre-
quency when the piezoelectric bimorph is positioned at various heights above the tuning fork 
crystal. The height is recorded using the both input voltage to the piezoelectric bimorph, and 
the position of the micrometer thread. Using the effective mass of one arm of the tuning fork, 
the change in effective spring constant is calculated from the change in resonant frequency. The 
results were then compared to the models of the intersurface forces and the forces due to the 
air effects. 
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The theoretical intersurface forces are plotted along with the actual measurements in Figure 
5.2.2. Looking at change in the effective spring constant as the piezoelectric bimorph approaches 
the tuning fork, two peaks can be seen. As the bimorph begins to approach the tuning fork , 
the force due to the air effects begins to reduce the effective spring constant from about 1mm 
away. This continues quite slowly until the tuning fork crystal begins to be affected by the 
attractive intersurface forces. This effectively increases the spring constant giving the first peak 
in the distance dependent force response. The air effect forces and the attractive intersurface 
forces have a similar distance dependence although the attractive intersurface force is much 
stronger. As they are opposite in direction, the force due to the air has a linearising effect 
on the attractive force response. This produces an almost linear response to the next peak, 
after which the repulsive forces are strong enough to reduce the spring constant, and force the 
resonant frequency response back down. From the graph it is also clear that the air effects also 
prod uce a slight shifting of the peaks away from the surface. 
41.5----
.0.k 
(N) 
o 
Actual 
---,------------------- ------------
0.4477 1 2 3 
Di stance ([illl) 
Figure 5.2.2: Theoretical and Actual Force Responses for the Large Surface Area 
Test. The attractive force component has been linearised by the air effects. The peak of the 
response has also moved away from the surface. 
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The exact distance dependence of the model was estimated using a breeder genetic algorithm 
developed by Greene [51]. This method takes a very basic form of the solution with a number of 
variables, and tries to find exact solutions that best fit the data by manipulating the variables. 
The solution was formed by subtracting the effects of the repulsive intersurface forces and the 
air effects, from the attractive intersurface forces , giving the following general equation, 
(5.29) 
where x, y and z are the distance dependences of the various responses and A, Band C 
are the coefficients determining the forces' relative strengths. Although quite rough, and prone 
to developing wrong solutions, the breeder genetic algorithm did produce some fairly accurate 
representations of the response. The breeder genetic algorithm gave the distance dependence 
of the attractive and repulsive force as about x = 2.78 and y = 8.53 which is very similar to 
the theoretical values of 3 and 9. The value for the distance dependence of the air effects was 
close to that for the attractive force, which also roughly concurs with the theory. 
In terms of sensitivity, the distance from the surface at which the tuning fork is most sensitive 
to a change in distance can be calculated by twice differentiating the equation governing the 
force response. This equation can then be equated to zero, and the point of maximum rate 
of force change can be found. From the graphs plotting the response, the greatest change will 
obviously occur in the repulsive force component before all the motion of the fork is stopped. 
As the repulsive forces only act very close to the surface, it might be impractical to operate 
the fork in this region. It might therefore be useful to know where the rate of change is highest 
before the repulsive region. 
By looking at the relationship between the interaction potential and the force developed for 
the Lennard Jones potential in Chapter 1 it is clear that there will be a peak of rate of force 
change during the attractive component of the response. Theoretically the rate of force change 
between two approaching surfaces can be given by the following equation, 
(5.30) 
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be considered as a general estimate. For the first test the sensitivity works out to be: 
Sensitivity ~ 25 111 N 1m 
5.2.2 Test 2 - Reduced Surface Area 
The second test was done using a very similar set up to the first test. Once again the piezoelectric 
bimorph was set up as a cantilever, and orientated with its flat surface lying parallel to one tine 
of the tuning fork. However in this test the bimorph was placed so that it did not approach 
the entire length of the fork but rather just the very end. The bimorph was again positioned 
using the micrometer positioning system as well as voltage applied across the electrodes. The 
arrangement for the second test appears in Figure 5.2.3. 
Pi ezo el ectri c Bim orpb 
11vr' _____ ' __ ~-----_____..j~u7 Fork 
Figure 5.2.3: The Arrangement for the Second Test. By orientating the bimorph so 
that just the very tip is close to the tip of the tuning fork the interacting surface area is greatly 
reduced. 
Once again, the change of resonant frequency and magnitude was monitored by keeping the 
tuning fork crystal operating at its resonant frequency whilst changing the distance between 
the bimorph and the fork . The resonant frequency was once again used with the effective 
mass of one tine, to ascertain the change in effective spring constant as the distance between 
the bimorph and crystal changes . The magnitude can once again be used to determine the 
damping factor of the system due to the air effects. 
Using the same approach the second test was completed and the results are plotted in 
Figure 5.2.4. The basic shape of the response is the same but the reduction in surface area 
of the interacting surfaces has had some noticeable effects. The effect that the movement of 
air between the surfaces has on the system has been greatly reduced , and the overall strength 
of the forces between the surfaces has also decreased. As the air motion no longer has such a 
large effect on the system its linearisation effect on the attractive component of the intersurface 
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forces is diminished. This will effectively increase the inverse power law of the attractive forces 
towards the theoretical value. The positive peak of the effective spring force will also be shifted 
back closer towards the surface. 
29.6 ---
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o - - f ----f~h~e o~r;e;t1~c;::;;;;;;;;;:~&iii"'-.1!"'_-.o!""---':-:':-"'- -;,ar- - -
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Figure 5.2.4: The Actual and Theoretical Responses for the Reduced Area Test. 
The reduction of the air effects limits the linearisation of the intersurface attractive 
component. The peak of the positive force has also moved closer to the surface. 
The sensitivity for the second test was calculated using the gradient of the force response at 
80% of its maximum. This should be the most sensitive area on the attractive force component 
as discussed previously. Due to roughness of the plot the sensitivity calculation was made more 
difficult, and similarly to the previous test should be considered as an estimate . 
Sensitivity,:::: 101 M N 1m 
5.2.3 Test 3 - Approaching with a Tip 
To further reduce the air effects a sharp tip was used in the third test to approach the end of 
one of the tuning fork's tines . A tip was attached to one end of the piezoelectric bimorph whilst 
the other end was fixed in a cantilever configuration . The tip was then positioned at various 
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heights above the tine by adjusting the micrometer positioning system and the applied voltage 
across the bimorph. The same procedure was used in this test to determine the amplitude and 
the effective change in spring constant . The arrangement of this experiment is shown in Figure 
5.2.5. 
Pi ez oel ectri c Bim orph 
~ 
~I Tuning Fork 
Atta'h~,---: --------t~ I 
Figure 5.2.5: The Arrangement for the Third Test. The surface area is further reduced 
by attaching a point to the end of the bimorph. 
With the surface area so significantly reduced the air effects will almost be zero. However as 
a tip is now being used, the approach model for two fiat surfaces begins to become increasingly 
inaccurate. The tip was quite roughly cut and sharpened but could probably be better modelled 
as a small sphere. A model for a spherical tip approaching a surface was developed in [19] and 
had the following basic shape for the force between the sphere and the surface, 
( (]"2 (]"8) F(D) = B'R D2 - 30D8 (5.31) 
where once again D is the distance between the spherical tip and a surface, and (]" is the 
distance away from the surface where the total force is zero. B' is the constant containing the 
Hamaker constant and other common values associated with both the attractive and repulsive 
terms. R is the radius of the sphere and can for most purposes be lumped with the other 
constants. This model is quite similar to the two surfaces model but with slightly less strong 
distance dependence. 
The plot. for change in effective spring constant as the tip approaches the tuning fork appears 
in Figure 5.2.6. The further reduction in the surface area of the interaction has all but eliminated 
the effects that the motion of the air has between the moving surfaces. This reduction in the 
air effects has moved the positive peak and the zero crossing point closer to the surface. 
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Figure 5.2.6: The Actual and Theoretical Response for the Point Test. The 
response falls somewhere in between the theoretical response for a sphere and a surface . With 
the reduced interacting area the peak of the force has also moved even closer to the surface. 
Both the theoretical response for the intersurface forces bet\veen two surfaces and the inter-
surface forces for a sphere and a surface have been plotted in Figure 5.2.6. From the figure it 
is clear that the actual response falls somewhere in between both responses as it cuts the theo-
retical sphere response on the attractive slope but doesn't cut the theoretical surface response. 
This is probably due to the fact that the tip can neither be modelled as a sphere or as a surface 
but in reality falls somewhere in between the two. The sensitivity was once again calculated on 
the attractive component at 80% of the maximum, 
Sensitivity ~ 37 MN/m 
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5.2.4 Test 4 - Approaching from the Top 
After looking at the results from the approach tests it was decided to do one more test. So far 
all the tests had involved approaching only one tine of the fork, from the side. For this test both 
tines of the fork were approached from the top so that both tines of the fork could be affected 
at the same time. This should maintain the symmetry of the fork and heighten the Q-factor. 
The same system was used to position the piezoelectric cantilever tip at different distances from 
the forle The same measurement technique was also used. The physical arrangement of the 
bimorph and the crystal for this test is shown in Figure 5.2.7. 
/" ~:: 
If---------,I·// ......... Pi ezo ele ctric 
Bimorph 
........ Tuning Fork 
Figure 5.2.7: The Arrangement for the Fourth Test. The tuning fork was approached 
from above so that both tines could be affected simultaneously. This should maintain the 
symmetry within the fork and increase the Q-factor. The tines' motion is now in pamllel with 
the bimorph which will alter both the air effects and the intersurface forces . 
Although not directly impinging in the direction of motion the shear forces between the 
tuning fork and the piezoelectric bimorph will still affect the operating characteristics of the 
fork. The forces are now moving in parallel to one another and due to the cantilever action 
the distance between them will also be changing periodically, albeit on a minuscule level. This 
parallel movement of the surface will heighten the air effects , as more air now flows between 
the surfaces. The intersurface forces although now acting perpendicular to the motion should 
still have a similar effect due to the cantilever motion of the tines of the fork . 
Looking at the plot of the response in Figure 5.2.8 it is obvious that the air effects have 
been increased. The positive peak of the added effective spring force has been pulled much 
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further away from the surface and the distance dependence of the intersurface forces has also 
been reduced. The air motion has had a similar linearising effect on the attractive component 
to that seen in the first large surface area test. This linearisation effect is not as severe as in 
the first test . This is because although the air effects are not reduced, their shape and distance 
dependence have been altered, which means they have less effect on the attractive component. 
39.2 - .. ------
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Figure 5.2.8: The Actual and Theoretical Responses for the Top Approach Test. 
The increased air effects due to the parallel motion of the tines further linearises the attractive 
component of the intersurface forces. The peak of the force response has also been pulled 
further away from the surface making operation on the repulsive slope a possibility. 
The sensitivity of the device whilst operating in the attractive force region can be estimated 
from the gradient at 80% of the maximum force. 
Sensitivity ~ 58M N 1m 
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As the repulsive forces can now be experienced further away from the surface, and decay less 
rapidly, the system can be operated in this region more easily. The rate of force change was 
estimated around the zero force cross over point by calculating the gradient at this region. The 
sensitivity in this region is estimated as: 
Alternate Sensitivity c:= 196 M N 1m 
5.2.5 Using the Approach Tests to Maximise Sensitivity 
The information gathered from the approach tests leads directly to the best way to position 
the components of the system so that maximum sensitivity is achieved. From all the tests it is 
obvious that if the approaching surface could be positioned close enough to the tuning fork so 
that it experiences the repulsive forces, the device would be massively sensitive to displacement. 
Operating in this region will, however, be very difficult. The surface will have to be positioned 
very carefully and the whole supporting structure will have to be very rigid to prevent the 
tuning fork hitting the surface and having all its motion stopped. The control system keeping 
the surface at a fixed distance will also have to be of excellent design to prevent sudden ground 
motion spikes causing the surface to hit the tuning fork. The only arrangements where this 
is possible is where the air effects are large enough to pull the entire response away from 
the surface, making the repulsive region more accessible. Increasing the air effects, however, 
increases the viscous damping on the system, which decreases the sensitivity as well as making 
the measurement of the signals more difficult . There is no doubt that ideally to maximise 
sensitivity the system should be operated in the repulsive force range, but in a practical system 
the attractive zone should also be considered. 
For operation in the attractive region the second test for the reduced surface area proved to 
be the most sensitive. This is because although the air effects have been reduced, the surface 
still produces a relatively large force on the tuning fork, as the surface area is still substantial. 
For the tip, the surface area has been reduced by so much that the attractive forces between the 
tip and the tuning fork are never very large, so the sensitivity is reduced. For the large surface 
area a better response could be achieved by approaching the surface in an exactly parallel 
direction. For an applied voltage the piezoelectric bimorph set up as a cantilever will curve so 
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the output of the force feedback system. 
The plot in Figure 5.3.1 shows the basic idea of the control system. From the contact models 
for the piezoelectric transducer approaching the forks, any change in displacement will change 
the magnitude of the output and the resonant frequency of the fork. If the fork is locked at 
a specific magnitude Nh the change in displacement and the consequent change in the tuning 
fork characteristics will mean that the operating frequency will shift from h to the frequency 
where the system with the altered characteristics has the same magnitude h. Initially when 
the system is operating at h the phase between the input voltage and the output signal will be 
Pl. After the displacement change the phase will move in accordance to the new mass spring 
characteristics to P2. This difference in phase can be measured and the control voltage, and 
thus the distance between the tuning fork and the transducer, can be changed accordingly. 
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Response 
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Initial 
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Figure 5.3.1: The Operation of the Magnitude-Phase Control System. The contTal 
system forces the tuning fork crystal to operate at a point where the magnitude is Jvh. For a 
change in displacement the resonant frequency will shift from h to h. The magnitude will be 
maintained at Jvh so the phase will shift from PI to P2 . By monitoring the shift in phase the 
displacement can be fixed at a certain value. 
The second of the two control strategies eliminates the need to use the slower magnitude 
measurement in favour of using phase and resonant frequency to control the system. This sim-
pler control system appears in Figure 5.3.2. Instead of magnitude, phase is used to determine 
where in the resonant band the fork is operating. The control system then adjusts the input 
frequency to the fork, keeping it at a specified point in the resonant band. By locking the 
operating point of the fork at its resonant frequency, and monitoring the control signal that 
determines the frequency of the input signal, a value for the resonant frequency can be calcu-
lated. This value for resonant frequency can then be used to determine how far the tuning fork 
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is from the transducer and control the voltage to the transducer accordingly. 
1~----------------~~----------~~~--~ 
~ ~ ______ ~ ____ -'~ ____ ~""" .. ~ __ ~~ ________ ~c-__ ~F~ix~ed~P~h~a=s~e ______ IO ~ 
o 
I 
Operating 
Frequency 
I Change 
Ji 
Frequency 
1ni tial 
Figure 5.3.2: The Operation of the Phase-Resonant Frequency Control System. 
Using the phase the control system keeps the tuning fork operating at point where the 
waveforms are in phase. For a change in displacement the resonant frequency will shift from 
h to h· By monitori g the input voltage to the voltage controlled oscillator, the shift in 
resonant frequency can be used to keep the crystal at a fixed displacement. 
5.3.2 Magnitude-Phase Control 
Models that defined the behaviour of both the phase and the magnitude were developed in 
Chapter 4 when the operation of the tuning fork as a displacement sensor was discussed. These 
models can now be used to design the control systems which will allmv the whole system to 
function. The control system maintaining the fork at a point within its resonant band cannot 
operate near the resonant peak as the magnitude measurement will be the same for both sides 
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analysis of the error voltage to see if the controller is able to keep the crystal operating at a 
point exactly without any error. The error voltage as a function of the input set point can be 
calculated using block diagram algebra as [6]: 
1 
e(s) = 1 +q(S)r(s) (5.34) 
The value of this error for a uni t step (r (s) = ~) once the system has settled is determined 
using final value theorem [6][41] as: 
e final = lim s (e ( s)) = lim s ( 1 ( )) ~ = lim ( 1 ( )) 
8-+0 8-+0 1 + q s S 8-+0 1 + q s (5.35) 
In Chapter 4 simple proportional control was used to control the tuning fork crystal with 
some effect. For the proportional controller k = K the closed loop model for the system can be 
given by: 
Hm (s) = KAom ( s + Om + j J w~ + K AOm) (s + Om - j J w~ + K AOm) (5.36) 
This model shows that for any increase in the gain of the proportional controller, no overall 
speed increase will be experienced by the closed loop system. The poles of the closed loop will 
only increase along the imaginary axis of the s-plane so the system will become more oscillatory. 
Looking at the error signal for a step response of magnitude B, the final value of the error will 
be given by: 
(5.37) 
The error is proportional to both t he size of the step and the gain of the proportional 
controller. This error will produce inaccuracies in the control system and poor long term 
stability, and when the transducer begins to interact with the fork further errors will creep into 
the system. The steady state error can be avoided by introducing an integral component into 
the equation of the controller. This would not solve the problem of the slow response and the 
oscillations in the circuit. 
A more sophisticated controller is needed to improve the closed loop magnitude response 
of the tuning fork crystal. The effect of the oscillatory poles should be cancelled out, and 
the overall speed of response should be improved. The effect of the oscillatory poles can be 
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controller. 
Although probably not the best way to operate the system, early on in the research a tuning 
fork seismometer was constructed using the magnitude-phase control structure. The tuning fork 
was approached from the top using a piezoelectric diaphragm and was sealed in an aluminium 
container. It was designed with two second order control loops, one that used magnitude to 
operate the tuning fork at a point on the upward slope of its resonant peak, and the other 
to control the distance between the tuning fork and the diaphragm. The device was tested 
using a similar procedure to the one discussed in Chapter 6. The design of the system and the 
subsequent test results were compiled, written up and published [53]. 
5.3.3 Phase - Resonant Frequency Control 
From the previous section it is clear that magnitude is a difficult measurement to work with. 
The systems tends to be oscillatory and slow. In this strategy, the magnitude measurement was 
eliminated in favour of using phase to control the fork, and the change in resonant frequency to 
control the height of the piezoelectric bimorph or diaphragm above the surface. Using phase to 
control the fork means that the system can be operated at the most sensitive resonant frequency, 
as phase is continuous across the resonant band. The phase control model for operation around 
the damped resonant frequency can be simplified: 
Phase = Gp (s) = s ( 1 ) 
+ (O;)(T) 
A (5.39) 
In Chapter 4 the phase controlled system was found to work very well under simple pro-
portional control. The closed loop equation for simple proportional controller K was also 
determined in Chapter 4 as 
H (s) _ _ ---,K,----_ 
p - s + op + K (5.40) 
where once again the open loop gain has been incorporated in the gain of the controller. For 
increasing gain the closed loop pole moves more and more to the left of the s-plane, effectively 
increasing the overall speed of the system. Although relatively stable, this system will have 
some steady state error proportional to the gain of the controller. This steady state error can 
be removed by adding an integral component to the controller. The controller can then be 
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capable of low frequency operation. The arrangement of the testing system is outlined in Figure 
6.1.1. 
Speaker 
~ 
Posi ti oning 
Apparatus 
Piez oel ectric 
Bimorph 
• ,
~ , 
~" ..... 
--........ ~ ... 
.. ~ -
Tuning Fork 
'~, 
, 
, 
• , 
, 
, 
l 
I 
I 
1 , 
I 
I , 
, 
\ \ Aluminum , Ceramic 
Cylinder t 
• ,
r---------~~~------~~: 
-----~~ 
• , 
Frames 
Figure 6.1.1: The Testing Apparatus for the Tuning Fork Seismometer. Both the 
piezoelectric tuning fork and the bimorph are mounted in aluminium frames. The aluminium 
frames are then manipulated, using the positioning apparatus, to bring the bimorph and tuning 
fork into close proximity. The entire system is then placed on a speaker drive, which provides 
the generated ground motion for the tests. 
The tuning fork seismometer is operated using the phase-resonant frequency control system 
described in detail in Chapter 5. The phase detector used in the phase control loop was an 
exclusive-or logic gate phase detector, utilising two comparators to convert the sinusoidal signals 
into square waves. The phase between the input drive frequency from the VCO and the output 
voltage from the current to voltage converter circuit was measured in order to determine the 
position in the resonant band that the fork was operating. The input voltage to the VCO 
was adjusted using a simple proportional-integral feedback controller, which kept the crystal 
operating at its resonant frequency. 
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Measurement 
Circuit 
Agilent 
33220A 
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-----""""" r 
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Phas e Locking 
Set 
Point 
-----------r~~~~-~~~~------------I 
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: : G;]: I Set I I I 
I Point I 
I I 
Control Loop 
~---------------------------------------------
Figure 6.1.2: Circuit Diagram for Testing Circuit. The phase between the input drive 
signal from the VCO and the output from the measurement circuit, given in Figure 3.3.4, is 
measured. This measurement is then compared to a set point and the input voltage to the VCO 
is adjusted by the PI-controller. The VCO input voltage also functions as the measure of the 
resonant frequency. This measurement is also compared to a set point and the voltage to the 
piezoelectric bimorph is adjusted by the other PI-controller. 
For these tests the output from the tuning fork seismometer is then compared to the outputs 
from two other measurement devices which are also mounted on the speaker. The first device 
is a ADXL05 MEMS accelerometer. The ADXL05 chip along with a few external components 
is mounted on a circuit board which is in turn mounted on the speaker. The second device is 
an SM-4/7 exploratory geophone in a PE-3 case. The prong of the case is pushed into a piece 
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the sensitivity varied between devices and that due to wear and age their sensitivity was no 
longer at its rated level. 
The geophone was then calibrated using the accelerometer at a variety of frequencies to 
ascertain the actual sensitivity. It was also important to define the sensitivity of the geo-
phone within its resonant band and below, as this is where much of the seismic activity exists. 
The output of the accelerometer was first converted into a measure of acceleration using the 
above mentioned calibration . The acceleration was converted into the velocity using the simple 
formula, Velocity = Acc(~~;)tion , The geophone sensitivity was calculated by comparing the 
geophone output to the actual velocity across the measured frequency range. The plot of the 
geophone sensitivity to ground velocity is plotted in Figure 6.1.4. 
~ 
, 
'" s 
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:>., 
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':; 
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Data 
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30 
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Figure 6.1.4: The Recorded Sensitivity of the Geophone. The geophone was calibr'ated 
using the ADXL05 acceleTOmeteT. TheTe is a close compaTison between the TecoTded sensitivity 
and that which appeaTS in the data sheet!55j. 
The above plot of geophone sensitivity is very similar in shape to the rated version seen 
in the data sheet. The geophone is more sensitive to small ground motion than the ADXL05 
accelerometer, and once calibrated should give a clearer picture of the sensitivity of the tun-
ing fork seismometer system. Although errors in measurement and system noise will produce 
inaccuracies in the cali brat ions of both the accelerometer and the geophone , the rough corre-
spondence should be enough to give a fairly good idea of the characteristic of the tuning fork 
seismometer system. 
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6.2.2 Test Results and Discussion 
Firstly test results were compiled for no input signal to the speaker drive, so that only the 
background noise \-vas afFecting the measurement devices. A number of readings from the output 
of the geophone were averaged together, and then converted to velocity using the sensitivity 
calibration developed in the calibration section. Once the actual background velocity of the 
system was known it could be compared to the output of the tuning fork seismometer. Both 
signals were also passed through a high pass filter with a cut off of 9Hz . Although there was no 
low frequency noise on the geophone signal, the converted velocity signal was filtered because 
as the sensitivity falls towards zero, the calculated velocity readings will grow very large. These 
calculated velocities are for frequencies well below the resonant peak of the geophone and 
are probably inaccurate. There is, however, large low frequency noise on the output for the 
tuning fork seismometer. Much of this noise can be attributed to changes in air pressure and 
temperature. Air flow from nearby breathing and air currents also produced low frequency 
noise signals. The tuning fork seismometer output also comes from the control voltage to the 
bimorph which will have a DC component which has to be filtered out. Although the tuning fork 
seismometer is also sensitive to ground vibration at frequencies below 9Hz, in order to compare 
its output with the velocity measurements from the geophone its signal had to be filtered. Both 
the filtered geophone and tuning fork seismometer outputs are plotted in Figure 6.2.2, with 
the geophone output converted from a voltage into velocity. From the plot it clear that there 
are many noise sources in both signals , but overall there is substantial correlation between the 
signal measured by the geophone and that measured by the tuning fork seismometer. There is 
a background seismic sig al in both outputs at about 11Hz, which is attributed to background 
vibration caused by equipment in the building. Most obvious from the output from the tuning 
fork seismometer is that the noise from mains power contamination at 50Hz is the chief source 
of instrumentation noise. The mains power contamination noise leaks into all parts of the circuit 
and has a large detrimental effect on the control loops, as the noise signal forms part of the 
signal loop, and increases for increasing gain. 
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Figure 6.2.2: The Background Noise Velocity Measured by the Geophone and the 
Corresponding Output from the 'lUning Fork Seismometer. The geophone signal is 
converted into a voltage using the sensitivity calibration done earlier to give the velocity 
magnitude at each frequency. The seismometer signal is the magnitude of the output at each 
frequency calculated using the power spectral density of a sample. The readings below 10Hz 
have been reduced with filtering because of the large amount of low frequency noise. 
Now that the noise sources for the tuning fork seismometer output have been defined , they 
can be used to determine the sensitivity and bandwidth of the tuning fork seismometer. A drive 
signal was now applied to the speaker drive and the outputs from the geophone and tuning fork 
seismometer were recorded for a number of different frequencies. The different frequencies 
tested were 10Hz, 15H z, 20Hz, 25Hz and 30Hz. Using the geophone noise signal waveform, 
the geophone output signal and the geophone sensitivity calibration the actual acceleration 
of the speaker drive at each of the frequencies is calculated. To calculate the sensitivity and 
bandwidth of the tuning fork seismometer , the actual acceleration is compared to the output 
from the tuning fork seismometer for each of the measured frequencies The output of the 
tuning fork seismometer for the 15Hz test and the corresponding actual acceleration is shown 
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below in Figure 6.2.3. A similar high pass filter with a cut off of 9Hz was used to produce these 
results. 
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Figure 6.2.3: The Output Voltage from the Tuning Fork Seismometer and the 
Corresponding Measured Accelerati n at 15Hz . The acceleration is measured by 
converting the geophone output voltage . Once again the signals below 10Hz have been reduced 
by filtering. 
The calculated sensitivity for each measured frequency is then shown in the following table. 
Frequency (Hz) Acceleration (mm/ s2) Output (mV) Sensitivity (V/m.s- 2) 
10 8.46 194.5 22.99 
15 6.01 134.8 22.429 
20 3.01 70.5 23.42 
25 3.89 41.3 10.617 
30 13.14 78.6 5.98 
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In Chapter 3, in the noise analysis of the piezoelectric tuning fork, Equation 3.90 was derived 
to calculate the effective noise force floor. If we assume that the thermal noise of the tuning fork 
is indeed the largest source of noise, the force noise floor of the tuning fork can be calculated 
as: 
! f£( kBT) Sf = -Q -- = 0.25pNjJHz 
Wo XRMS 
where kB is the Boltzmann constant and T is the temperature. In a perfect seismometer 
the system would be operated in a vacuum to reduce the air effects. Q-factor values as high as 
70 000 were measured in Chapter 4, but because of imperfect vacuum there will still probably 
be some viscous damping so a Q-factor of 50 000 was chosen. The random motion of one arm 
of the fork XRMS was calculated in [17] as 0.321pm. 
The theoretical noise floor can now be combined with the sensitivity equations derived in 
the approach tests in Chapter 5. The most sensitive approach test for the attractive region 
was when the bimorph was orientated so just the very tip approaches the tip of one tine of the 
tuning fork. The sensitivity was calculated as: 
Sensitivity = 101 MNjm 
This force sensitivity should be seen as fairly conservative as it is taken at the most sensitive 
point on the attractive response, and in a perfect seismometer we would operate on the far more 
sensitive repulsive response slope. Also, as we are operating in vacuum the masking of the 
intersurface forces by the air effects would be reduced, and the sensitivity of the seismometer 
would be further enhanced. The measurable displacement noise floor can now be calculated as: 
Displacement Noise Floor = Df = 2.47zmjJHz 
The mechanical sensitivity of the suspension system formed by the piezoelectric transducer 
was derived in the beginning of Chapter 5. The sensitivity of the piezoelectric bimoprh in a 
cantilever arrangement was calculated as: 
Cantilever Bimorph Sensitivity = 8.6 X 10-9 mjm.s-2 
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Chapter 7 
Conclusions, General Discussion and 
Future Work 
7.1 Conclusions 
The novel idea of using a miniature piezoelectric tuning fork as a displacement sensor in con-
junction with a piezoelectric bimorph in a force feedback accelerometer system has been demon-
strated. The piezoelectric bimorph operates as both the suspension system and the force trans-
ducer in the force feedback accelerometer system. Models for the behaviour of each component 
of the system have been developed and tested. Control systems have been developed to oper-
ate both the tuning fork crystal and the piezoelectric bimorph. The entire system was then 
calibrated using other vibration measurement devices to determine both the sensitivity and 
bandwidth of the tuning fork seismometer. Although successful, the system is not without its 
problems and a number of options could be explored to improve both the sensitivity and the 
bandwidth of the device. 
Each tine of the piezoelectric tuning fork was modelled separately as a vibrating cantilever. 
The forces acting on a single element within the cantilever were defined and then built up to 
obtain the vibration modes of each tine of the tuning fork. The vibration mode equations were 
then combined with the equations describing the behaviour of a damped mass spring system, 
to form the complete response of the piezoelectric tuning fork to an external drive force. The 
piezoelectric effect of the tuning fork and its equivalent circuit were used to determine how an 
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placement. Two different control strategies were discussed with reference to speed and accuracy 
of the measurands. As the system can be operated at the resonant frequency when phase is 
used to control the drive frequency, this strategy, along with using the resonant frequency to 
determine the displacement, is regarded as the best way to operate the system. The output 
from the complete tuning fork seismometer was then compared to other measurement devices 
for simulated ground motion to determine the sensitivity and bandwidth of the device. For its 
small size and the relatively low mechanical sensitivity of the piezoelectric bimorph, the tuning 
fork seismometer performed with reasonable sensitivity right down to frequencies below 1Hz. 
7.2 General Discussion 
Although the tuning fork seismometer does work well there are a number of problems that 
need to be discussed. There are numerous noise sources that affect both the sensitivity and 
the bandwidth of the device. There are also different ways to operate the system that could 
improve the sensitivity, reduce the noise and extend the bandwidth. The isolation and testing 
of the device also needs to be improved to further separate out the system noise. 
7.2.1 Noise Analysis 
The fundamental noise signals for the piezoelectric tuning fork were discussed in Chapter 3. 
Due to the Brownian motion of the tines of the tuning fork, there will be a current noise signal 
produced by the piezoelectric effect in the crystal. This noise signal is converted to a voltage by 
the simple electronic circuit also discussed in Chapter 3. The noise due to the Brownian motion 
of the tuning fork combines with the Johnson resistor noise of the components in the electronic 
measurement circuit to produce the total noise for the simple tuning fork and measurement 
electronics system. This noise is largely unavoidable, and although better components can be 
used in the electronic measurement circuit, from the analysis of the noise equations in Chapter 3, 
for frequencies near the resonant frequency, the noise signal will be dominated by the signal due 
to the Brownian motion of the tuning fork tines. This noise signal due to the Brownian motion 
of the tuning fork tines is unavoidable, and can therefore be identified as the fundamental limit 
in the operation of the tuning fork as a displacement sensor. 
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resonant frequency. From previous discussions using phase to control the operating frequency 
and a measure of the resonant frequency to control the displacement is the simplest and best 
way to keep the system operating at resonant frequency. Maximising the Q-factor, however, is 
more of a challenge. The Q-factor, in the mass spring model, is determined by the resonant 
frequency and the viscous damping, which is proportional to velocity. The resonant frequency 
will remain fairly constant and the change in the damping factor will have by far the greatest 
effect on the Q-factor. From the discussion of the contact model in Chapter 2, the viscous 
damping is largely caused by the passage of the piezoelectric tuning fork tines through the air. 
The effect of the passage of the air on the tuning fork grows as the tuning fork approaches a 
surface and the sir has to be forced out of the gap between the tines and the surface. Therefore 
in order to maximise the Q-factor, and thus the sensitivity, the air effects must be minimised. 
This can be done by reducing the interacting surface area between the tuning fork and the 
surface. This, however, will also reduce the size of all the other interaction forces and will 
decrease the sensitivity of the piezoelectric tuning fork to displacement. A better solution 
would be to remove the air effects entirely by removing the air. This could be done by placing 
the whole system in a vacuum. This would also decrease the masking of the intersurface forces 
and could greatly improve the sensitivity of the whole system. By placing the system in a 
vacuum the noise signals from air movement and pressure change could also be avoided. 
Earlier in the research the piezoelectric tuning fork was tested inside a vacuum chamber. 
As expected there was an increase in the Q-factor as the viscous damping was reduced. The 
masking of the intersurface forces was also reduced making the attractive and repulsive forces 
stronger and more pronounced. Unfortunately operation inside the vacuum chamber was some-
what limited as the motor used to produce the vacuum caused large vibrations which interfer€d 
with any measurements. Also slight changes in vacuum pressure would alter the vibration 
characteristics of the tuning fork which also caused problems. Operating inside the vacuum 
chamber also meant that control and measurement wires had to be run inside the chamber. 
The extension of the wires compounded the electrical noise problems experienced in the system. 
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plies that run on DC batteries should be sourced to power the device and monitor the various 
outputs. A reduction in the ripple noise from the filters in the measurement circuitry requires 
a change in the actual filter and measurement circuit design. With all the other noise sources 
reduced the filters would set both the maximum speed of the system as well as the upper noise 
limit of the device. 
7.3.2 Improved ~easurement 
Both the measurement of phase and magnitude requires at least one complete output waveform 
from the input drive voltage and the converted output current. This sets the absolute limit of 
the measurement speed as the period of the resonant frequency, which is around 32. 768kH z. 
As magnitude is the slower more oscillatory measurement using it should be avoided in future 
work. This leaves phase which is detected using an exclusive-or gate logic detector so that 
the magnitude will not affect the measurement. This type of phase detector when used in 
an analogue system requires filters to convert the output square wave in to a control voltage 
signal. These filters reduce the upper limit of the measurement speed and produce the ripple 
noise discussed previously. In Chapter 4 a method for increasing the operating frequency was 
discussed. The method involves multiplying the measurement signals by themselves to produce 
signals with components at twice the initial frequency. The multiplication not only increases 
the frequency of the measured signals but can also increase the phase sensitivity. Although 
theoretically simple, the actual design and construction of the multiplying circuit boards is 
more of a struggle. The unwanted component of the multiplied signals needs to be filtered out 
and the lower frequencies tend to leak into the signals at higher frequencies. Increasing the 
phase sensitivity by increasing the measured frequency also makes the frequency response of 
the phase oscillate so the control of the system needs to be a lot more carefully done. A good 
solution may be to use a number of phase detectors at different frequencies each with their own 
control loops of varying strength. The less sensitive control loops can then be used to get the 
bimorph into roughly the right position, and the more sensitive control loops could be used for 
fine adjustment and measurement. The increase in frequency will also allow the filters to be 
designed with higher cut-off frequencies, which should reduce the ripple noise without slowing 
down the system. 
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Appendix A 
Appendix 
A.I Simple Bending Theory 
A.1.1 Stress and Strain 
Consider a cubic body located in a rectangular coordinate system. A force Fx acts perpendicular 
to one of the faces of the cube along the x-axis. If each face of the cube has an area A the 
normal stress on the face perpendicular to the force can be defined as: 
Fx 
C7xx =-
Ax 
(A.l) 
The faces in the other two planes would experience a shear stress T parallel to the face that 
is defined using the formula: 
Fx Fx 
Tyx = Ay or T z x = A z (A.2) 
The body along with the stresses are shown in Figure ALL 
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to compression and the lower part would be subject to tension. Therefore somewhere between 
the upper and lower surfaces there will be points at which the stress is zero. The line formed 
by all the points is termed the neutral axis and for uniform symmetrical beams it also forms 
the axis of symmetry in the unbent beam. 
H G 
.---~ -------------------- ~--_Q_--- F' G'. 
····c ... ___ ~~~~_4~ ______ D----~-- .. " .. 'A' B' .,..,."..,. 
"'- ."" \!. - .. _- ---.,..- . C' - .... ---------. D',,~ .. 
.. - .... _""" N8.1tral Axis .,._ ........ 
----------_.-----
E F E' 
(a) (b) 
Figure A1.2: Beam Subject to Pure Bending. 
Looking now at the cross sections HE and GF which are parallel in Figure A1.2(a). In the 
bent beam these sections remain straight but are no longer parallel but will rather subtend to 
some angle (). Consider a fibre AB in the material a distance y away from the neutral axis. 
This fibre will be compressed to form A'B' with the strain along the fibre given by: 
Extension 
Strain in Fibre AB = -=---:--::--~ Original Length 
AB - A'B' 
AB (A.6) 
As AB is equal to CD and since the neutral axis has no stress CD = C'D' the strain can 
be re-written as: 
A'B' -C'D' 
Strain = C'D' 
(R+y)()-R() y 
R() R (A.7) 
Equating the Equation A.7 for strain with Equation A.4 gives: 
a y a E 
- = - or - =-E R y R {A.8) 
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Combining Equation A.13 with Equation A.8 gives the important bending theory equation 
as: 
A.2 Mass Spring Systems 
M 
I 
A.2.1 Damped Harmonic Oscillator 
E (J 
R y (A.14) 
Consider an object attached to a spring moving through a viscous fluid. Three balanced forces 
act on the object. The spring exerts a restoring force proportional to the displacement of 
the object from the neutral position. Moving through the viscous fluid saps energy from the 
mass and this results in a damping force exerted by the fluid on the object proportional to 
the velocity of the object. The third force acting on the object will be from Newton's second 
law and thus proportional to the acceleration of the object. The three forces are given by the 
following equations, 
Spring Force -k x (A.15) 
Damping Force -IX 
AccelerationForce -mx 
where k is the spring constant of the spring, 'Y is the viscous damping factor of the fluid and 
m is the mass of the object. The forces are equated to form the equation: 
mx = -k x - 'Yx (A.16) 
Equation A.16 is a linear, homogenous equation, the dependant variable x or a derivative 
of it is present in each term linearly. The coefficients are merely constants . This suggests a 
solution of the form x = Aept , as differentiating an exponential produces the exponential times 
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2. Critical Damping - If the sum of the terms is equal to zero then (~) 2 = !, yielding 
P± = ~ this type of damping represents the transition from oscillatory to non-oscillatory 
motion. and is known as the condition of critical damping. In this case if motion starts 
at an initial position and velocity the mass will return to rest without oscillation. 
3. Under Damping - The condition of under damping OCCurS when the sum of the terms 
under the square root is negative. Under this condition, the spring mass system will 
vibrate with decreasing amplitude. Most structural and mechanical systems are under 
the influence of light damping making this condition the subject of further study in this 
section. 
A.2.1.1 Under Damping 
The condition of under damping occurS when the condition (~) 2 < ~ is met and the argument 
of the square root operation is negative. Factoring out - ~ Equation A.19 can be re-written 
as: 
(A.22) 
Using the abbreviations Wo = 1"£ and 7 = ~ Equation A.22 can be re-written as: 
1 ± . p=-- ~wo 27 (A.23) 
Now using the Euler identity ea+ib = ea (cos (b) + isin (b)) the exponential factor in Equation 
A.17 can be re-written as: 
(A.24) 
Similarly to Equation A.21 the first part of the equation gives the exponential time delay of 
the equation. This identifies 7 as the characteristic damping time. The characteristic damping 
time is obviously inversely proportional to the damping constant f. The trigonometric expres-
sions of Equation A.24 produce the oscillations which are generally sinusoidal. If, were zero 
so that 7 is infinite, the oscillations would be at an angular natural frequency woo 
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P± = -- ± 27 
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+i (w~t)))] 
are ,-,!l\Jm:'H so that the conditions of motion are met. 
are evaluated at t = 0 which 
x (0) 
x (0) 
these 
x(t) e 
into Equation 
1 (0)) cos (w~t) + -, 
Wo 
(0) + x2~)1 sin (w~t) 1 
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(A.27) 
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The viscous damping is a process that transfers energy from the mass to the fluid. There is 
no associated potential energy with this process and the energy associated with mass is written 
as: 
1 1 
E = -mx2 + -kx2 
2 2 (A.29) 
The damping is considered by how it reduces the numerical value of the energy with time. 
Differentiating the energy expression with respect to time yields: 
dE . dt = mx+kx (A.30) 
From Equation A.16 
mx + kx = -,X ~ (mx + kx) X = (-,x)x 
therefore 
dE ... k' ·2 dt = mxx+ xx = -,X (A.31) 
The right hand side of Equation A.31 is never positive, the damping always take energy 
from the system and never replaces any. 
Equation A.31 gives the instantaneous rate of energy loss. For light damping the energy loss 
per cycle is quite small and the mass will make many oscillations before the cumulative effects 
of damping become apparent. For these cases averages over one period can become sufficient 
for system analysis. Equation 3.33 can be reduced to, 
-t 
X = Ae 2r cos (w~t + a) (A.32) 
where A and a are constants determined by the initial conditions. Now for light damping 
where WoT » 27r then w~ ~ w o , and for the differential of Equation A.32, the derivative of the 
exponential which would describe the slow change in amplitude can be ignored, this gives: 
-t 
X ~ -woAe 2r sin (wot + a) (A.33) 
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compared to the energy left is 
Natural Period Wo _ 
Damping Time 
271" 
T 
(A.40) 
which for light damping will be very small indeed. 
A.2.3 Sinusoidally Driven Oscillator 
Of all the forces that could be applied to the mass spring system, the most common is a force 
that varies sinusoidally with time. Considering a one degree mass spring system operating under 
viscous damping and subjected to a sinusoidal force F cos (Wdt). The differential equation of 
motion for the system is now of the form: 
.. k . F () .. 2 1. F ( ) mx = - x -,x + cos Wdt ====> x = -Wox - -x + - cos Wdt 
T m 
(A.41) 
The solution of this equation consists of two parts the complimentary (transient) solution 
Xc (t) and the particular (steady state) solution xp (t) so that, 
x(t) = xc(t) +xp(t) (A.42) 
The complimentary or transient solution can be considered as the free vibration of the 
system and can be determined using the Equation 3.33 which can be re-written in reduced 
form as in Equation A.32 as, 
Xc (t) = Ce 2;' cos (w~t + a) (A.43) 
The particular solution is based on the forcing function and can have either of the following 
forms, 
xp (t) (A.44) 
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stants A and B: 
A = ~ (w~ - w~) (A.49) 
B = 
Now substituting these solutions into Equation A.45 the constants Y and cp can be found, 
E-
Y m (A.50) 
tan (cp) = 
Using A.50 the particular solution xp (t) can now be written: 
(A.51) 
and the complete solution can be written more simply as, 
x (t) = Ce"2; cos (w~t + a) + Y cos (Wdt + cp) (A.52) 
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